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C - parameter in power larv creep equation;

Co: parameter in Fish's model;
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C2 : parameter in equation for lateral creep displacement of piles;
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material constant in Fish's model;
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Chapter

XNTR,OÐUCTTON

L.1 Preliminary

Cold regions of the vsorld consist of the northern (or Arctic) and southern parts

of the world, centered around the poles. About one-half the land area of Canada and

the Soviet Union, more than 60% of Alaska, about 22% of the People's Repubiic of

China, and large areas of northern Eurasia as r,vell as Greenland and Antarctica can

be categorized as cold climatic regions (Johnston 198i). In the northern hemisphere,

the southern limit of the cold region extends approximately to the 40th parallel.

Seasonal and permanently frozen ground, and large ice bodies like glaciers, ice cover

over lakes, sea ice, ice islands, and ice-bergs, are common features of cold regions

which require special attention of the geotechnical and civil engineer (Tsytovich

1975, Andersland and Anderson 1978, Johnston 1981). In recent times, the rapid

increase in the utilization of abundant naturai resources found in the the cold regions

has generated much interest in frozen soil and ice engineering, and consequently,

attention has been focussed on structure-frozen soil/ ice interaction problems in

these environments. In these regions, a large number of structures like natural gas

pipe-lines, buildings, highways, electricity transmission towers, oil rigs, artificial

islands etc. had already been constructed, while many more are being scheduled

for construction. Some of these structures, specially many drilling platforms, are

located offshore and are based on frozen earth at the ocean bottom.

Of the two categories of frozen groundin coid regions, the first is the seasonally

frozen ground, ',n'hich is the top layer of soil that is subjected to alternate freezing

and tharving processes every year. Known as the active layer, it has important

impiications to the field engineer as all infrastructural, geotechnical and various

other problems concerned rvith the yearly freezing and that'ing processes manifest

in this layer. In the far north, the active layer is as shallo'n' as 150 mm. while farther

south from the North Pole, it can be as much as 3 m in thickness. The second

category of frozen ground is permafrost, which is generally defined as a ground



of an¡, kind which stays colder than the freezing temperature of rvater throughout

several years, and is usually found, aithough not alu'ays, underlying the active layer.

It may consist of a dry sand rvith no ice at ali, but much of the permafrost is not

only cemented by ice but interbedded with large ice masses, rvhose melting could

bring about subsidence, erosion and structural distress. The permafrost layer is

very thick in polar regions (e.g. 390 m at Resolute, NWT, Canada; 74'N), and

gradually becomes thinner torvards the lower latitudes, until the layer becomes frrst

discontinuous and then fragmented at its southern boundary. Permafrost exists in

some mountainous regions, and its occurrence may vary with the local topography.

Due to the effect of the geothermal gradient, permafrost rvould not exist to an

infinite depth, but wili have a bottom boundary below which the soil or rock is no

longer frozen. Thus, for engineering purposes, permafrost can be considered as a

geological layer of finite thickness.

Geotechnical and civil engineering problems concerned with the frozen ground

(and ice) can be categorized in general as: (a) those invoh'ing steady-state frozen

ground or ice, where time dependent settlement of structures, freezing of buried

water and other utility pipes, etc. are encountered, (b) those due to the freezing

process, rvhere problems caused by frost action are seen, and (c) those due to the the

thau'ing process, which causes thaw settlement and weakening of the soil. Numer-

ous complications of problems may arise due to the combined effects of two or all of

above categories. Permafrost degradation (or melting), a larger scale phenomenon

compared wiih individual cases of structure-active layer interaction, is an impor-

tant geo-environmental problem in cold climates. This may be caused by climatic

changes, changes of vegetation cover, building of new structures or modifrcation of

the conditions existing in the active layer in any other manner, and its consequences,

such as subsidence and erosion, will continue for a long time after the initiation of

such action. A considerable amount of literature is available where many aspects of

geotechnical and geo-environmentai problems encountered in cold regions are dis-

cussed at lengl,h (Jumikis 1966, Tsytovich 797-õ,, Andersland and Anderson 1978,

Johnston 1981, Lunardini 1981).

Some of the benefi.cial aspects of frozen ground are its stability and strength.



Permafrost provides excelient bearing capacity (provided thawing or excessive time-

dependent settlemeni under ioad is avoided), stabilizes the ground due to the bond

strength of the frozen moisture, and (sometimes artificial) ground freezing can be

useful in building cofferdams, tunnelling work, and other similar activities (see, for

eg: Jessberger (ed.) 1978, Frivik et al. (eds.) 1980), Ice bodies like glaciers,, lake

or sea ice cover, etc. provide bearing surface for many permanent and temporary

structures iike oil driils, roads and weather stations.

As far as geotechnical considerations of frozen soils and ice (specially its inter-

action with man-made structures) are concerned, study of the mechanical properties

of these frozen geomaterials assumes a fundamental importance. In the ensuing sec-

tions of this Chapter, an overview of the mechanical properties of frozen soiis/ice,

and the experimental rvork as well as numerical modelling that have been con-

ducted in this respect. are presented, as preliminaries for the objective of this thesis

discussed in $1.4.

L.2 Mechanical Properties of Frozen Soils and lce

In general rfrozen soils consist of four components, i.e. soil (mineral) particles,

gaseous components, frozen water and unfrozen water. Ciassification systems for

identifi.cation of frozen soils and ice have been developed (Andersland and Anderson

1978). At lorver temperatures, frozen soils are knos.n to have a strength comparable

to that of rn'eak concrete. Hou'everr these frozen geomaterials show time dependent

settlement under constant load, a characteristic known as t'creept', and their me-

chanical properties are highly susceptible to temperature variations. Pure ice and

ice rvith soil particle inclusions have creep and other mechanical properties very

similar to those of frozen soiis. A great difference in strength betr¡'een frozen and

unfrozen soils has been noted, rvhich is generally attributed io the cementing action

of the ice component in the frozen soil. Usually, ice deformation characteristics

form the upper bound for deformation of frozen soils, while ice-poor soils n'ith high

soiids concentrations may display interparticle friction and particle interlocking, or

cohesion, depending on the size of the soil particles, much as in unfrozen soils.



The mechanical properties of frozen soil are sensitive to stress, strain-rate, tern-

perature, confining pressure, particle size, particle orientation and packing, frozen

and unfrozen water contents, and impurities (air bubbles, salts or organic matter)

in the water-ice matrix. Similar sensitvity to ambient conditions is shown by ice,

which, being in general a polycrystalline materiai, in addition shon's a, dependence

of its mechanical properties on crystal and grain shapes, sizes, and orientation, as

u'ell as on the concentration of impurities (soil particles, pores etc.) contained in the

ice, and its density. Dependence of mechanical and thermo-mechanical properties of

frozen soils and ice on different physical and ambient factors are discussed in many

texts and research/review articles (Tsytovich and Sumgin 1959, Sanger and Kapler

1963, Vyalov 196õa and 1965b, Goughnour and Andersland 1968, Sayles 1968 and

1973, Gold 1970 and 1977, Sayles and Haines I974, Tsytovich 1975, Andersland

and Anderson 1978, Assur 1980, Jessberger 1980a and 1980b, Mellor 1980, Czurda

1983, Hooke 1981, Yuanlin and Carbee 198a).

Creep of frozen soils is described macroscopically as caused by a combination

of phenomena such as pressure melting of the ice due to stresses at points of con-

tact between soil particles, movement of unfrozen tvater to regions of iower stress

under differences of rvater surface tensions, refreezing of melted ü'ater, consequent

breakdou'n of the ice and bonds with the soil grains, and readjustment of soil par-

ticles. (Andersiand and Anderson 1978). Vyalov (1973) listed three basic types

of deformation occurring in a mass of frozen soil under load as: mutual displace-

ment of the mineral particles, florv of the ice and movement of the adhesive water,

and the formation and development of microcracks and other structural defects' In

materials like ice, because of the grain orientation, preferable planes of slip may

occllr, whereby creep would take place in a particular direction (along these glide

planes) more easily. Attempts have been made to explain the creep process at the

atomic or molecuiar level, where creep is described as a thermally activated process

(Andersland and Akili 1967, Andersland and Douglas 1970, Assur 1980, Fish 1984)

governed by the theory of rate process (Glasstone et al. 1941). According to this

approach, molecular particles participating in a deformation process. termed tflow

units', are 'activated' by acquiring a sufficient amount of energy to surmount the en-



ergy barïier which separates the adjacent equilibrium positions of the units. Under

no applied directed potentials, the atomic particles vibrate about iheir equilibrium

positions and the energy barriers are crossed in all directions rvith equai frequency.

However, an applied directed potential such as a shear stress distorts the energy

barriers, and a, net frequency of activation of the fl.or¡' units in the direction of the

applied stress is created (Mitchell et al. 1968). This results in a steady state of flou'

in ihe direction of the applied potential (stress), and can be seen as creep.

Time-dependent (creep) deformations of frozen soils/ice are generally preceded

by an elastic deformation, which is usually small in comparison with the creep

movements. Man5' studies had been conducted to evaiuate elastic properties of

îrozen soils/ice (Goid 7977, Traetterberg et al. 1975, Tsytovich 1975, Sinha 1977,

Bragg and Andersland 1982, Mellor and Cole 1983). Typical creep strain-time

curves of frozen soils, observed in uniaxial compression tests, are as shown in Figure

1.1. Figure 1.1a shor¡'s variations in creep curves due to the composition of frozen

soils. Figure 1.1b shows a basic creep curve, and Figure 1.1c shows the variation of

strain rate rvith time, plotted by obtaining the time-derivative of the creep curve

in Figure 1.1b. The basic creep curves in Figures 1.1b and 1.1c are applicable to

ice samples as weII, tested under constant uniaiai stress. It is generally accepted

that the standard creep cl¡-rve in Figure 1.1b consists of three parts or stages. In

the first part decelerating creep takes place, and is known as the primary creep

stage, or, alternately, as a strain hardening stage. Creep deformation takes place at

a constant rate during the second part of the curve, which is known as the steady

or secondary creep stage. The final part is the tertiary or accelerating creep stage

(strain softening stage), where the rate of creep strain increases up to the point of

rupture, denoted by point R in Figure 1.1b. The corresponding time-rate of creep

strain is as in Figure 1.1c. The sha,pe of the creep curve for a given material depends

strongly on temperature and magnitude of stress. For low stresses, creep may occtlr

in attenuating (decaying) manner, and the curve may never enter a secondary or

tertiary stage. In other instances, the material may fail in the secondary creep

stage due to excessive deformation, and not enter the tertiary stage. Entry into

the tertiary creep stage automatically signifies the failure of the material through



a,ccelerating creep deformations.

VJ'alov (1963, 1965b) depicted the stress-dependence of creep deformation of

frozen soils (and ice) at constant temperature as shownin Figure7.2, and the tem-

perature dependence of creep deformation of these maieriais at a constant stress

as shog'n in Figure 1.3. It is known that the relationships between creep strain

and stress, and between creep strain and temperature, are highiy non-linear. Glen

(1955) observed that uniaxial, constant stress compression tests on polycrystalline

ice yielded an initiai primary creep stage followed by a secondary creep stage. GLen

(1955), Mellor and Testa (1969), etc. noted the sensitivity of strain rate to tem-

perature. Subsequent uniaxial test programs by l\{ellor and Coie (1983), Sego and

iVlorgenstern (1983), Fish (198a), Jacka (1984), etc. have contributed much to the

understanding of the behaviour of ice. Among the main features noted were the

momentary development of a minimum creep strain rate under constant stress tests,

and a similar development of a maximum stress under constant strain rate tests,

as schematically depicted in Figures 1.4a and 1.4b. Experimental programs have

also been conducted using step-wise increasing stresses (Andersland and Akili 1967,

Eckardt 7979, Fish 1981).

Based on one dimensional iong-term creep tests on frozen soils, \¡yalov (1963)

reported that the lou'er the stress, the longer is the time to reach failure. This

observation is depicted in Figure 1.5, n'here the curve had been obtained by plotting

the failure ioads versus the time to failure. In Figure 7.5, oo is the momentary

compressive failure stress, ø"o is the ultimate, continuous strength, and ordinate at

any point, ø(ú), is the long-term strength or resistance to failure for a given load

duration. If the applied stress does not exceed a"o, the material will not fail for

any unlimited duration of time. Hooke (1981) discussed long-term uniaxial testing

(e.g. Kamb 7972) of ice, and suggested the possibility that strain softening of ice

in the tertiary creep stage (rvhich occurs due to recr)¡stallization) may not continue

indeflnitely, or that it may alternate with a strain hardening process. Investigations

on tensile strength properties of frozen soils/ice are also reported in the literature

(eg: Bragg and Andersland 1982, Jessberger 1980a).



Among different types of multi-axial tests conducted on frozen soils and ice are

triaxial tests (Sayles 1968 and 1973, Andersland and Ainouri 1970, Chamberiain

et al. 7972, Domaschuk ei ai. 1985, Domaschuk et al. 1991), pressuremeter tests

(Ladan¡'i and Johnston 1973, Kjartanson et al. 1988, Murat et al. 1989, Shields et

al. 1989), plate tests (Lach 1989), penetration of rigid bodies into ice (Domaschuk et

al. 1989), and model pile tests (Paramesrvaran 1979). Results obtained from these

multi-axial testing programs have in general been in agreement rvith the findings

from uniaxial tests. Figure 1.6, taken from Kjartanson et al. 1988, and Figure

1.7, taken from Shields et al. (1989), sho'çv the behaviour of polycrystalline ice

under pressuremeter testing; both these figures are in agreement with the uniaxial

behaviour of ice depicied in Figure 1.4a. In many field tests, emphasis had generally

been placed on investigating the performance of particular foundation elements

in permafrost; examples are the tests for performance of vertically and lateraily

loaded piies (Rowley et al. 1973), rod anchors (Johnston and Ladanyi !972), anð.

penetration tests (Ladanyi 1976). Effect of mean normal pressure on frozen soil/ice

deformations had also been investigated (Vyalov 1963 and 1965b, Chamberlain et

aI. 7972,, Domaschuk et al. 1991). Figure 1.8 (after \'yalov 1965b)' depicts the

hypothesized shape of stress curves (in the octahedral shear stress-strain space) for

different durations of load and different mean normal stresses.

Among other factors affecting the mechanical properties of frozen soils and

ice are the particular geological and freezing processes by which permafrost/ice

was created, and micro-cracking (Gold 1966, Fish and Sayles 1981) and healing of

cracks. In addition, factors like freezing effects and frost heave (Penner 1970, Yong

and Osler 1971, Czurda 1983), tharn' consoiidation (Nixon and McRoberts 1973),

and adfreeze strengths (Parameslvaran 1978 and 1981, Alwahhab 1983, Soo 1983)

mav have a direct influence on soil-structure interaction problems, depending on

the situation.

As in the case of any other material, stress-deformation relations become

paramount in engineering analyses of frozen media, since tests cannot be performed

to simulate each and every situation which involves deformation of such media. In

a practical sense, the need for constitutive relations for frozen soils/ ice arises in



the case of predicting settlements of structures founded on permafrost and ice. At

the design and construction stages of any structure, measures should be taken to

ensure that the creep settlement during its service life will not exceed the alloq'-

able service limit. Using the test data collected over the past many vears, man)¡

researchers had proposed constitutive relations to describe certain classes of defor-

mation phenomena observed in frozen geomaterials. The multiple complexitv of

frozen soils, and the high sensitivity of frozen soils/ice to ambient conditions, stress

magnitudes and stress/strain rates etc. had presented innumerable obstacles to the

process of developing a general stress-strain relationship applicable over all stress

and temperature ranges. As a result, there is no single constitutive relation that

can be universally applied to describe the observed creep behaviour of frozen soils

and ice over all ranges of stress, strain, temperature, and other relevant parameters,

although manJ¡ constitutive models exist to describe the creep process under several

specified constraints. Some of these constitutive reiations are discussed in Chapter

2.

1.3 R.eview of Numerical Analysis of Structure-tr'rozen Soil/Ice

Interaction

A very important role of numerical analysis of structure-frozen soil/ice interac-

tion is the prediction of creep settlements of various foundation elements. Constitu-

tive models for creep of frozen soils/ice (Chapter 2) are pertinent in this regard. In

vie.w of the non-linearity of the material models and the compiicated geometry in-

volved in these interaction problems, the Finite Element Method (Zienkiewi cz 7977 ,

Owen and Hinton 1980, for example) is undisputably a very versatile and powerful

technique that can be applied to the solution of such boundary-value problems.

In the literature, there are se\¡eral previous occasions where numerical analyses of

structure-frozen soil/ ice interaction have been performed.

Ktein (i979) used the Finite Element Method (FEX/I) to appl1' the general-

ized power law creep model (see $2.1, 53.3.1) to solve a problem involving a tunnel

made of frozen earth. Plane stress/strain formulations rvere used in a FE program

based on successive elastic solutions (Greenbaum and Rubinstein 1968). Klein and



Jessberger (1979) applied the same approach to analyze the bending of a simply-

supported beam of frozen sand. These FE treatments were based on a fully explicit

time integrating technique, and thus depended on small time increments for accu-

racy. Chehayeb et al. (1987) employed the generalized porver law creep model to

study the indentation of an ice sheet by a cylindrical body, b1' using plane stress

FE analysis. They used a secant-type iterative soiution algorithm on the global

equation of motion, and a Newton-Raphson type iterative algorithm coupled with

a-type time incrementing on the constitutive model at each Gauss point. Chehayeb

et al. (1987) reports that 4 to 6 cycles of iteration at the global equation level and

not more than 4 cycles of iteration at the element level, per time step, were re-

quired to satisfy the specified convergence. Emery and Mirza (1980) used the FEM

to simulate the flou' of a large ice mass, using a porver law-type constitutive model.

Soo et al. (1987) used the FEM to analyze reinforcement in frozen earth structures,

including plain and reinforced frozen sand beams, and similar frozen earth walls.

They used plane stress/ strain elements, bond interface elements, weighting func-

tions to account for difference in tensile and compressive strengths of frozen soils,

and the concept of yield functions, in a fully-explicit FE code (similar to Klein 1979)

to solve these creep problems. Klein (19i9) and Soo (1983) also provided relevant

axisymmetric formulations.

An important class of structure-frozen soil/ice interaction problems involve

laterally loaded piles. In the literature, laterally ioaded piles have been treated

as beams supported b5' spring - dashpot systems (i.e. Maxu'ell mechanical model).

Neukirchner and Nixon (1987) proposed an elementary secondary creep model where

the pile is modelled as a beam on a system of dashpots. They obtained solutions by

using the finite difference technique. Foriero and Ladanyi (1990) used the FEM in

an explicit time incremental algorithm to solve this problem, by assuming the pile

to be laterall5' supported by a spring-dashpot system.

Numerical treatment of adfreeze/bond strength phenomena in structure-frozen

soil/ ice interaction has been reported only rarely. Chehayeb et al. (1987) used

an indirect method, rvithout using any interface elements, to study the effect of

adfreeze strength in sea-ice indentation problems. Soo (1983) used a material model,



conforming to the power law-type model, to develop an interface element rvhich was

incorporated in a fully explicit finite element code and used to simulate the bond

between reinforcement and frozen earth.

L.4 Objectives of the Research

This research was undertaken for the purpose of complementing the substantial

experimental work which has been conducted on the creep deformation of frozen

soils/ice u'ith a fairly comprehensive computational (i.e. numerical) treatment of

the subject. Therefore this work is classifiable as an applied research effort, the

objectives of which can be listed as:

I-. Deveiopment of appropriate finite element codes for the follorving purposes: im-

plement several selected creep constitutive models for ice/frozen soil-structure

interaction analyses; investigate laterally loaded piles in creeping media; and

model adfreeze strength phenomena.

2. Investigation (by computational means and comparison with corresponding

experimental results where availabie) of the suitability of each of the selected

constitutive models to represent the observed behaviour of frozen soils/ice in

situations of interaction with structures.

3. Demonstrate use of the computer codes as predictive tools applicable in analy-

ses of a rvide range of structure-frozen soil/ice interaction problems encountered

in the engineering field.

1.5 Scope of the Thesis

In the present study, finite element codes for structure-frozen soil/ice interac-

tion anall'ses rvill be developed rvithin the confines of small displacement theory.

Out of the many constitutive models proposed to describe the creep behaviour of

frozen soils/ice, three modeis are selected for implementation in the codes. These

models are the Power Lau' Creep Model, Fish's Unified Model, and Domaschuk's

Model. The reasons for selecting these particular models and their basic functional
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forms are discussed in Chapter 2.

Development of appropriate finite element codes and the implementation of

the three selected constitutive models in the codes are detailed in Chapter 3.

The first two models are incorporated in an iterative, time-incrementing finite el-

ement code, and the third (Domaschuk's model) is implemented in an iterative,

load-incrementing finite element code. Phenomenological extensions of the power

larv model to muiti-step loads are also discussed. Details of time/load increment-

ing finite element algorithms, explicit forms of various matrices involved, details of

the structure of the codes, and verification of the codes for accuracy and reiiability

with respect to each constitutive model and each class of element, are all provided

under Chapter 3. The codes are capable of performing the materiaily non-linear

finite element analyses of structure-frozen soil/ice interaction problems in condi-

tions of plane stress/strain, axisymmetry, plane strain axisymmetry, and in three

dimensions.

The use of the above finite element codes in computational analyses of several

structure-frozen soil/ice interaction problems under plane and axisymmetric condi-

tions is detailed in Chapter 4. Anaiyses are performed for creep deformations as

'n'e11 as for stress distributions. In the fi.rst part of Chapter 4, axisymmetric analyses

are used to investigate the applicability and limiiations of two extended versions

of the po\¡¡er law model by simulating multi-stage pressuremeter tests on a frozen

sand, and by comparing the predictions with test data (Lach 1989). The power law

is also used to estabiish a correspondence betrveen numerical simulations and test

data (Domaschuk et al. 1989) in ihe case of penetration of laterally loaded cores in

ice, by using plane strain analyses. The numerical results are used to develop a rela-

tionship for an equivalent spring-dashpot to represent the ice medium. Interaction

between a group of rigid cores in ice is similarly investigated. Axisymmetric analy-

ses and the power law modei are used to investigate settlement of footings on frozen

ground, and to simuiate several rate-controlled penetration problems in frozen soils;

both these classes of problems correspond to situations commonly encountered in

the fietd. In the second part of Chapter 4, generalized Fish's model is used in

axisymmetric anaiyses to re-simulate several uniaxial creep tests on ice reported

11



by Jacka (1984), followed by analyses of several exampies involving interaction of

structures in'ith frozen ground, these being plane strain axisymmetric anaiyses of

pïessuremeter tests, axisymmetric analyses of footings, and piane strain analyses

of laterally loaded, embedded, rigid cores. Correspondence of the numerical results

r¡'ith the generally observed characteristics of creep deformation of ice/frozen soils

reported in the literature is discussed, and capabilities of the model in this regard

are emphasized. In the third part of Chapter 4, use of Domaschuk's model to simu-

late pressuremeter tests and plate tests on a selected frozen sand is discussed. These

analyses are performed under axisymmetric conditions.

Chapter 5 discusses the treatment of laterally loaded piles in ice and frozen

soils. A simple pile element, supported iaterally by a spring-dashpot system, is de-

veloped and implemented in an appropriate finite element code. The non-linear

dashpot relationship developed earlier by analyzing laterally loaded rigid cores

(Chapter 4) is used to characterize the dashpot here. LaterallS' loaded piles are

analyzed using this code under different restraint conditions. A series of completely

three-dimensional analyses of laterally loaded piies in ice is conducted using the

porÃ/er larv constitutive model. These results are compared with the results obtained

using the simple pile element.

In Chapter 6, the development of an appropriate finite element to model the

adfreezef bond strength phenomena in frozen soils/ice is discussed. This element

is incorporated in a finite element code developed earlier (Chapter 3), and several

demonstration problems are conducted to investigate its behaviour.

The conclusions of the study are summarized in Chapter 7, along with a

discussion of contributions made to the field of computational analyses of structure-

frozen media interaction problems during the course of the research.
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1.5. Long-term strength of frozen soils (after Vyalor' 1963).
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Chapter 2

R,EVTE'TÃT OF'' CONSTtrTUTTVE R.ELATtrONS F'OR-

F F.OøEN SOrtS/rCE

2.L General

Different researchers have follorn'ed different approaches to develop constitutive

relations to describe the creep of frozen soiis and ice. Some constitutive models

are based on purely phenomenological behaviour of frozen soils and ice observed in

experiments, while others are based on physical (thermo-mechanical) processes that

are believed to take place within the creeping material. In all approaches, the models

need to be verified against observed deformation characteristics of the material. In

a broader sense, a model is a mathematical formulation that translates the physical

or microscopic creep process into a macroscopical phenomenon-. It is most desirable

that such engineering models be mathematically as simple as possible, but a cost

would be involved here in that the simpler the model, the narrower may be its range

of application. Given the multiple complexity of the actual rheoiogical processes of

frozen soils and ice, a simple model that can simulate a large number of frequently

observed creep deformation processes u'ithin an acceptable margin of deviation can

be called a successful engineering model. Predictions made using such a model can

be used for design and construction purposes by applying a suitable factor of safety,

provided the same general class of deformation as simulated by the model is known

to occu¡ in the material und.er consideration. Several creep constitutive models

proposed for frozen soils/ice are described belolr'.

2.2 Fower [,arv \4odel

The por.n'er law creep model, in its basic form, is a time-hardening iaw originally

proposed to describe the uniaxial creep of metais at high temperatures (Norton

7929,, Dorn 1954). This has been later adopted to describe the creep of frozen

soiis/ice under uniaxial stress-strain states (G1en 1955, \t'yalov 1965b, Klein 1979),

and relates the creep strain to stress and elapsed time by a porver type relationship
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of the form:

ec:AoBtc, Cl1, (2.1)

u'here e" is the creep strain, ø the applied stress, / the elapsed time, and -4, B, C

are material parameters. Parameter -4. is dependent on temperature and has units

(stress)-B(time)c, while B, C are dimensionless and vary only slightly with the

temperature. For C 1\,, equation (2.1) describes the primary or attenuating creep

modes, and for C :7 it describes the secondary creep stage. Glen (1955) proposed

that the minimum creep strain rate in ice is related to applied constant stress as,

èt:AoB, (2.2)

rn'here superposed dot denotes the time derivative of the relevant quantity, and

all other notations are as before. Nye (1956) generalized equation (2.2) to multi-

dimensions (see $3.2.1). Vyalor' (1963, 1965b) expressed the stress-strain relation-

ship for frozen soils/ice as,

a: K(t)e^ ,

I a l;orr ':it14l '
(2.3)

which are forms equivalent to equation (2.1), and rn'here K(t) is a time dependent

parameter. Note that Vyalov (1963, 1965b) thereafter described the use of these

equations to develop a theory of hereditary creep. Klein and Jessberger (1979)

showed the equivalence of parameters used in equations (2.1) and (2.3). Based

on an experimental program, Klein (1979) gave values of parameters,4, 8,, C f.or

several frozen soils at a selected temperature (see Table 2.1). Hooke (1981) reviewed

the application of equation (2.2) to represent the steady creep of ice.

Generalization of equation (2.1) to multi-dimensions is discussed at length b5'

Hult (1966) and Odqvist (1966), with respect to modelling of creep in metals;

Odqvist (i966) also hypothesized the extension of equation (Z.t) to time varying

stresses. Application of identical processes rvith regard to frozen soils and ice are

discussed later in Chapter 3 ($3.2.1) of this dissertation.
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It is noteworthy that ihe term secondary creep stageis used in a different con-

text than the term steady creep stage (Odqvist 1966). Secondary creep stage is

the second stage in Figures 1.1b or 1.1c, v;here strain rate remains constant with

time, rvhereas steady and non-steadg creep stages, respectively, are defined accord-

ing to whether the current stress distribution remains constant or varies with time.

Thus it is possible to obtain a long-term attenuating creep behaviour (simiiar to

the primarv creep behaviour) under a, steady state stress field. When a, viscoelastic

material is stressed, an initial (elastic) stress distribution is set up, which rvill there-

after change gradually towards a long-term, steady-state stress distribution. The

time period during which this stress change takes place is known as the trans'ient or

non-steady stress stage. These transient stress stages are generally inevitable in a

multi-dimensional boundary value problem, and the practically significant duration

of the transient stage wouid be determined according to the particula,r creep model

used.

Ladanyi (1972) presented the generaiized power larv in the context of an engi-

neering theory specifically directed at solving the problems of footings and anchors

buried in frozen soils. Following Hult (1966), Ladanyi (1972) wrote the secondary

creep model in uniaxial stress state as,

where e denotes the creep strain, ø" is a temperature dependent proof (uniaxial)

stress for an arbitrarily selected creep strain rate (Ë"), è" is selected to express

equation Q.a) in normalized form, n is a temperature dependent exponent, and

other notations are as given before. The initial (instantaneous) strains were as-

sumed to consist of a reversible eiastic portion and a non-reversible piastic portion.

Equation (2.2) is based on the assumption of linearization of creep curves (Hult

1966), and is valid when strains encountered in the secondary creep stage are much

larger than those in the primary creep stage. A uniaxial, time-hardening, primary

creep modei \^'as proposed identical to equation (2.1), and an equivalent primar¡'

strain-hardening model q'as gi'¡en as (Ladanyi 7972),

(2.4)

'¡ r 1

dl€lc 1 B-+- - Aõ oõ
dt,
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Extension of the models above to multi-dimensions in the case of incompress-

ible materials followed the methods of Hult (1966) and Odqvist (1966) earlier (see

$3.2.1). Ladanyi (1972) described an empirical method to include the effect of h¡'-

drostatic stress in the generalized creep model, by using the test results of Sayles

(i968), and gave expressions to estimate either the creep strength or the time to

faiiure, when one of the two quantities are knon'n.

2"3 F ish's Unified Model

A creep constitutive model r¡/as proposed by Fish (i984), based on the thermo-

dynamic considerations of the creep process (Fish 1980, 1981). Experimental data

from uniaxial constant stress (CS) tests and uniaxial constant strain rate (CSR)

tests on ice and frozen soil samples were used to develop the theory. This model is

written as (Fish 1984):

(2.6)

where õ, ( , 0, and q > I are dimensionless parameters (independent of temper-

ature), ao is the ultimate strength of soil (temperature dependent) in MPa, Er is

activation energy in kJ/mole, k is Boitzmann's constant (1.38 x 10-23 JIK), h is

Planck's constant (6.63 x 10-31 Js), -R1 is the gas constani (8.31 x 10-3 kJ/mole

K), f is absolute temperature in K, kf lh is frequency of vibration of eiementary

particles around their equilibrium positions, and A,S is the change of entropy given

by Fish (t98+) as,

f : i@ :6Í(Ð, (2'T)

n,here á is a dimensionless parameter (independent of temperature), and /(ú] is a

function of normalized (dimensionless) time, given by,

f(t):f-lnl-7, and l:tltn,

-kT / E, \ A^ç /o\e+nè:c ä ""p(-Ar"/""p ¿ (;/ ,

(2.8)

where ú-. is the time to failure. Fish (1984) assumed the creep process to be isother-

mal and volumetric and instantaneous strains to be sma,ll. In this model, deforma-

tion and failure r.r'ere considered as a single thermo-activated process in which the

dominant role belongs to the change of entropy (Fish 1984). Failure was assumed
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to occur r'ç'hen the entropy change became zero. The point where entropy change

reached zero \ras interpreted to coincide with the instant lvhen strain rates in CS

tests reach the minima and stress in CSR tests reach the maximum (peak) values.

Time to failure l,n was linked to applied stress ø as (Fish 1984):

r 
-J 

/"\-'bnt _ to 
\e/

lvhere fo is the mean duration of the

position of equilibrium (Frenkel 1947)

,"=#*.r[#] , (2.10)

n'here all notations are as defrned earlier. The minimum strain rate (secondary

creep stage) u'as described by (Fish 1984):

o : o(Ð : om.o.æ.*p{ #¡

for c1ao, (2.e )

"settled life" of an elementary particle in a

given by,

(2.13)

and all otherwhere a,no, is the maximum (peak) stress observed in CSR tests,

notations are as defined earlier. The failure criterion was given as,

Lm- (2.11)

The creep model for constant stress situations was given as (Fish 1984):

è : è,n exp{ó f Q)} , (2.r2)

where ê- is defined by equation (2.11), /(Ð it defined by equation (2.8), ó is the

dimensionless parameter defined earlier and ê is the creep strain rate. Primary creep

occurs for f < 1, secondary creep for f:1, and tertiary creep for l> 1.

For CSR tests, the strain rate is constant, i.e. e : êrr. The constitutive equation

v¿as written as (Fish 198-1):

*(t)'

,Lm
trrn 

- 
---

€,

(2.14): to (o'-"æ¡-n
\úfo/
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r¡'here er' is the strain accumulated up to time trn. By defining a -- o f on o', equation

(2.13) n'as rer¡'ritten as (Fish 1984):

(o)' : exp{-ó "f(Ð} , (2.15)

and it rvas defined that primary, secondary, and tertiary creep occurs, respectively.

forf < 1(o < 1), t:1(a:1), and t>t (a < t). Fish(1984) showedthe

equivalence of creep data from CS and CSR tests by superposing these data on a,

single normalized diagram lsee Fig. 77 of. Fish (1984)]. The entire creep model was

summarized as shown in Figure 2.1 (after Fish 1984). Fish (198a) also described

methods to determine parameters of the modei based on either type of test (CS or

csR).

Fish (1987) proposed a new method to determine the creep parameters for

the model, specially the time to failure 1,,", using creep test data. The time to

secondary creep stage, which appears as a momentary phenomenon on the strain-

time curve, denotes the above time to failure. He also emphasized that the shape

of the creep curve predicted by the model in equation (2.12) is influenced by the

value of parameter á, which lies between 0 ( á < 1 for a large number of materials.

This influence is illustrated by Figure 2.2, where results obtained by numerical

integration of equation (2.I2), in view of equation (2.8), are shown for three values

of á (á - 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). Largest deviations between the curves occnr during the

primary creep stage and rvell after failure, while the differences diminish close to

the failure point.

The above constitutive model of Fish has the significant advantage of being able

to predict all three stages of creep. Horvever, it is necessary to generalize the model

to multi-dimensions if it is to be used for prediction of soii-structure interaction

problems found in practice. Concurrent to ihis generalization, it is necessary to

hypothesize that the model in equation (2.12) holds for time-varying stresses, since a

transient stress stage is generally encountered in boundary value problems. Further

discussion of this model, including generalization to multi-dimensions is made later

in Chapier 3 ($3.2.2) of this dissertation.
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2.4 Ðomaschukes Model

The constitutive model for frozen soils proposed by Domaschuk et al. (198õ),

Rahman (i988) and Domaschuk et al. (1991) is based on the concept of separating

the response of the material under isotropic compression and under shearing stress.

For unfrozen soils, previous studies had been conducted to obta.in bulk modulus

(K) using isotropic compression tests, and shear modulus (G) using mean normal

stress triaxial tests (Domaschuk and Wade 1969, \¡alliappan t97a); these K and

G modulii u'ere then substituted in the usual isotropic, linear elastic relationships

to obtain the constitutive model for the ma,terials. The same approach had been

continued (Domaschuk et al. 1985, Rahman 1988) to obtain generalized solutions

for the K and G modulii of a frozen sand; however, these modulii would no longer be

constants, but functions of stress state, time, temperature, ice and unfrozen water

content, grain size, etc. Thus the two modulii were named as bulk creep function

K", and shear creep function G., respectively.

Domaschuk et al. (1985) proposed the use of isotropic compression tests to

determine the K" function defined as,

c¡r¿ : I{" eo r (2.16)

where arn is the mean normal stress and eo the volumetric stain, and the use of

triaxial compression tests with cro held constant to determine the G" function

defined as,

S¿: G"e¿ , (2.17)

, (2.18a)

ed.:2 (rt - r,n)'* (., - en)2 I (rt -,,n)' , (2.18å)

stresses, and e¿rn'here e, is the mean volumetric strain, o¿ (i:7,2r3) are principal

are principal strains (in the context of triaxial testing).

Samples of a quartz, carbonate medium grain sand, saturated and maintained

at -3"C, were used in the tests to evaluate the creep functions (Rahman 1988). Data

where,

and

.rD
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coliected from a multi-stage isotropic compression creep test on a sand sample were

used to construct curves of e, r'ersus oro after various elapsed times (Rahman 1988).

It was assumed that the total strain at any particular time was the sum of all the

instantaneous strains and creep strains that the sample had undergone prior to the

time under consideration. This data iinearized on a on f e?, versus orn plot, and a

secant bulk creep function (K"") was derived as (Rahman 1988),

cm

€r

where Ko, ó, Æ are parameters obtained from the plots, and I is the eiapsed time.

By manipulating equation (2.19), Rahman (1988) obtained the following expression

for tangent bulk creep function K":

K.: no (r + (2.20)

In order to determine the shear creep function, multi-stage triaxial tests at

constant mean normal stresses lvere conducted (Rahman 1988). A constant ø-
g'as maintained by complementing the increases in axial stresses by appropriate de-

creases in cell pressure, at each stage of the step-wise increases in deviatoric stress.

Using the test data, curves of resuitant deviatoric stress (5¿) versus resultant devia-

toric strain (e¿) were prepared for different elapsed times. As before, it was assumed

that the total strain at any particular time was the sum of all the instantaneous

strains and creep strains that the sample had undergone prior to the time under

consideration. Shear creep function G" was defined as the momentar¡t slope of the

resultant deviatoric stress-strain curve, at a given time. Rahman (1988) graphicaliy

evaluated G. from the ,5¿ vesus ed curves at selected points, and replotted the G"

versus a,-lS¿ curves at different elapsed times. Noting the fact that the further

transformed plots of. (o, f S¿)/G" versus (o,-lS¿) n'ere linear for different elapsed

times, the following hvperbolic expression was proposed for the shear creep function

G" (Rahman 1988):

G.: a,"lS¿
(2.2r)

rvhich

cp l- p(o,.lSa) '

r,vhere, bJ' manipulating the data curves and noting several characteristrcs

were consequently evident, the parameters rp and g we¡e evaluated as,

(2.ie)

7 - \2

^ 

O expl-ntla," )

9: ct'" , and
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Thus the creep function G. in equation (2.21) rvas rvritten as (Rahman 1988):

(2.23)

It was then suggested that the same concept as in incrementai elasticity should

be employed, by using K. ar.d G " to model, respectively, the bulk creep behaviour

and the shear creep behaviour of the frozen sand. Numerical implementation of the

model is discussed in Chapter 3 ($3.2.3).

2.5 Other Models

In addition to the three constitutive models discussed so far, many other modeis

for creep of frozen soils and ice are available in the literature. Only a brief reference

to some of these models will be made here.

Yuaniin and Carbee (1983) proposed a constitutive model for frozen silt, based

on the results of a series of unconfined compression creep tests on remolded, satu-

rated Fairbanks silt at constant stress and temperature conditions. For various test

temperatures, a sudden change in the slope of iog e versus 1/a curves was noticed at

almost the sameminimumstrain rate (about 10-6 s-1). Based on this observation,

they classified creep of frozen silt into two types as short-term and long-term creep,

and proposed expressions to describe minimum creep strain rate, time to failure,

and loss of strength, for each type of creep. Based on suggestions of Assur (f OaO), a

constitutive equation was proposed to relate creep strain to other relevant param-

eters (time to failure, current time, and strain to failure). Defi-nition of failure \\¡as

similar to that in the case of Fish's model ($2.3).

Sinha (1983) proposed a creep model of ice for monotonicaily increasing stress.

This rvas basicall¡' a numerical integration method to predict the strain path cor-

responding to a given stress history. The model n'as applicable to previously unde-

formed polycrystalline materials where grain boundary diffusional process did not

piay a major role. It incorporated the grain size eflect, and strain ivas predicted in

terms of elastic, deiayed elastic, and viscous (permanent) strains.

G": (rnt of tn, * cto fil-'
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Several constitutive models (specifi,call)' for ice) have been proposed based on

the "second order fluid model" (l\4orland and Spring 1981, McTigue et al. 1985,

Man et ai. 1985, Sun 1987). Pertinent to these approaches is a general theory of

st¡ess-deformation relations of isotropic materials, presented b5r gi-4;tt and Ericksen

(1955). McTigue et ai. (1985) discussed a special case of a more general constitutive

model based on the second order fluid model proposed by Morland and Spring

(1985). Man et al. (1985) suggested a ne\r model that could capture the advantages

of both the second order fluid model (McTigue et al. 1985) and the secondary

creep model (Glen 1955, Nye 1956). Sun (1987) further extended above work and

proposed two modified fl.uid models for ice.

Ting (1983) proposed a tertiarv creep modei for frozen sands. Gardner et al.

(1984) derived a constitutive equation for primary and secondary creep of ice and

frozen soils. \,Iorland (1979), Gold and Sinha (1980), Le Gac and Duvall (1980),

Williams (1984), Ashby and Duvall (1985), and Szyszkowski and Giockner (1985)

are among other researchers who had proposed constitutive models for ice.

2.6 R.elations for Interface Behaviour

The behaviour at the interface between a foundation element and surrounding

frozen medium assumes importance in several situations, specially in the case of ax-

ially loaded piles in permafrost and ice. Most of the pile foundations are of timber,

while steel and concrete piies are aiso in use. The advantages of pile foundations in

cold regions include their ability to carry even extremeh'large loads in diffi.cult per-

mafrost conditions, ability to transfer the loads to a suitable stratum (that remains

structurally and thermaliy stable for the service life of the structure) some distance

below the active layer, ability to provide an air space between heated buildings and

permafrost to avoid permafrost degradation, possibility to mobilize the adfreeze

bond strength to carry part or all of the load. and the ability of installation with

minimum disturbance to the ground thermal regime (Johnston 1981).

Axially loaded piles embedded in permafrost carry most of the load due to the

shear adfreeze bond strength developed at the piie-soil (or ice) interface. Resistance
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due to end bearing can be significant only t'hen the pile bottom rests on a hard

base. The load-resisting mechanism for laterally loaded piles is different, where

the loads are carried mainly by the laterai soil (or ice) reaction. Based on test

observations as r¡'ell as theoreticai predictions of creep of ice, several relationships

had been proposed to describe the creep of piles in permafrost/ice and the cioseiy

reiated adfreeze strength phenomena.

Parameswaran (1979) found that the steady

adally loaded piles in ftozen soils r¡¡as related to

Pile-soil interface as' 
i o (r)o ,

state creep displacement rate 7 of

the applied shear stress (z) at the

(2.24)

where ñ. varied between 6.7 and 9.1 for various types of piles (wood, concrete and

steel piles with different surface finishes). These frndings generally agreed with

those of Johnston and Ladanyi (7972). Nixon and McRoberts (1976) gave the

following steady state relation for creep of axially loaded piles in permafrost, based

on theoretical considerations of creep of permafrost:

i: BtTn' + B2T"' , (2.25)

where Bt, Bz, rLrt rlz are parameters, and other notations are as before. Mor-

genstern et al. (1980) reviewed some long-term creep tests on ice to propose the

following expression for the steady state pile velocity (ú"):

ua:
sg(n'+t) ¡z g,

Tn' (2.26)
nt-l:

u'here Bt, nt are parameters and ø is pile radius.

The shear stress (z) at the pile-ice (or -soil) interface in equations (2.24)-(2.26)

is referred to as the adfreeze bond strength of ice/permafrost to pile. Numerical

vaiues for adfreeze strength of piles in ice and frozen soils at different pile velocities

are available in the literature (Tsytovich and Sumgin 1956, [yalov 1965, Frederking

7979, Parameswaran 1978 and 1981). Paramesu¡aran (1978) and Alrvahhab (1983)

observed that for relatively smooth model pile surfaces, the bond strength (under

constant displacement rates) reached a peak and dropped thereafter, indicating a
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break in the bond. Nfaterial models for bond behaviour at the interface can be

hypothesized (Soo 1984) based on such observed behaviour.

2.7 Selection of Constitutive Models for Present Study

The three constitutive models described in $2.2, $2.3 and $2.4, respectively,

were selected for impiementation in the finite element codes developed in the course

of this research (see Chapter 3). The basis for selecting these models for the present

research is as described below.

The power law creep model (S2.2) is widely accepted and used as applicable

to describe the primary, secondary, and attenuating creep of frozen soils/ice, by

experimentalists as well as numericai analysts in this field (Glen 1955, Nye 1956,

Vyalov 1963 and 1965b, Ladanyi 7972,I{lein 1979, Klein and Jessberger 1979, Hooke

1981, etc.). Numerical values of the material parameters invoived in the model

have been reported for differentfrozen soils and ice at different temperatures (Glen

1955, Klein 7979,, Hooke 1981, etc.). Major advantages of the model are its simple

mathematical form, the involvement of only three ma,terial parameters (only trvo

parameters fo¡ secondary creep), and the availability of a large base of experimental

data. The origin of the polver law model can be traced to the field of modeiling of

creep in metals (Norton 7929, Hult 1966, Odqvist 1966), and substantial literature

is availabie on various aspects of the model, including its generalization to multi-

axial states of stress and strain. These considerations formed the main reasons for

the selection of the porver law model for implementation in the computer codes.

Fish's (1984, 1987) unified creep model ($2.3) is different from the po\4rer larv in

two respects: i.e., it is based on a thermod¡'n¿*i. considera,tion of the creep process,

and it is a,ble to simulate the entire creep process, including the primary, secondary,

and tertiary creep stages. Here, secondary creep is considered as a momentary

phenomenon, represented b)' a point of infl.exion in the creep curve. This type

of behaviour has been confirmed also in multi-axial tests on ice (see Figures 1.6,

1.7) and frozen soils (}'uaniin and Carbee 1983). The failure of the material is

signalled by the onset of the tertiary creep stage, and there arise many occasions
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when such failure critically affects the structural performance of the material, and

therefore the serviceability of structures founded on it. Considerations of above

type rvere the prime reason for impiementing this model in the computer codes

here. Generalization, and assumption of validity of the model for varying stresses,

ln'il1 be made similar to the case of the pou'er law model.

Among the conceptual differences betrveen the models discussed above and

Domaschuk's model ($2.¿, Domaschuk et al. 1991) are the consideration of com-

pressibility of the material in the latter model, and the fact that the latter model is

not expressed explicitly in a rate form. (Incompressibility of the material is assumed

during the generalization of the power law and Fish's model, as shown in Chapter

3 later). Compressibility of the material has important implications with respect

to the creep process. and a model which takes it into account may be more reaiistic

than the models rvhich depend on the incompressibilit5' of the material. Since Do-

maschuk's model is based on multi-axial test data, the need of generalization does

not arise. These considerations, and the availability of necessary parameters for a

particular frozen sand, were the main reasons for implementing the model in an

appropriate finite element code here.
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Table 2.1:
Power law creep parameters for different frozen soils
(After Klein, i979)

Material at -lOoC A B C
Obtawa Sand
Bab-Baioss Clay
Emscher-Marl
Callovian Sandy Loam
I(arlsruher Sand

3.5 x 10-4
1.6 x 10-3
7.6 x 10-5
5.5 x l-O-a
1.3 x 10-3

1.28

2.rù0

4.00
3.70
2.00

0.44
0.45
0.10
0.37
0.40

Note: -Á in (mm2/N)"hr-c
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Chapter 3

}..INITE ET,EMENT CODES FOR. CR-EEP OF

ICE Á.ND FROZEIN SOtrLS

S.L General

The development of appropriate finite element codes for the computational

analyses of structure-frozen soil/ ice interaction (u,hich, as outlined in $1.4, consti-

tutes the main objective of this research) is detailed in this Chapter. The results of

this development effort are severai flnite element codes rvhich would be readily us-

able for the settiement predictions and computational analyses of a wide variety of

structure-frozen soil/ ice interaction problems encountered in engineering practice.

As discussed later in $3.6, much effort \vas expended to establish the accuracy and

the reiiability of the codes developed here. The range of applicability of these finite

element codes has been greatly broadened by presenting a choice of three differ-

ent (basic) constitutive models, and by allowing for the incorporation of additional

modeis in the future. as and when such need arises.

Due to the variety of creep constitutive models and structure-frozen media

problems considered, it became apparent that the most convenient procedure wouid

be to develop several finite eiement codes, with each code confined to a certain

class of problems and/or models. The broadest such division was made between

continuum analyses (which are based on 2-D and 3-D continuum elements), and

beam analyses (based on 1-D beam elements on viscous media). Thus the present

Chapter is restricted to codes for continuum analvses, whereas codes developed for

beam elements on viscous media are discussed in Chapter 5 ($5.2.2,5.2.3,, and 5.2.4).

Although finite elements developed for the modelling of adfreeze/bond phenomena

rvere ultimately incorporated into a code based on continuum analysis, all details

concerning computational modelling of adfreezefbond strength are given in Chapter

6, mainly because of the slight varia,tion in ihe numerical approach involved in the

development of such eiements.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, creep constitutive models considered in this dis-

sertation a¡e the powerlau'modei (GIen 1955, Nye 1956, \¡yalov 1963, Klein 1979),

Fish's unified model (Fish 1984, 1987), and Domaschuk's model (Rahman 1988,

Domaschuk et al. 199i). The numerical algorithm to be used in the case of each

modei is governed b5' the mathematical form of the respective model. Thus the

frrst two models are incorporated in an iterative, time-incrementing finite element

algorithm, whiie the latter model is incorporated in an iterative, ioad-incrementing

finite element algorithm. These algorithms and the numerical considerations with

respect to each model are discussed in the ensuing sections of this Chapter. Horn'-

ever, basic relationships in the Finite Eiement N{ethod (Zienkiewicz 1977, Chap.

5) apply regardless of the incremental aigorithm used, and as such, these would be

briefly outlined here.

A continuum material domain of volume V and surface area S is considered

to be discretized by a mesh of frnite elements. At any point within the material

domain, the displacement vector wili be denoted by t, strain vector b]' e and stress

vector bJ' o. The vector of nodal dispiacements r¡'ill be denoted by a. \r'ectors u, €,

and a are related to each other as follows:

Ê : [I] r, u : [1{]" and e: [I] [1{] a:lBl". (3.1)

In (3.1), l1{l is the shape function matrix and [I] is a differential operator

matrix obtained through standard formulations of soiid mechanics (see Appendix

A). Equilibrium of the material domain at any given time ú¡ can be rvritten as,

I fuf o¡ d.V ï f¡, : o, (g.2)
J,,, J

r¡'here subscript k denotes that the relevant quantity is considered at time f¡, f¡ is
the knou'n force vector made up of the prescribed surface traction forces T¡ on the

surface S and of the body forces b¡, given b¡',

t'l'
f¡ : / lnlt br.dl.' - I llvl'Tt d.s .Jv' J s'

and all other notations a,re as given earlier.

ooù.)

(3.3 )



3.2 Numerical trmplementation of Creep Constitutive Models

It is possible to base creep constitutive models on different concepts or hypothe-

ses (Nye 1956, lyalov 1965b, Hult 1966, Odqvist 1966, Christensen 1971, Fish 1984,

Domaschuk et al. 1991). A broad class of creep constitutive modeis have been pre-

sented on the basis of eiastic visco-plasticity (\ryalor'1965b, Odqvist 1966). One

concept used to describe the constitutive behaviour of these materials is to decom-

pose the total deformation into a recoverable elastic component, and non-recoverable

plastic and viscous components. Piastic deformations are time-independent and

viscous deformations are considered as time- (or strain- ) dependent. Variations

in the consideration of these components exist, since, for example, it is possible

to define a linear, non-linear, isotropic, or anisotropic elastic component, or delete

the elastic component altogether and consider only a non-recoverable piastic defor-

mation component, in addition to the pertinent viscous deformation component.

Many functional forms are availabie to describe the plastic deformation component

(Odqvist 1966, Zienkiewicz and Cormeau 7974).

Under the concept where the total deformation is decomposable into individual

components, the total current strain tensor e(t) can be written as,

e(r) : e'(r) * eP(t) + r"(t) , (3.4)

'nrhere e"(ú) is the current eiastic strain tensor, €P(f) is the current plastic strain

tensor, e"(ú) is the current creep strain tensor, and f is the current time (measured

from the commencement of the deformation process). For the case of frozen soils

and ice, €e(¿) is assumed to be insignificant (i(lein 1979), and e"(ú) is related to

stress ø(ú) as,

o(t) -- lD) e" (t) , (3.5 )

u'here [D] is the isotropic linear elastic (Hooke's) constitutive matrix (Timoshenko

and Goodier 1951, and Appendix A). The viscous (or creep) component of the strain

tensor is most convenientiy expressed in a rate form, as is the case rvith respect to

the power law model (see equation 3.16) or the unifred model of Fish (see equation

3.28). It is noted that equations (3.4)-(3.5), in the absence of. enþ), represent a

qÀ
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mechanicai model consisting of a iinear elastic spring connected in series with

dash-pot, n'hich represents the viscous deformations.

An alternate class of creep constitutive models can be proposed analogous

to incremental elasticity or hypoelasticity (Truesdell 1955), where the pertinent

constitutive relationship can be stated as,

t6: lc)do , (3.6 )

where de and do are infinitesimal strain and stress tensors, and [C] is the consti-

tutive matrix. The elements of lC] abon" are not constants but are functions of

stress, temperature, etc., *,hereas time occurs to the same order in all terms imply-

ing that the relationship is time-independent. Equation (3.6) had been adopted by

Domaschuk et al. (1985), Rahman (1988), and Domaschuk et al. (199i) to propose

an incremental constitutive model for creep of frozen sands.

In order to implement the selected creep constitutive models in finite element

schemes, it is necessary to obtain the relationship betvveen the components of stress

and strain tensors in an explicit manner. Since the original forms of the power law

model and Fish's unified model are restricted to uniaxial stress-strain fields, the

generalization of these models to multi-axial states of stress and strain will be briefl¡'

discussed in the ensuing sub-sections, and the componential form of constitutive

relations for each model will be derived in turn. Domaschuk's model is proposed for

muiti-axial stress and strain fields, and requires no further generaiization. Tensorial

notation will be used in the follou'ing work to denote tensor components.

3.2.L Power Law Model

The basic concept of the constitutive model used here is that the total strain

vector consists of an elastic strain component and a creep strain component, i.e'

e(t) : e"(ú) * €"(¿) , (3.7)

u,here e(t), e'(t), r'(t),and f are all as defined earlier (see equation 3.4). The elastic

strain tensor can be rela,ted to the stress vector through the use of a linear elastic

constitutive matrix [D] as given by equation (3.5).
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For uniaxial straining of viscoelastic materiaJ.s in the secondary creep stage,

Odqvist (1966) presented Norton's power larv (Norton 1929) as,

(3.8)

rvhere e"(t) is the current creep strain, o the stress, and Ë" an arbitrary standard

value of the creep strain rate for which 6: cct and ø. and p are material constants

depending on temperature, particuiarly in the case of ø". Odqvist (1966) hypoih-

esized equation (3.8), originally stated for a constant stress ø, to hold also for a

time-dependent stress ø(ú), and presented the following expression to describe total

deformation (in the absence of plastic deformations):

(3.e)

A more generai version of equation (3.9) ivhich accounts for plastic deformations

has also been given by Odqvist (1966). For frozen soils and ice, materials which

shou'creep properties (not restricted to secondary creep), the equation (3.8) can be

r¡'ritten in an equivalent form as,

è"(t): AC c(t)B tt-' , (3.10)

where è"(f) denotes creep strain rate, ø(ú) is as defined earlier, f is the elapsed time

from the instant of stressing of the material, and á, B, C are creep parameters. ,4

has units of (stress)-B(time)-d 'while B and C are dimensionless. For a constant

stress ø, integration of equation (3.10) with respect to time yields the following

widely used form of the uniaxial, constant stress creep equation:

€c : AaBtc, (3. i 1)

In the field of frozen geomaterials, equation (3.11) is the model used by

perimental research workers (Glen 1955, Vyalor' 1963, Klein 1979) to evaluate

material parameters A, B, and C. For frozen soils, á is strongly dependent on

#:,(î)',

e(r) :**1,'a(:-)'at

ex-

the

the
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temperature while B and C vary only slightly with it. Fo¡ C 1!, equations (3.10)

or (3.11) describe the primary creep stage of a standard creep (e vs ø) curve, or.

alternately, the entire creep curve of an attenuating creep example, which occurs

when the material is subjected to a lor¡' stress level.

Generalization of equation (3.10) to cases of three-dimensional stress and strain

has been performed in the literature (Nye 1956, \ryalor' 1963 & 1965b, Hult 1966,

Odqvist 1966, Klein and Jessberger 1979) through several approaches. Pertinent

assumptions used for the generalization are that the material is isotropic and in-

compressible, creep st¡ain rate is uninfluenced by a superposed hydrostatic pressure,

tensors of stress and strain rate are coaxial, equation (3.10) holds for the uniaxial

case, and elastic strains are very small compared to creep strains. An exception to

the incompressibility requirement during creep '!vas suggested by Vyalor' (1963). In

most cases (Nye 1956, Hult 1966, Odqvist 1966, Klein and Jessberger 1979), the

generalization is made using the same concepts as for the Von Mises h5'pothesis in

the theory of plasticity (Hill 1950). Accordingly, use is made of an equivalent stress

o" and an equivalent creep strain rate ê!, respectively, given by,

and è2 : , (3.12)

r¡'here summation is implied or.er indices i and j,, (i,,j : Ir2,3), èîj denotes the

components of the creep strain rate tensor and s¿¡ denotes the deviatoric stress

tensor (Hill 1950, I{ult 1966, Odqvist i966) given by,

sij: oij Lf36¿¡a¡¡, (3.13)

s'here c¿¡ is the stress tensor and 6¿¡ is the Kronecker delta. Genera,lization is

achieved by assuming that equation (3.10) is applicable to equivaient stress and

equivalent strain rate (Hult 1966, Odqvist 1966, Kiein and Jessberger 1979, Cheha-

yeb et al. 1987), i.e.,

ê!(t) : AC o.(t)B tc-1 (3.i4)

In vierv of the assumed non-influence of hydrostatic stress on the creep process)

it is hypothesized that creep occurs due to the deviatoric stress tensor. Hence it is as-

(312) s¿¡ (213) èij
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sumed that the components of the creep strain rate tensor are directly proportionaì

to the corresponding components of the deviatoric stress tensor (Prandtl-Reuss re-

lations, Hill 1950). Thus the follou'ing relationship is obtained, undei the condition

that it yields the correct expression (equation 3.10) r¡'hen reduced to the unia.:iial

case:

(3.15 )

Substitution of equations (3.14) and (3.12) in equation (3.15) yields the follow-

ing expression for the components of strain-rate tensor (Hult 1966, Odqvisi 1966,

Klein and Jessberger 1979):

èij(t): iffisii(t).

ot l:s/,¿(¿)sft¿(¿)] 
+ 

";¡(t)tc-'èi¡U) (3.16)

Equation (3.16) above is in an appropriate form to be implemented in a time

incrementing finite element algorithm, and its time integral represents e"(l) used

in equations (3.7) or (3.a). Explicit expressions of Ë!r(ú) for different continuum

elements are given in Appendix A.

Equations (3.10), (3.14) and (3.16) have been hypothesized for situations of

time dependent stresses, and therefore one may naturally assume that these equa-

tions need no modifications u'hen applied to situations of }oads applied in distinct

steps. Unfortunately, experimental evidence (Ladanyi and Johnston 1973, Eckardt

7979, Thimus 1988) indicates otherwise, and sharp increases in the deformation

rates observed immediately following the application of a nevr' load step dictate a

modification or extension of equations (3.14) and (3.16) to cover such situations as

muitiple-step loadings. A similar requirement is addressed by I{ult (1966) in his

treatment of creep in metals. Thus on phenomenological grounds alone, extension

of the basic model in equations (3.1a) and (3.16) to multiple loads may be under-

taken in such a manner as to reasonably simulate the observed creep behaviour. In

so doing. the rationale for maintaining a time-dependent stress in equations (3.14)

or (3.16) should now be interpreted as accommodation of transient stresses wiihin a

single load step, or as accorlnting for quasi-static loading cases rvhere the time rates

tr):
2
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of load variations are very low. As Hult (1966) notes, such modified phenomeno-

logical creep models may assume different forms depending on the accuracy that

is required from their predictions, and no claims are made that the laws of such

theories are derivable from other laws of physics. Two such modified models are

considered in this dissertation, and these modifications rvill be denoted by Fower

Law Extension I, and II. respectively, in the following work. It is noted that

the classical theory of viscoelasticity (Christensen 1971) accounts for muitiple ioad

steps and/or varying stresses through the use of the hypothesis of fading memory,

by which the history of deformation is made more dependent on the recent than

the distant deformation events. However, this approach had not been followed in

most of the experimenta.l programs on frozen soils and ice.

Fower Law Extension I:

Thimus (1988) proposed a modified pov/er law model for a uniaxial, multi-step

loa.d case, which, for two-step loads can be written as:

for t 1t1 ; e'(t) : Aal tc , (3.17a)

(3. i 7ó)and for t)t1 ;

In the above, ø1 is the stress applied initially (at ú : 0), oz is the stress

increment applied at f : f1 and t is the current time measured from f : 0. Equation

(3.17a) Ìrvas generalized to yield an equation similar to (3.14), and the time derivative

of equation (3.17b) \ryas generalized as:

e' : Al"F ,r* (o, -f oz)? þ _rr)]"

èZ : AC lo,"(r, )? t, + o"(t1T U - tr)]t-' a"þ7? , (3.18)

where o"(f) is the total equivalent stress at the current time f and ø1"(f1) is the

equii'alent stress that existed at f1 prior to the application of the second load in-

crement. Using equation (3.15), expressions for components of the creep strain rate

tensor can be derived for ú ( f1 and t ) tt, respectively, and are given in Appendix

A. These latter expressions ser\¡e as the appropriate flou' modei. Thimus (1988)

presents the extension of the above model for more than two load steps. Due to the
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form in u'hich equation (3.17b) is v"-ritten, the power term of stress is not B and

the povver term of time is nol C,, except for the special case \4rhere C : I.

Fower Law Extension II:

It is possible to propose an alternate extension of the basic generaiized power

Iau'to account for muitiple load steps, based on a hypothesis that each time a neu'

load step is introduced, creep mechanism manifests as a fresh response depending

on the total stress edsting at the moment and the time elapsed from the start of

the iatest load increment (see Hult 1966 for a similar interpretation). Under this

model, the generalized form of the creep strain rate during the ith load step can be

written as:

¿:(r) : ACc"(t)B (t -to-r)"-' , (3.1e)

where a"(t) is the resultant equivaJent stress at the current time f, and Í¿-1 (i:
712,..) is the time at which the ith load step is applied. As before, expressions for

components of the strain ¡ate tensor èi¡þ) can be derived (see Appendix A), and

e'(f ) in equations (3.7) or (3.4) now represents the total time integral of Ëfr.(f ) from

f : 0 to the current time.

3.2.2 Fish's Unified Model

Fish's unified creep model (Fish 1984, 1987) is incorporated in a finite element

algorithm, using the constitutive concept in equation (3.7) as the basis. For this

purpose, componential expressions for creep strain rate tensor Ëi¡(ú) are obtained by

generalizing the unia:rial creep model of Fish (1987). Fish's uniaxial creep model is

proposed in such a way that the flow equation is separated from the shape function.

Such separation u'as possible due to the fact that creep curves for a great majority

of solids shos' a similarity, with the major difference between each other being the

magnitude of the parameters used in the flow equation. It was noted that this type

of separation is most suitable for ice and frozen soils. Accordingly, Fish (1984, 1987)

suggested the follorving product of two functions to describe the uniaxial strain rate



of ice in the case of constant stress and temperature:

Ë"(t) : è,, F(Ð , (3.20)

where e'(f ) is the current creep strain rate which is a function of time, stress and

temperature, è,n is the minimum strain rate, F(ú] is a dimensionless shape function,

and ú is the dimensionless time given by,

í: tltn , (3.21)

where I is the actual elapsed time and t,n is the time to failure as defined b5, Fish.

The model proposed by Fish for the uniaxial constant stress and temperature is as

shou'n in Figure 2.1, rvhere the failure is defined to occur at point 'm'. The time

to reach point'm'is defined as the failure time 1,,,. As discussed in $2.3 (Figure

2.1), the material first shoq's a primary creep response during which the strain rate

consistently decreases, followed by a momentary creep stage (point 'm') rn'hich is

hereafter referred to as the failure point, and a final stage of tertiary or accelerating

creep. The shape function tr'(ú] in equation (3.20) is given as,

F(Ð : exp {á(f - In f - 1)} , (3.22)

r¡'here á is a dimensionless parameter of the shape. For t : trn, equations (3.22)

and (3.20) yield F(f-):1 and è': è,,, indicating the secondary creep stage or the

failure point, while for primary creep (t < t-,) and tertiary creep (t > t-) it is

seen that .F(Ð > 1. Fish (1984, 1987) stated that for a great numbe¡ of materiais

the value of á is within the limits 0 < ó ( 1, and eval,uated 6 = 0.47 for ice by

considering the test data of Jacka (1984) and Ashby and Duvai (1985) within ihe

stress and temperature ranges considered. No definite dependency of á upon stress

and temperature for polycrystalline ice was found, whereas such dependency was

quoted to be more certain for frozen soils (Fish i987).

It is seen that both the faiiure strain rate èn and the time to failure t,n are

functions of stress and temperature. The functional forms given by Fish (1984) for
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the above relationships are:

(3.23)

and

+-þm. - for 6 1oo t (3.24)

where õ t" u material constant, ( and Tl are parameters to be evaluated from ex-

periments, Í¡ is the mean duration of the settled life of an elementary particle in a
position of equilibrium (Frenkel 19a7) which in turn depends on temperature, and

øs is kno$,n as the instantaneous strength of soil (the stress that will cause failure

at time t,* -- to). Equations (3.23) and (3.24) can be combined to show thal è,n

is proportional to cþ, where p : n + e . The dependence of èrn ar.d trn on the

stress ø is er.ident from published test data (e.g. Yuanlin and Carbee 1983, Jacka

1984, Shields et al. 1989). Therefore, when the model given here (equation 3.20) is

used for prediction purposes, it is necessarv to determine the relationship between

ø and èro as r¡'ell as that between ø and tr' r'ithin different stress ranges (assuming

isothermal conditions ).

The above uniaxial model of Fish (1984, 1987) can be generalized to multi-

axial states of stress and strain, b¡r assuming that the material is isotropic and

incompressible, and by foliorving a procedure identical to that used for generalizing

the powerlaw earlier ($3.2.1). Such an approachis possible since the generalization

procedure is independent of the particular form of the creep larv, provided the latter

is expressed in a time-rate form. Therefore, under the same assumptions as made for

the polt'er lau' model earlier, an equivalent stress ø" and an equivalent creep strain

rate Ë! are defined as given by equations (3.12) and (3.13), and the Prandtl-Reuss

relations (Hill 1950) are hypothesized as given by equation (3.15). Similar to the

earlier case, the generalization of Fish's uniaxial model is achieved by assuming that

equations (3.20) and (3.22) can be applied to the equivalent stress and equivalent

creep strain rate, i.e.,

è2: èn. exp{á(l- lnI- 1)} )

. C /o-Ït'n: trn \*/ 
)

,,(å)-',
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where

€rne : and tr, : to , for o. lcg

(3.26)

In the above, èo,"is an equivalent minimumstrain rate, and õ, h) o0 arrdtr,-

are as defined for the uniaxial case. It is convenient to write approximate expressions

lor èro. and fr' in the follou'ing form:

èrn. : C" o! to, : At c"q , (3.27)

t'ith ¡r : ( + q. For particular values of 4 and ¡.r, relations in equations (3.27)

u'ould be usually applicable within the stress and temperature range considered.

Substituting equations (3.27) and (3.25) in equation (3.15), the following expression

is obtained for the components of the creep strain rate tensor:

*(n)' ,
=t

)Lm (r)-'

èi,Q): Tt"or-' exp {á(t - lnl-- 1)} 
"¿¡(t) 

. (3.28)

\4/ith I given by equations (3.26) and (3.27), above equation (3.28) ser\¡es as

the mu-lti-axial creep constitutive model for the present numerical stud5'. The ap-

propriate time integral of equation (3.28) represents e"(Í) in equations (3.7) or

(3.4). Explicit expressions for Ëfr(ú) for different continuum elements are given in

Appendix B.

3.2.3 Domaschukts Model

The muiti-axial creep model proposed by Domaschuk (Rahman 1988, Do-

maschuk et al. 1991) requires no generalization, unlike the two previous originally

uniaxial models ($3.2.1 and $3.2.2). An additionai advantage in the case of this

model is the incorporation of volumetric creep deformations, which implies that the

compressibility of frozen materials is being taken into account here.

The model has been discussed in several instances (Domaschuk et al. 1985,

Rahman 1988, Domaschuk et ai. 1991). However, the following re-presentation of
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the model appears to be

concept in equation (3.6)

more consistent u'ith the original

and the standard conventions in

differential stress-strain

geomechanics:

where,

do,n - d,c¿¿f 3 deo: fl¿" , (3.30)

and,

(3.31)

In above, a prefix d denotes that a differential or infinitesimal amount of the

relevant quantity is being consideredi o*t €r, Sd, and e¿ are referred to as voi-

umetric mean stress, volumetric strain, resuitant deviatoric stress, and resultant

deviatoric strain, respectiveiy; K" denotes the Bulk Creep Function; G. denotes

the Shear Creep Function; and, ds¿¡ is a differential deviatoric stress tensor and

d,e¿¡ a differential deviatoric strain tensor, which can be defined, respectively, as,

dsij ¿oii 713 6¿j donn , and d.e¿¡ : de¿j 7f 36¿¡ d,e¡¡ (3.32)

Both K" and G" are tangent

derived as (Rahman 1988),

modulii, the functional form of which had been

K.: ro (1 / exp{-rcf )o,.)' , (3.33)

and,

dorn - K" deo ,,

dsd: G,d,e¿ ,

G.: (m1of tn' * cto 9)-t ,oÍL'

is the current time, Ko, ó, K, rrl1, 0, nt, c, and

constants which are evaluated by manipulating
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(3.34)

a can be referred to as

the curves fitted to test

1
I-'Ko

v'here, f

material

d,s;¡ ds¿¡ d,e¿¡ d.e¿¡



data (Rahman 1988) , and c,n and ,S¿ are, respectively, the current volumetric mean

stress and current resultant deviatoric stress, defined as,

Ur, : o¿¿13 , and Sd : yßij sij (3.35)

Equations (3.33) and (3.34) show that both K. and G. are functions of the

current stress state ø, and the current time f measured from the commencement of

the deformation process. Therefore, in the numerical implementation of the above

model, equations (3.29), (3.33) and (3.34) shouid be integrated u'ith respect to the

loading (i.e., by incrementing the applied load in several small steps), and the so-

lutions thus obtained would hold for a given elapsed time ú under a given loading

system. AccordinglS', this model is incorporated in the ìoad-incrementing finite ele-

ment scheme detailed in $3.4. In view of equations (3.29)-(3.32), the componentiai

form of the stress-strain relationship, which is required for the finite element scheme,

can be u'ritten as.

d'o¿¡ : K. d'e¡¡ 6¿¡ -f 2G. (dro¡ - 713 d.e¡¡" 6¿¡) (3.36)

The matrix form of equation (3.36) is given in Appendix C. It should be noted

that equation (3.36) represents the isotropic form of the constitutive behaviour,

which \ry'as assumed by Rahman (1988) and Domaschuk et al. (1991) at the outset.

Inclusion of anisotropy (by assurning coupling betlveen normal stresses and shear

strains, and betu'een shear stresses and normal strains) is possible, although it
complicates the model; a possible extension of the above model (equations 3.29 and

3.36) to anisotropy is discussed by \in (1990).

3.3 Tirne-Incrementing, Iterative, Finite Element Algorithm

The time-incrementing, iterative, finite eiement algorithm, used fo¡ the imple-

mentation of the po\¡¡er law creep model ($3.2.1) and Fish's unified creep modei

($3.2.2), will be discussed in this section. The algorithm presented here is based on

previous treatments of this subject by Zienkiewicz (t977) and llughes and Taylor

(1978). Recalling the material domain under consideration ($3.1), equilibrium at
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anJ¡ time ú¡ is as given in equation (3.2), and, in view of equations (3.5) and (3.7),

the stress-strain relationship is:

tk : [D] {.n - €î} , (3.37)

where all notations are as given earlier. For time incrementing algorithms, the

time history is assumed to be discretized by time intervals or steps, and the time

l¡ is reached after the accumulation of k time steps starting from the initial time

ú : 0. Thus, at the end of the next interval At¡,, the total elapsed time will be

tk+t : tx ì At¡. The solution needed is the evaluation of a¡-¡1 and ø¡41 at the

time ú¿-¡1, given that a¡ and ø¡ at time l¡ are known. Equilibrium at time f¡-¡1

can be r,r'ritten as,

(3.38)

In vier,r'of equations (3.1) and (3.37), the expression for the difference betrveen

the stress vectors d¡-t1 and dfr can be expressed in the follolving form:

,þn+t :- ck+t - o¡, - tDl lBl {.¡+, - ro} + [D] At¡ B@¡as) - 0. (3.89)

In the above, the follorving relationship has been used:

€"k+r-ê"k: þ(on+e).Atn, (3.40)

n'here B denotes the strain rate vector given bv equation (3.16) in the case of the

power law model (see Appendix A for the Power Law Extensions I and II), and by

equation (3.28) in the case of Fish's unified model, and,

ok+e : (7 - 0) o¡ * 0 o¡,+t , r0<9<1)/

lr,rtf o¡,¡1dv i f¡+r : o.

(3.41)

Starting from the knou'n values of ø¡ and a¡, the Newton-Raphson procedure

(see Zienkiewicz 1977) is used to iterate within the time interval At¡ for the un-

knowns ø¡-¡1 and a,b+1. The iteration number is denoted by a superscript numeraJ,

and the iterations are started from the foilowing initial guesses:

and al+r : a¡.
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After successive iterations. the iteration cycle n can be reached,

selected convergence criterion (given by equation 3.53) ma¡' not yet be

Thus equations (3.38) and (3.39) can be lvritten as,

f
Xi+t : Jrltf oi*rdv + f¡+r + o,

and,

,þi*, : t\+t - ok - trl tBl {.i+, - aÈ} + [r] AteB@i*) * 0,

where

t\+e:(1 -P) ori0ol+t, (0<0s1)

while the

satisfied.

(3.43)

(3.44)

In the above. use of 0 : t, 7f2 or 0 results in, respectively, a fully implicit

iterative, an impiicit-explicit (u'here iterations maJ¡ or ma}' not be incorporated),

or a fully explicit, numerical scheme. Using the curtailed Taylor expansion on

equations (3.43) and (3.a4), the follou'ing expressions can be written:

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.4e)

xili : Xi+t * Irla)rloi*,drl ,

and,

is evaluated for of,*r. By assuming that solutions have

iteration, the above expressions (3.a6) and (3.47) can

results in the following trvo equations which would yield

,þiii : zþi+t + Aoi+t - lD)[B) Aafr*, + [D] Atklsl0 Aof,*, (3.47)

where matrix [S]' given by,

Iql'" :L" I (3.48)

converged at the (n + 1)th

be set equal to zero. This

the incremental corrections

Aot+, and áafl, I upon solution:

Aoi*r: lDl- llrl{a";*, *.i+, -aÈ)- [r]-' (oi+,

(#)

-on)- Atn þ(oi*r)f ,
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and)

r ^-I tBl'lDl[B] -4af*, dr; -
Jtr

+

where matrix [D]" is given by,

lDl

- [B]("i+r - a*)

dV -fn+t, (3.50)

: [tli-' + atkts]'d] ' (3.51)

lrruf rnl" { trt 
-'(ot*, - on)

At¡þ(of,*r)\ av - lrlalroi*,

The solution is now updated as

tili : t\,+t * Aoi, , and ";li : a.}+t * Aai*, (3.52)

If convergence has occurred at the above (n + 1) th ìteration, we set a¡41

øffl and aÀ+1 : "iirt,and proceed to the next time step; otheru,ise iteration

continued.

As per the basic constitutive concept in equations (3.5) and (3.7), the solution

process is initiated by obtaining the instantaneous elastic deformations and stress

distribution at the time of application of the initial load (ú : 0). These displacement

and stress vectors are then used to obtain the incremental displacement and stress

vectors during the first time interval Áú6, by solving equations (3.a9) and (3.50)

through the iterative process outlined earlier. For the iterative scheme, the following

convergence criterion is used:

ll¿"ill (3.53)

rn'here llxll denotes the Euclidean norm of the relevant vectorial quantit¡' ¡. It should

be noted that man¡' alternative convergence criteria ma1' be employed (Owen and

I{inton 1980). The solution process is repeated for each time interval, until the fi.nal

time instance is reached where the analysis is terminated.

Explicit expressions for the matrices o, e, [D], P,lDl, iS]', etc. for different

types of finite elements (plane stress, plane strain, a;iisymmetry, plane strain ax-

isymmetry, three-dimensional, and simple one dimensional) are given in Appendix

:
TS
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A. for the case of Pou'er Law models, and in Appendix B for the case of Fishts unified

creep model.

3.4 Load-Incrementing, Iterative, F inite Element Algorithm

The load incrementing, iterative, finite element algorithm used to implement

the model of Domaschuk ($3.2.3) is detailed in this section. In fact, this algorithm is

usable for all problems t'ith pure material non-linearit5' ç'¡"r" no time integration

is required (Zienkiewicz 7977, Owen and Hinton 1980). Therefore, as far as the

numerical implementation is considered, Domaschuk's model can be categorized

under the class of non-linear elasticity problems. The time of solution (which is a

pertinent quantity for a creep model) appears merely as an input data equivalent to

a material parameter, in the constitutive functions of Domaschuk's modei (equations

3.33, 3.34 and Appendix C).

Let the incremental constitutive relationship postulated by Domaschuk's model

be denoted by (see Appendix C):

do : [D] de (3.54)

Let f be the total load applied on the system. Since the load is applied on the

system in steps (or increments), it is possible to consider the system at any given

fraction ) of the total load, denoted by Àf. Thus after the application of the pth

Ioad increment, the equilibrium of the continuum domain (originallS' expressed by

equation 3.2) can be re-n'ritten as,

[B]'oodv+Àof:0, 0<À<1 (3.55)

Note that the use of a subscript p in this section denotes that the relevant

quantity is being considered at the pth load increment, and that the present frac-

tion of the applied load Àof could be equivalently denoted by fo. Because of the

functional form of the constitutive functions K" and G. (Appendix C), performance

of iterative corrections within each load increment is essential for accurate solutions.

*o= I,
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Thus the equilibrium at the nth iteration during a given (f + t¡ttt load increment

can be written as,

(3.56)

where a superscript n denotes that the zth iteration is being considered, and the

unequal sign has been used to denote that exact equilibrium has not been achieved

yet. 81' appiying the curtailed Ta)'lor series expansion, the above equation can be

'*'ritten as,

xi+, = lr,rtf oi*, d.v * Àpa1f + o ,

f
xîii = xi+, i J,lal' Loî*,dv : o,

xili = lr,r"f 6oi*,drl + Ir,ruf ood.v r Ào-¡1r:0

the nth iteration, upon solution:

f,fuf fu@i*r,¿)l[B] 6ú*,dv + lrruf o,av i Ào.'1r:0 .

(3.57)

which, in view of equation (3.56), can be re-written by collecting the accumulated

incremental corrections during the (p + 1)th load increment for the stress vector in

one term. as foiiows:

(3.58)

The incremental stress-strain relation (equation 3.54) yieids:

6oi*, : lD(oi+r,t)l6ei*, ,

where, in vievu of equations (3.1),

6ri*r: [B] 6ui*, .

(3.5e)

(3.60)

By subsiituting equations (3.59) and (3.60) in equation (3.58), the following

equation is obtained to yield the incremental nodal displacement vector (áafr*r) for

(3.6i)

After 6ú*, is evaluated from equation (3.61), the incremental stress vectors

are computecl by using equations (3.59) and (3.60). Once the specified convergence

criterion is satisfied, the solutions are updated as,

tp¡t - t;+i : op * 6oi*, and ap-¡r : {lrt : ao * 6$,*r. (3.62)
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A convergence criterion identical to that given in equation (3.53) r'r'as used. The

solution process is repeated for each load increment until the total load is reached

() : i). The expiicit forms of matrices do, de, lBl, lDl, etc., involved in this

section, are given in Appendix C.

3.5 On the Ðevelopment of Finite Element Codes

In order to develop computer codes for this research, the elementary Finite

Element Analysis Program (FEAP), developed by R.L. Taylor of the University of

California, Berkeley (Zienkiewicz 7977, Chap.24), was used as the basic skeleton.

In its basic form, FEAP is capable of solving linear elastic probiems using the finite

element method. Later, FEAP was extended b5' Kanok-Nukulchai (1984) to solve

static and dynamic problems under linear and non-linea¡ elasticity. However, none

of these versions of FEAP is capable of handling creep problems, or the accompa-

nying complexities such as changes of boundary conditions during the analysis of a

given problem. Therefore, only the basic algorithms needed for the mesh input read-

ing, and solution of a symmetric or unsymmetric system of linear equations were

extracted from the FEAP program. Time-incrementing schemes, iterative solution

algorithms, necessary assembling and localization algorithms for arrays, ability to
change boundary conditions or material properties during an analysis, etc. were

incorporated to develop the time-incrementing computer codes here. Thus a com-

plete new set of Macro commands rvere defined to control the execution of these

codes. For load-incrementing codes, the same basic structure of FEAP as modified

by Kanok-Nukulchai (1984) couid be used, but considerable changes were necessary,

e.g. to maintain stress values with respect to loading historv.

As shown schematica.llJ'in Figure 3.1, all computer codes developed here can

be divided into the folloiving til'o major components:

A. Main program section rvith system subroutines.

B. Element subroutines.

The main program section contains ail system subroutines to perform the fol-
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lowing tasks:

1. Read control parameters for each problem, and set up arrays for giobal

and localized (elemental) arrays.

2. Read mesh input data, including boundary conditions.

3. Establish necessarJ'identification data arrays (eiement nodal connections,

equation numbers, etc.) and set up the skvline profile for global stiffness

(or tangent stiffness) matrix.

4. Localization of quantities for each element, and assembly of global arrays

from localized arravs.

5. Iterative solution of the resulting simultaneous equation system, and check

for convergence.

6. Output of solutions, as specified by the user.

7. Progression of the solution process through each iterativef timef load cy-

cle, and accumuLation of time- or load-integrated quantities.

Element subroutines are x'ritten for each type of element, and these subroutines

are attached to the routines of the main section. For example, an eiement subroutine

was written (with a given name) to represent the axisymmetric continuum element

under the polver la,w model. another for the axisymmetric continuum element under

Fish's model, another for the three dimensiona.l continuum element for the power

lavu model, and so on. Each element subroutine performs the follorving tasks:

1. Read input material properties for the particular type of element.

2. Compute tangent stiffness matrix, right hand side force vector, and incre-

mental stresses for each element per each iteration cycle in each time step.

(AIso calculates additional quantities like incrementa.l reactions, when re-

quired).

Figure 3.2 shows a general modular chart for the incremental solution process

used in the programs developed here. The method of programming used above
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allows for the incorporation of new element subroutines (e.g. using neu' constitutive

relations) into relevant codes with minimum effect on the rest of the codes, and thus

is referred to as the concept of 'program modules'.

As mentioned before, the execution of these codes is by the use of a set of macro

commands which allorvs the user to select the desired solution process. Macro com-

mands control the number and lengths of the time steps or load steps, the iterative

process, computation and solution of the global system of equilibrium equations,

computing stress increments and updating the stresses, input of boundary con-

ditions and its changes, computing reactions, output of required quantities, and

stopping the analysis at an intermediate stage in order to restart it later.

For the analyses of structure-frozen soii/ice interaction problems in the con-

tinuum, the foilowing codes were developed in FORTRANTT, by incorporating the

creep constitutive models and solution algorithms described above:

3.5.1 Computer Code ITFECC-A
(Iterative Time-incrementing Finite Element analysis code

for Creep in Continuum - A)

This code is capable of analyzing interaction problems using the constitutive models

of Power Larn' Extension II (u'hich reduces to the classical po\¡/er law for a single load

step), and Fish's unified model. A total of 17 element subroutines are incorporated

for analyses of problems in conditions of plane stress, plane strain, axisymmetry,

plane strain axisymmetry, three dimensional analysis, one dimensional analysis,

and situations where adfreeze/bond phenomena (Chapter 6) are involved. Over 50

macro commands are available to control the execution of the program. Control

parameters are used to determine, among other things, whether to use an iterative

or a non-iterative process, and the value of d (equation 3.45) if the iterative process

is used. Further details regarding this code are provided in Appendix D.

ITFECC-A is the master program developed in the course of this research, and is

an entirely self-sustained code with approximately 11,000 source lines. Algorithms
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incorporated in this code were used as the bases for developing subsequent codes

used in this study.

3.5.2 Computer Code ITFECC-B
(Iterative Time-incrementing Finite Element analysis code

for Creep in Continuum - B)

This code is capable of analyzing interaction problems using the constitutive model

of Power Larn' Extension I (obtained by generalizing the model of Thimus, 1988),

and incorporates 2 eiement subroutines for anaiysis of problems in axisymmetric

conditions. N{acro commands and control parameters are similar to those used in

ITFECC-A. The need for a separate code for the Porver Law Extension I arose be-

cause of the requirement to maintain stresses for different load steps independently.

For a single load step, this code J'ields results identical to those given by ITFECC-A

under Power Lar¡'Extension IL

3.5.3 Computer Code ILFENP
(Iterative Load-incrementing Finite Element analysis code

for Non-linear Problems)

This code incorporates the model of Domaschuk, and has 6 element subroutines to

analyze interaction problems in conditions of axisymrnetry, plane strain, and three

dimensional analysis. As compared to the codes ITFECC-A and ITFECC-B above,

macro commands used here define slightly different computational procedures, be-

cause of the absence of time incrementing process in this case.

In the codes developed abot'e, capabiiities to use between 2 to 4 nodes per

element in the case of plane strain axisymmetry (or one dimensional analysis), be-

ttt'een 3 to 9 nodes per element for two dimensional elements (plane stress/strain

or axisymmetry), and either 8 or 20 nodes per element in the case of three dimen-

sionai finite elements, were incorporated. Numerical integration of order between 1

and 3 can be selected in each coordinate direction. Further details regarding these

codes, including lists of available elements and macro commands, can be found in
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Appendix D. Sample input data and output files for code ITFECC-A are given in

Appendix E. Further computer codes developed in conjunction r¡'ith this research

are referenced in Chapter 5, $5.3.2.

All codes developed in this project are totally independent, and do not depend

on any external softrvare packages for the computations) except for the standard

subfunction features provided by FORTRANTT compilers. For extensive details

regarding these computer codes, reference should be made io the user manuals

prepared separately (Puswewala and Rajapakse, 1991b and 1991c).

3.6 Verification of Codes

The accuracy and reliability of these computer codes were verified by simu-

lating severaÌ probiems involr'ing viscoelastic deformations in continuum domains,

and by comparing the predicted values with the corresponding, available analyti-

cal solutions. It should be noted that, during the verification process, emphasis is

placed on the power iaw model, since the available analytical solutions are based on

this model, and therefore on the main code ITFECC-A. Once the basic time incre-

menting algorithms are verified for the porver law model, the identical algorithms

used for Fish's model (and for the Power Lau' Extension I in code ITFECC-B)

are automaiically confrrmed, and oniy a few additional checks would be sufficient

to test whether the particular constitutive assumption is being correctly modelled.

The verification of code ILFENP for Domaschuk's model was also carried out by

performing basic checks on the load incrementing algorithm.

The capabilities to be established iviih regard to these codes are: (a). The

reiiabilit¡' of the codes as a whole, bI verifying whether the time integration (or

load integration) actually takes place as expected. (b). The influence of time dis-

cretization (or load discretization) on the accuracy of the predicted soiutions. (c).

The reliability of the codes over long periods of analysis history. (d). The accuracy

of each type of element. The details of code verifications performed are as given

belox':
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3.6.1 Verification of Code ITFECC-Á.

Basic checks for the correct performance of iterative and time-incrementing al-

gorithms of the code u'ere performed by using the simpie one-dimensional elements

to simulate situations involving creep under several load steps in the case of the

Power Law Extension II, and under a single load step in the case of Fish's unified

model. In one example, a rod of iength 60 mm and axial area 1.6 mm2 rvas con-

sidered. Under the porver law, creep parameters for Bat-Baioss clay in Table 2.1,

along u'ith Ìbung's modulus (E) : 8000 MPa were used, and three load steps of

0.8, 2.0, and 3.5 N were applied. Under Fish's model, E : 8000 MPa, ó: 0.5 and

parameters given by equation (4.11) were used, and a load of 1.2 N was applied.

Numerical results for the above simuiations are as shown in Figure 3.3, along with

analytical solutions in the case of Power Law Extension II (obtained by integrating

equation 3.19, and adding the initial elastic deformation), and solutions obtained

by independent numerical integration of Fish's model in equation (3.28) for the

uniaxial case under a singie load step. A total of 7200 time steps were used in an

iterative solution process in the case of both models. Excellent agreement between

the results predicted by the code and those obtained b)'independent means confirm

the validity of the basic time-integration algorithm used in the code. It is noted that

several thousand time steps rn'ere used mainly to confirm the ability of the code to

perform time integration over a large number of time intervals. By using a constant

time step of 10 hrs throughout, results rvith -6.5% deviation from the analytical

value vt'ere obtained after 1300 hours. The relative insensitivity of the results to the

time discretization in this case is due to the constant stress condition rn'ithin each

load step. One-dimensional elements, in the case of each model, rvere developed for

the primary purpose of performing basic verifications on the algorithms of the code.

Subsequently, verifications were performed using multi-dimensional eiements where

generalization of stress and strain had been utilized.

By using the classical power law of creep (equation 3.16), Odqvist (1966) ob-

tained an idealized solution for the cavity expansion of a iong, thick-walled cylinder

of visco-elastic material. The assumptions made by Odqvist (1966) in this case are

that creep takes place under steady state conditions, the material is incompressible,
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and initial transient creep stage has no influence on the steady creep stage. The

steady state analyticai solution obtained by Odqvist (1966) under the assumptions

mentioned above can be adopted to describe the radial velocit.v of a cavity wall in

an infinite medium u'here the far field pressure is zero, assuming that the creep of

the medium is described according to equation (3.14) with C : 1. The analyiical

solution can then be written as (from Odqvist 1966):

T:Sa"(+)", (3.63)

where z. denotes the radial displacement of the cavity wall, ø is the radius of the

cavity, A, B are creep parameters described earlier, p is the pressure applied on the

cavity rvall, and ú is the time variable. Under the theory of small displacements,

equation (3.63) yields a constant radial velocity. Equation (3.63) can be extended

to primary creep situations (C < 1 ) bV using a convenient transformation of the

time variabie as r : tc. Assuming that long-term attenuating creep occurs under

the steady state, equation (3.63) can be written as,

# : (+)"*'AolT)" tn-, (3.64)

Above problem was selected for the purpose of verification of the code here.

The radii of the internal and external u'alls of the cylinder were considered to be 10

and 3000 mm, respectively, and a pressure of 1.0 MPa was applied on the internal

wall. Initiaily, the car.ity expansion probiem was analyzed under secondary creep

conditions. The values for L and B in equation (3.63) were obtained from Shields

et al. (1989), assuming that C : 1, as:

B :2.43 (3.65 )

The problem vi¡as simulated using the code and a mesh of 200 plane strain

axisymmetric elements. The outer boundary \l¡as assumed to be fully restrained.

A Poisson's ratio (u) of 0.47 was used to represent incompressibility, and a very

high Young's modulus (E) of 200 GPa was used to minimize the elasticity effects

.4 : o.oo17*r(+)" h,.-' ,
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in the numerical solution (since elastic effects had been completely eliminated from

the analytical solution). The rate of radial displacement predicted by the code

was computed by plotting the time-radial displacement cur\re for 70 hours and by

computing the slope of the resulting curve (a straight line), and the value obtained

was 6.967 x 10-3 mm/hr. The constant radial velocity computed from equation

(3.63) for this case is 6.637 x 10-3 mm/hr. Thus the predicted vaiue over-estimates

the analytical value by 4.96%, and the closeness of the two results can be used as

a positive verification indicator. In this case, the diference between the numerical

and the analytical solutions is expected, mainly because of the presence of elasticity

effects in the code, u'hereas these were eliminated from the analytical solution.

In addition, the existence of o"" (the normal stress in the vertical direction) is
taken into account in the formulation of the plane strain axisymmetric element

here, unlike in the analytical approach. The presence of o,, Ínakes this particular

element somewhat sensitive to the value of Poisson's ratio, and it behaves very

stiffiy at values of z very ciose to 0.5.

A case of attenuating creep was considered using the same cavity expansion

example, in order to compare the numerical results rvith the analvtical solution in

equation (3.64). Identical elastic and creep parameters as earlier were selected, along

with C : 0.64. The finite element simulation rvas carried out for a long time span

(up to 1.5 years) using a fully restrained outer boundary, and the numerical results

for the cavity radius are presented in Figure 3.4, along u'ith the values computed

using the analytical solution in equation (3.64). The two curves are verJ¡ close to

one another, and the numerical value underestimates the analytical prediction bv

only about \Yo after 12000 hours. This analysis shorvs that the numerical aigorithm

remains stable and accurate for long periods of time span. For the time span

of 12000 hrs., the analysis was performed using approximatety 17000 time steps,

starting with a step lengih of 0.0001 hrs. which was gradually lengthened to 2.2

hours as displacement rate decreased.

A furthe¡ simulation of the ideniical problem was performed by considering

larger time steps, starting with a time step of t hour and increasing the time step

to 10 hours as the analysis progressed. The results of this simulation are shown



in Figure 3.5 along with the corresponding analyticai result, and it can be seen

that even this comparatively coarse time discretization yields a good comparison

with ihe analytical result. It is noted that the reason for this good comparison

lies in the stability of the numerical algorithm used, and in the fact that the initial

transient creep stage has a negligible effect on the long-term steady state solution

for displacements. Horvever, it u'ill be shou'n later thai this type of coarse time

discretization is not suitable for studies of some other types of phenomena. such as

the initial stress redistribution process.

The steady-state analytical solution for the vertical deflection at the center

of a simply supported beam under the action of a centraL concentrated load has

been obtained b¡, Odql,ist (1966), und.er the identical assumptions as used for the

cavity expansion problem earlier. A similar problem has previouslS' been treated

by Klein and Jessberger (1979). The present code is used to simulate this probiem,

by using eight node (Serendipity) plane stress elements to model the beam. The

idealized analytical solution for the rate of vertical deflection at the mid-span (due to

steady creep) in a centrally loaded, simply-supported beam made of incompressible

creeping material (Odqvist 1966) can be rewritten as,

(3.66o)

(3.66å)
A

where, K_ ,B2Bl
,tr+l)

In the above, ó is the rate of the vertical deflection at the centre of the beam, P

is the applied concentrated load, L, h, b, are the span length, height, and breadth,

respectiveiy, of the beam, and ,4, and B are creep parameters as defined earlier.

Using the values of L and B given by Klein and Jessberger (1979) for Karlsruher

sand at -L}"C (see Table 2.1) along with E:200 GPa and u:0.47,, the above

problem rvas simulated using the code f.or P : 400 N. The simulation was car¡ied

out using a mesh of 10, eight-node plane stress finite elements, with two layers of

5 elements each spanning one-half of the span of ihe beam considered (L : I rn;

å. : 0.15 m; å : 0.1 m), as shown in Figure 3.6. Based on an analysis performed

f't+12+1/B
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for 70 hours, the constant rate of the verticai creep deflection at the mid-span (at

the level of the neutral axis) obtained from the numerical results (by computing the

slope of the displacement-time curve) was 5.75 x 10-2 mm/hr, compared with the

analyticai value of 5.35 x 10-2 mm/hr obtained from equations (3.66). The difference

between the two t'alues is 7.5%. These differences are expected for several reasons:

(a). As earlier, the results of the code are infl.uenced by the value of -8, whereas such

effects were eliminated from the analytical solution. (b). The numerical simulation

was performed u'ith plane stress elements, while the analytical solution v¡as derived

through the beam theory.

The beam problem v'as next analyzed under primar¡' (or attenuating) creep

conditions. The anal¡'tical solution of equations (3.66) can be adopted for primary

creep situations by incorporating the transformed time parameter r : tc , and the

expression n'ould be,

i - 
KPB LB+z(L)28+2 r-,+c-lu-T\rL ) (3.67)

where K is given by equation (3.66b), and all other quantities are as defined before.

The beam problem was analyzed using the code for .E :200 GPa, u:0.47, ar'd

the creep parameters for Karlsruher sand as given in Table 2.1. The comparison

of the numerical results (for the 'i'ertical deflection at the neutra.l æiis at mid-span)

q'ith those obtained from the analytical expression in equation (3.67) is presented

in Figure 3.7. The finite element simulation was performed for 20000 hours, using

approximatel5' 17000 time steps. Figure 3.7 shows that the numericai and analytical

solutions agree with a deviation of approximately 8.8% after a time span of 20000

hours, indicating the reliability of the code over long time spans. The causes for

deviation should be the same as given for the steady creep case earlier.

Further verificatiorrs were performed to investigate the ability of the code to

simulate transient stress behaviour, with respect to the po\,l¡er larv model. At the

same time, these verifications could be used to check the validity of formulations

used for the axisymmetric and three dimensional elements. For this purpose, a

uniaxial I{a:rwell viscoelastic model (Christensen 1971) was considered, with spring



constant K1 and a general dash-pot described by equation (3.10). If this model

is subjected to a constant strain 7o applied instantaneously, an initial stress Kt'lo

would be set up, which would thereafter 'relax' according to the equation,

[o(¿)]'-B -(B - 1) KtAf *(K, ^t)'-8, B + I (3.68)

(Note that for a iinear dash-pot (B :7, C :1), the relaxation equation

is given by ø(f) : Kffo exp{-t,AKt}). In order to simulate the above problem

using the code, a thin rod u'ith cross sectional radius of 0.2 mm and a length of 60

mm rÃ'as modelled by using ten equai-depth axisymmetric elements (tu'o layers of

elements in radial direction, each layer with equal radial thickness). Properties used

rvere 1{1 : 8000 l\4Pa, z (Poisson's ratio) : A, A: 0.35 x 10-3 (MPa)-B(ht)-t,
B :7.28, and C :0.44 (A, B, C from Table 2.1). The problem was analyzed

for a prescribed constant strain of 1/600. The closed-form analytical solution given

by equation (3.68) is shown in Figure 3.8, along with the corresponding numerical

results for stress relaxation obtained from the code using different constant time

step lengths of 0.0001, 0.005 and 0.01 hours, respectively. Numerical solutions were

obtained by using the iterative procedure rvith á : 0.5. Figure 3.8 shou's an excellent

agreement betv'een the stress behaviour predicted by the numerical scheme for the

small time steps (of 0.0001 hours) and those predicted by the closed-form solution,

indicating the ability of the numerical scheme to represent the assumed constitutive

model almost exactly. As seen from Figure 3.8, errors appear (particularly during

the initial period when stress rates are high) r¡'hen a larger time step length is

used. The exceilent agreement shou'n for the constant time step of 0.0001 hours

14'as repeated rvhen variable time step lengths, starting vi'ith a step of 0.0001 hours

and increasing the step length by a ratio of 1.25 after every 0.05 hours, were used.

Similar agreement \&'as seen for a linear dash-pot model. The accuracy of the stress

relaxation behaviour predicted bv the axisymmetric element indicates the validity

of the generalization process, the reliabilit¡' of the numerical scheme, and the abilitS'

of the constitutive model to simulate transient stress states. The length of the time

step to be employed depends on the stress rate, which in turn is dependent on the

magnitudes of creep parameters used. In ihe example in Figure 3.8, magnitude of
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stress decreases by 9a% during the first 0.5 hours, thus requiring the use of small

time steps for accuracy.

A similar numerical example was repeated to confirm the validity of the three

dimensional elements developed here. A thin column of length 60 mm, and cross-

sectional dimensions of 0.2mm x 0.2mm was modelled by ten brick elements rvith 8

nodes for each element, and using two columns of five equal-depth elements to model

one-half of the column. The material properties used vi'ere identical to those used

in the axisymmetric example above. The problem was analyzed for a prescribed

constant strain of 1/600. The simulation was carried out using variable time step

lengths, starting u'ith a step of 0.0001 hours and increasing the step length by a

ratio of 1.25 after every 500 time steps. The comparison of the ciosed-form solution

given by equation (3.68) u'ith that predicted by the code is as shown in Figure 3.9,

where excellent agreement betu'een the two results can be seen. As in the case of the

axisymmetric element earlier, this comparison confirms the validity of the algorithm

used to develop the three dimensional elements. Simiiar agreement was seen when

20 node elements were used to model the column. As befo¡e errors appear in the

values predicted for stresses r¡'hen coarser time discretizations are used.

Analytical closed-form solutions are unavailable for Fish's model. Therefore,

verifications can be performed only by comparing the results predicted by the code

with those evaluated by independent numerical means (as shown earlier in Figure

3.3). In order to verify the a-xisymmetric element under Fish's model, the same thin

rod geometry considered earlier (length : 60 mm; radius : 0.2 mm) was modelled

by a column made of 3 axisymmetric elements stacked one upon another, u'ith 8

nodes per eì.ement, and this mesh was subjected to a constant vertical stress of 0.75

MPa. \ralues of E :8000 MPa,t r/ :0, and creep parameters for Fish's model

given b)' equation (4.i1) we¡e used. The results obtained by this example are

compared u'ith independent numericai integration of equation (3.28), as shown in

Figure 3.10. The excellent agreement between the two results can be used to validate

the axisymmetric element in the case of Fish's model, including the generalization

process applìed in the case of the uniaxial expression. Since routines of the main

section of the code, which are common to all types of elements and both creep



models, have already been validated by the simulations conducted under the povuer

lau'earlier, no further verification under the model of Fish are presented here.

Above verification examples were deemed to be sufficient for validation of the

code ITFECC-A, including all its element subroutines. Horvever, during the simu-

lations of various interaction problems presented in later chapters, it would be seen

that several additional occasions of verification with regard to the algorithms and

constitutive models of the code ITFECC-A do occur.

3.6.2 Verification of Code ITFECC-B

Code ITFECC-B gives results identical to those of the code ITFECC-A con-

sidered earlier, for the case of a single load step considered under the power larv.

The difference between the predictions of the trvo codes arise only after a subse-

quent load step is applied. The algorithm of the code was checked by using the

relevant one dimensional element to simulate creep under a loading history u'ith

two load steps. The same rod geometry, materiai parameters and first two load

steps as used for Power Lau' Extension II in Figure 3.3 rvere used. The results of

the simulation for Power Law Extension I are as shown in Figure 3.11, along with

the results obtained by analytical integration of equations (3.17). The agreement

of the tu'o results shou's that the actual creep model of Thimus (1988) is properly

incorporated in the code. In Figure 3.11, the corresponding results for Power Law

Extension II, obtained using the code ITFECC-A, are also shown for comparison.

A multi-dimensional simulation using Power Lau' Extension I is discussed later, in

Chapter 4. Since time-incrementing algorithms used here are identical to those in

ITFECC-4, no further verifications were deemed necessary lvith respect to the code

ITFECC-8.

3.6.3 Verification of Code ILFENP

Computer code ILFENP u'as developed mainly for the purpose of impiement-

ing Domaschuk's model. However, any other hypoelastic model can be similarly

incorporated in the code, without any difficulty. Since analytical solutions are not
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available in the case of Domaschuk's model, an equivalent one-dimensional problem

u'as simulated using a thin rod geometry modelied by axisymmetric elements. The

same element configuration as used earlier for the stress relaxation simuiation was

used here, and the a:rial creep displacement under a constant appiied load was sim-

ulated. These results tvI¡ere compared with independent nume¡ical integration of an

equivalent one dimensional problem, defined as,

do : (x" + alz G.) de (3.6e)

The comparison of the two results, obtained by using identical parameters (given

by equations 4.72) are shown in Figure 3.12. A comparatively small deviation

between the two results can be seen from the figure, but the agreement is satisfactory

for practical purposes. The only usefulness of Figure 3.12 is the indication that

the relevant model has been correctiy implemented. Subsequentiy, plane strain

axisymmetric elements vt'ere used to model a fictitious pressuremeter test. Analyses

u'ere conducted for a specified load using 50, 200 and 600 load steps (load steps were

of equal size in each problem), and for the material parameters given in equations

4.I2. \i \t¡as seen that regardless of the number of load steps used, the final resuÌt

was nearly identical (less than 0.5% deviation). Therefore, it can be concluded that

the sensitivity of the algorithm to load discretization is not appreciable, at least for

the material parameters used in this comparison. Because of the iterative process

in the aigorithm, this observation may be deemed to hold for a considerable range

of values of the material parameters. These verifications lry'ere deemed sufficient to

validate the code ILFENP, especially since it involves an algorithm which is similar

to man¡r aigorithms u'idely used for problems in non-linear elasticity.
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DATA INPUT

Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram for computer codes.

Figure 3.2. Modular diagram for computer codes.
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Chapter

ANALYSES O}'' PL.A.NE .ÂND Á.XTSYMMETR"TC

INTER"ACTIOF{ PR,OBLEMS

4.1 General

There is a Iarge number of structure-frozen soil/ ice interaction problems which

can be conveniently analyzed using a two dimensional coordinate frame. Under

this category are problems of plane strain, plane stress, and axisymmetry. Plane

strain conditions are assumed to occur if no deformations take place in the direction

perpendicular to the coordinate frame, and therefore in such cases when the same

deformation field exists in every plane parallel to the coordinate plane, taken along

an axis extending to a comparatively large distance in directions perpendicular to

the coordinate frame. An example for plane strain conditions is a long, strip footing

placed on frozen ground. Plane stress conditions prevail in plate type domains (with

small thickness in the direction perpendicular to the coordinate frame), and stresses

in the direction perpendicular to the coordinate frame are assumed to be non-

existent. Piane stress conditions can be approximately assumed in such situations as

in frozen soil beams ($3.6). Axisymmetric conditions are said to prevail when both

the geometry and loading system of an intera,ction problem have axiai symmetry

about a pertinent axis, and deformation field in any coordinate plane defined by the

symmetry axis and a given radial line is identical to that in any other such plane

obtained by considering a different radial line. Axially loaded cylindrical footing or

pile problems are examples for axisymmetric conditions. There are certain problems

that can be assumed to have the combined effect of plane strain and axisymmetry,

and hence can be referred to as plane strain axisymmetric problems. Such conditions

may be assumed to exist, for example near the center of the probe in pressuremeter

tests.

This Chapter will be entirely devoted to discussion of computational analyses

of interaction problems in tlvo dimensional coordinate frames, using the computer

codes described in Chapter 3. Only continuum analyses wili be discussed here, and
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the three creep models (Porver 1¿s', Fish's model and Domaschuk's model) rvill be

considered in turn. The numericai analyses presented here were performed in double

precision, The SUI'{/4 280 computers at The University of Manitoba were used for

most of the analyses, while the AMDAHL 5870 mainframe was used occasionally.

4.2 ,A.nalysis Using Power Law Creep Model

Computer codes ITFECC-A and ITFECC-B are capable of analyzing inter-

action problems using the power lan' creep model (see $3.5). Of the above codes,

ITFECC-B would be useful only u'hen the Porver Law Extension I ($3.2.1) is being

investigated. Using these codes, computational analyses of a variety of problems

u'ere performed, as detailed in ensuing subsections. In $4.2.1, the applicability and

iimitations of the two extended power lar¡' models are investigated by comparing

computational resuits with experimental data (Lach 1989) for pressuremeter tests

on frozen sand. In the remaining sub-sections, the power law model and the code

ITFECC-A is used as a predictive tool to obtain the deformation behaviour in sev-

eral situations of practicai importance encountered in geotechnical engineering. Out

of these, in $4.2.3, a correspondence is established with another set of test data on

laterally loa,ded steel rods in ice, obtained by Domaschuk et al. (1989).

4.2.J- Pressuremeter Tests on Frozen Soils

As mentioned above, the codes iTFECC-A and ITFECC-B were used to inves-

tigate the applicability and limitations of the two versions of the po\¡/er law model

(extended to muliiple load steps based on phenomenological observations, as given

in $3.2.1) as the constitutive models for the long term behaviour of frozen soil by

simulating two rnultipie-ioad step pressuremeter tests conducted by Lach (1989).

Pressuremeter tests invoive axisymmetric, multi-axial stress conditions that exist

in many practical situations, and thus present a suitable stress distribution to inves-

tigate the predictive ability of a muiti-axial constitutive model under multiple load

steps. For the simulations, the appropriate creep parameters u'ill be evaluated, as

detailed later, by a suitable graphical method, using test data. The response pre-

dicted by ihe trvo modeis for the subsequent load steps will be compared with the
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test data, in order to determine which model possesses a better abilit¡' to reasonabiv

predict the actual response.

The trvo pressuremeter tests considered for simulation are schematically de-

picted in Figure 4.1. The frozen soil used in the tests (Lach 1989) was a uniform.

quartz, carbonate, medium grain sand u'ith an average moisture content of approx-

imately 22%. The soil was maintained at an average temperature of -3'C in a pit

2.5m square, filled to a height of 1.8m. Both tests were conducted in the same pit.

The diameter of both pressuremeter borehoies v¡as approximately 76 mm and the

length of the pressuremeter probe rvas 390 mm. In the firsi test, the pressuremeter

probe was centered at a depth of 550 mm beloq' the surface of the frozen sand, and

four load steps vvere applied by pressurizing the probe in the follou'ing sequence:

0.86 MPa during the first 121 hours, 1.77 MPa during the next 869 hours.2.83 NlPa

during the following 1410 hours, and 3.47 MPa thereafter. In the second test, the

pressuremeter probe was centered at a depth of 1050 mm below the surface of the

frozen sand and loaded by three load steps in the following sequence: 0.85 MPa

during the first 410 hours, 1.79 MPa during the following7Z?} hours, and 2.78 MPa

thereafter. In all cases, the subsequent load step was applied when the response to

the previous load step had attenuated, and the response to the final load step in

both tests indicated a tendency to failure by accelerating creep. The tests yielded

smooth time-radial displacement data, except for a slight discontinuity of approxi-

matel¡' 0.3 mm in the displacement-time curve during the second load step of the

first pressuremeter test, caused by a temperature rise in the pit. For the analyses

here, the test resuits lvere corrected by removing this perturbation. The test results

presented here had already been corrected for membrane thickness and resistance,

as well as for calibration of the data acquisition equipment.

For the numericai analysis, it was necessary to evaluate the creep parameters

A, B, anð, C for the frozen sand. Ladanyi and Johnston (1973) suggested a graphical

method to evaluate these parameters, based on the plane strain analvtical solution

given by Odqvist (i966) for the cavity expansion of a thick-walled, infinitel¡' Iong

viscoelastic cylinder. For this purpose, the idealized, closed-form solution for the

t7D
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above problem given in equation (3.6a) can be expressed as:

* :""n 
lz t*l'+IA(Ð" (p. - où"'"7 '

u'here V¿-1 denotes the cavity volume at the start of a given zth load step, 11 is the

cavity volume at an¡'time f after the pressure had been increased to (p. - Po), P.

is the pressure on the cavit¡. wail, ps the pressure at the oute¡ boundary, and all

other notations are as before. By taking first the natural and then the ordinary

logarithm of equation (4.1), it can be seen that the pressuremeter creep curves for

each load step shouid linearize when t"(å) is plotted against f in log-log plot.

The slope of these straight lines is C. When the intercept (denotedby Ml hereafter)

of each of these lines at unit time is plotted against the corresponding total applied

pressure value in log-log piot, another straight line should materiaiize with a slope

of. B. From its intercept read at unit value of pressure, and using the value of B,

the magnitude of A can be caÌculated.

The above graphical method was applied to the results of the first three load

steps of the first pressuremeter test. Figure 4.2 shorvs the log (t" å) r,s. log t

plot for the test results, on which the log A[1 vs. log(p" - po) plot is superposed.

The pressure at a sufficiently large distance from the bore-hole r.t'all (ps) was ap-

proximated as zero. Figure 4.2 shows that the test data do not exactly linearize on

the log(t" *) vs. logú ploi. There is no guarantee that such linearization should

happen exactiy for any materiai, and therefore the application of the po\,ver law flow

model to such materials is an approximation. By approximating the three curves

rn'ith straight lines, the following values were obtained for the slopes (parameter C):

tc:0.1433, 2c : o.2o4g ,
tc : o.27o7 ,

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where, 'C denotes the parameter C evalua,ted for the ¿th

for C is,

C :0.2063

The slope of the logA,IT vs. logp. plot gives.

' B :0.6844

step. The average value

t4

(4.4)



It is noted that the value of B (< 1) abor.e is rather lorv in comparison to

values of B (> 1)reported elservhere (Ladanyi and Johnston 1973, Klein 1979). The

reason for this may be the attempt here to fit the po\¡¡er law modei to long-term test

results (total duration of 100 da¡'s), with most of it shorving a highlv attenuating

behaviour) as compared to mostiy short-term tests used elsewhere (Ladanyi and

Johnston 1973, Klein 7979, N{urat et al. 1989). While noting this point, the value

of equation (a.a) will be used subsequently as the present investigation is focussed

on long-term response of frozen soils, characterized by the values computed here.

For the value given in equation (4.4), the average value for á is:

y' : o.ool7u (+)" h,-" (4.5)

Based on the values for Young's

derson (i978), .Ð of the frozen sand

6000 MPa. A Poisson's ratio (u) of

incompressibility.

modulus (.8) given bJ' Andersiand and An-

considered here at -3'C was estimated as

0.47 was selected to represent almost total

The computer codes iTFECC-A and ITFECC-B were used, depending on the

particular extended version of the pov¡er law used, to simulate the two pressuremeter

tests using the above material parameters. Each load step was simulated using

small time steps (in the order of 10-5 hours) at the beginning when the strain (and

stress) rates rvere high. which were gradually lengthened to the order of one hour

as the strain rates diminished. Reference can be made io $3.6 for a discussion of

appropriate time-step lengths, depending on the problem to be modelled and the

magnitudes of creep parameters.

For the analysis of the first pressuremeter test, the frozen soil domain rvas dis-

cretized in the r-z plane using a flnite eiement mesh of 200 axisvmmetric elements

wiih a total of 7232 active degrees of freedom, as shou'n in Figure 4.3. All elements

'w'ere of Serendipit)' type (8 nodes), and numerical integration of order two was used

in both directions. The outer diameter of the frozen sand domain considered rvas

16.5 times the diameter of the bore hole. Stresses needed for the incremental anal-

ysis were maintained at four Gauss points in each element, these being identical to
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the points where stiffness evaiuations were performed. For the second pressureme-

ter test, a mesh of 198 axisymmetric elements with a total of 1224 active degrees

of f¡eedom was used; all other detaiis lvere as for the earlier test. Alternativeiy,

the tests were analvzed under piane strain axisl'¡¡¡¡1"try, using a mesh of 201 nodes

and 100 elements along a radial line, each element consisting of 3 nodes. Numerical

integration of order 2 was used in the radial direction, and stresses \ryere maintained

at tvuo Gauss poinis in each eiement. It was found that the plane strain axis¡'¡¡-

metric and fully axisvmmetric analyses .vielded resuits which varied by less than 370

from each other, but due to its formulation method, the plane strain axisymmetric

element shorved some sensitivity to the value of Poisson's ratio (indicating a stiffer

response when u was very close io 0.5).

The results of the simulation of the first pressuremeter test using Power Law

Extension I ($3.2.1, equation 3.18) is shown in Figure 4.4, where the cavity radius

at the center of the pressuremeter probe is plotted against time, and shown along

with the corresponding test results (Lach 1989). The simulation was performed for

the first two ioad steps using full¡' axisymmetric analysis and by back-substituting

the creep parameters evaluated using the same test results, given in equations (4.3)-

(4.5). It is seen that the simulation of the flrst load step, rvhere the basic generalized

power la'n' was used, compares closely with the observed results. However, the

predicted radial displacement follows a path different from the test results during

the second load step, and overestimates it by about 40% ar, the end of the load

step. This indicates tha,t the generalized version of the Power Lau' Extension I is

unable to predict the response to a subsequent load step when the creep parameters

evaluated here are used.

The frrst pressuremeter test was re-simulated using the Power Lalt Extension

II ($3.2.1, equation 3.19), and the creep parameters in equations (4.3)-(a.5). The

creep parameters had been evaiuated using the same test results, then a\¡eraged,

and were back-substituted in the numerical algorithm. Therefore, one cause for

any discrepencies that appear between the numerical and observed results may be

the "averaging" effect, since a flor¡¡ model of the tvpe given in equations (3.19) had

already been used for the evaluation of creep parameters, assuming ideal creep con-
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ditions to prevail. The simulation rvas performed for the first three load steps, and

the numerical results are presented in Figure 4.5 along with the test results (Lach

1989), u'here, as earlier, the cavity radius of the center point of the pressuremeter

probe is plotted against time. Figurc 4.5 shorvs an almost exact agreement between

the numerical and observed results for the first two load steps, but the predicted

radial displacement during the third load step underestimates the test result by

about 40%. Thus the use of averaged creep parameters fails to yield a good agree-

ment with test data during the third load step in this case. The fourth load step

of the test, in which the response shows tertiary creep behaviour, is not considered

for simulation here.

Alternatively, creep parameters evaluated individually for each load step in

the first pressuremeter test, were back-substituted to simulate the corresponding

load step. Thus, 1C in equation (4.2) was used for the first ioad step, 2C for

the second load step, and 3 C for the third load step. B and A are as given in

equations $.a) and (4.5). The results of the numerical simulation are as shovi,n

in Figure 4.6, which shows good agreement with observed da,ta for all load steps.

The predicted displacement slightly underestimates the test data during the three

ioad steps, but the comparison shows that the predictive ability of the constitutive

model is acceptable for practical purposes.

The results of the simuiation of the second pressuremeter test using the aver-

aged parameters from the first test (equations 4.3-4.5) are as shorvn in Figure 4.7,

rn'here the corresponding test data (Lach 1989) are also presented. The compari-

son between the numerical and observed values during the frrst load step is good.

However, the predicted radial displacement underestimates the test data by about

30% during the second load step. The observed response during the third load step

cannot be correctly simulated by the power law since failure of the frozen soil had

occurred through accelerating creep) although this simulation is also presented in

Figure 4.7.

Figures 4.5-4.7 show the limitations of the time-hardening polver la'vv when

extended to multi-step loading. The Power Law Extension II represented the con-
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stitutive behaviour of the frozen soil better than did the Power Larv Extension L

Horvever, the performance of the latter model may improve in the case of a differ-

ent set of constitutive parameters. The value of C affects this t1'pe of long-term

predictions considerabiS', as seen by comparing Figures 4.5 and 4.6. A higher value

oï C (0.2707 vs. 0.2063) used for the third load stage was soleiy responsible for the

improved agreement rvith the observed results in Figure 4.6. Therefore it is plausi-

ble to suggest a stress dependence for the vaLue o[. C. Unfortunately, a functiona]

form of this relationship cannot be provided here due to lack of adequate data. The

ability to satisfactoriiy simulate the first load stage in all cases here indicates the

suitability of the classical pol,ver law model for single load-step situations. Regard-

ing the performance of the Power Larn, Extension I, Thimus (1990) does not agree

with the use of graphical methods to evaluate the creep parameters. Inaccuracies

are involved in parameter evaluation since idealized, steady-state analytical solu-

tions a¡e applied to test results u'hich may stili be in transient creep stage, while a

model of the type given in equation (3.19) had been assumed a-priori in Figure 4.2.

The following factors have an eflect on the comparison between the predicted

and observed results, and thus on the estimation of suitabiiity of the constitutive

model used here: (1) Repeatability of test results. From the test results for the ini-

tial load stage in the two tests, different C values can be obtained using the method

in Figure 4.2, although nearly the same pressure was applied in both cases. This

ma¡r þ" caused by the attempt to fit por /er larv formula to tests of very diflerent

durations (5 and 17 days, respectively). (Z) Differences in assumptions. The analyt-

ical solution used to evaluate the creep parameters was deveioped using plane strain

conditions involving only ø,, and o66, by eliminating ihe elasticity effects, and by

assuming a stationar¡' stress distribution. None of these conditions are satisfied in

the numerical analysis or in reality, since additional stresses (i.e. o"r), elasticity

effects, and transient stress behaviour are involved in the creep process. (3) Use

of the small displacement theory to simulate fairly large displacements, these being

as large as 70Ta of the borehole radius. (4) Anomalies in the test results. The

somewhat irregular shape of the radius-time curve at about 60 days in ihe first test

(Figure 4.6) indicates possible f¡acturing or siippage which cannot be predicted by
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pov¡er ian' models as used here.

Figure 4.8 shon's the predicted displacement profiles of the borehole u'all at

different time instances during the simulation of the fi.rst pressu¡emeter test using

individual C values for each load step. The displacement profiles maintain a concave

shape towards the axis of axisymmetry (center-line of the borehole), and move

outwards with time. The maximum radial displacement was not at the center point

of the pressuremeter probe but slightl¡' above it. This, most probably, rvas due to

the end effect caused by the bottom of the borehole. This feature is not noticeabie

in the figure because of the scale used, but u'as evident from the numerical results.

Figures 4.9a and 4.9b, respectively, show the distributions of stresses o,", and

o66 along a radial line at the center of the probe for the first pressuremeter test

simulated using individual C parameters for each load step. (Note that the plots

commence from the first Gauss point close to the borehole wall). In the figures,

numerically obtained stress distributions at ú: 0 hours (initial elastic), t:72I
hours (prior to the application of the second load step), t : 990 hours (prior to

the application of the third load step), and at t : 2400 hours are shown against

the radius. Also shorvn are the linear elastic stress distributions computed by using

piane strain axisymmetric analysis for the three applied pressures of 0.86 MPa,

1.77 MPa and 2.83 1\4Pa. The stress at any instant during the creep process decay

with increasing radius, similar to the behaviour of the analytical linear elastic stress

distributions. By comparing the numerical solutions at f : 0 (initial elastic) and

t : 727 hours, it is seen that the change in magnitude of stress is as much as 100%

at some locations in the domain. The difference between the initial elastic stress

distribution obtained by numerical simulation and the analytical solution is caused

b¡' the differences in assumptions regarding the stress state (fullv axisymmetric vs.

plane strain) involved in the two approaches. Away from the center of the probe

(eg: at the top or bottom of the probe), magnitudes or profiles of stresses during the

creep process do not shou' any resemblance to the anaiytical linear eiastic solutions

obtained by plane strain axis¡'m¡¡s1tt. A study of variation of stress with time

showed that st¡esses change from an initial elastic state towards a long-term, quasi-

stationary creep state, and that the stress variation rates depend on the magnitudes
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of creep parameters.

The process of stress redistribution seen from the numerical analyses can be

interpreted in the context of the basic assumption of the constitutive model (in

equation 3.7), i.e. that the total strain tensor consists of an elastic and a creep

component. Thus a change in the magnitude of stress indicates a change in the

magnitude of the elastic component of the strain tensor. Stress analyses using the

model (Figures 4.9, 3.8, 3.9) show that transient stress stages are accounted for in

the constitutive model. It rvas seen that an initial, comparatively rapid change in

elastic strain components, indicating the transient creep stage, is later followed by

a quasi-stationary creep stage where the creep strains predominate (with very small

further changes in stress magnitudes) and control the flow process.

One advantage of the power law over many other creep models is its simplicity

for computational purposes, and the involvement of only three material parameters.

This investigation indicated that the consiitutive model in equations (3.7) and (3.5)

has the overall capability to model deformations in frozen geomaterials, and is abie

to simulate transient as well as stationary creep situations. The numerical algorithm

of the code is reliable over long periods of time history (100 days in this case),

and the code is a convenient predictive tool for complicated interaction problems

provided the constitutive assumption is valid. Caution is needed in the selection of

applicable creep parameters for the polver law model.

A note is added regarding plane strain analysis as opposed to fully axisymmetric

analysis. Figure 4.6 shows results using a fully axisymmetric simulation. but an

alternate simulation using piane strain axisymmetry yielded a curve almost identical

to this, with deviations of about 2%. Thus it is reasonabie to assume plane strain

conditions at the center level of the probe, and end-effects due to the top surface of

the frozen soil and the bottom of the borehole, as well as effects due to the depth of

the probe, are not so pronounced. Furthermore, plane strain finite element analvsis

using the mesh of 100 elements consumed less than 5% of the CPU time required

for the fully axisymmetric simulation using the mesh of 200 Serendipity elements,

for the same time history of deformation. However, fully axisvmmetric analyses are
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essential for a complete study of the problem, such as progression of the borehole

wall profi.le n'ith time, deforma,tions at the upper surface of the frozen soil medium,

stress distributions at locations other than the center of the probe, etc.

4.2.2 Footings on Frozen Ground

The code was used to predict creep in three separate examples involving in-

teraction betrveen footings and frozen sand. All problems in this subsection were

conducted using axisymmetric FE analyses.

The first investigation was on the creep behaviour of a frozen sand haif-space

subjected to a uniformly distributed vertical load acting over a circular area on the

surface of the domain. The radius of the patch load r,r'as taken as one meter. This

example is similar to the case of a fully flexible footing on frozen soil, a situation

commonly encountered in geotechnical engineering. The analytical solution for the

elastic behaviour of a half-space of isotropic homogeneous materiai under a load

of above type is given by Terzaghi and Peck 1948, (based on the Boussinesq's

solution). The finite element simulation was conducted using a mesh consisting of

128 elements, each having 8 nodes, and a total of 750 active degrees of freedom,

as shorvn in Figure 4.10. The radius of the material domain was 18.5 times the

footing radius and its depth 27.9 times the footing radius. These outer boundaries

represented distances where the influence of the ioad was negligible. Two different

sands were used for the half-space, with the foliowing creep parameters for the flrst

material:

B:0.83, C:0.31 , (4.6)

rvhere the values rvere obtained by using creep data from all the load steps of the two

pressuremeter tests (Lach 1989) in the graphical method described earlier ($4.2.1).

The second material is considered to be frozen Ottawa sand, and the parameters are

obtained from Table 2.1 (following Klein 1979). For the two sands, .E rvas estimated

(Andersland and Anderson 1978) as 6000 MPa and 25000 MPa, respectively, and

u : 0.47 lvas assumed for both cases.

,4, : 0.55 x 1o-2 (+)" h,,-" ,
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For the simulations, a load of intensitS' 0.17 MPa and another of 0.283 MPa were

appiied independently on the haif space consisting of frozen soii given b5' equation

(4.6). Figure 4.11 shou's the distribution of o"" along an axis verv close to the

symmetry axis at / : 0 hours (eiastic stress) and at f : 3323 hours for both load

cases, together u'ith the analytical elastic solution along the symmetry axis. It can

be seen that the difference in stress at t : 0 and t : 3323 hours is indistinguishable

in the figure, and that the anaivtical distribution is almost identicai to the numerical

resuit. A similar behaviour rvas observed for Ottawa sand, and hence diagrams are

not presented. Predominantly uniaxial straining, as characterized by ihe uniaxial

Maxwell rheological model (Christensen 1971), occurring under the center of the

circular load appears to be the cause for the above constant stress condition rn'ith

time. Further, this occurrence of constant stress can be considered as an additional

verification of the code and the axisymmetric element. Figure 4.72a shows the time

dependent settlement profiles at the surface for the two loads on the frozen soii

characterized by equation (4.6). A simiiar settlement analysis was performed for

Ottarva sand under 0.85 MPa, and a comparison of the settlement profiles for the two

sands is shown in Figure 4.12b. It can be seen that Ottawa sand, although subjected

to a higher load, experiences a smaller settlement rate and a smaller long-term

settlement than the other sand subjected to a smaller load. This is a consequence

of the lower temperature at vr'hich the properties of Ottawa sand were evaiuated.

Material properties of frozen soils (mainlv magnitudes of ,4 and Young's modulus

E) are strongl¡'dependent on the temperature, and these materials become stronger

as the temperature decreases. Figure 4.73a shows the settlement-time curves at the

center of the footing for the three loading cases considered, and Figure 4.13b shows

the corresponding settlement rate-time curves. Decrease in the settlernent rate with

increasing time can be seen from Figure 4.13b.

A more common structure-frozen soil interaction problem encountered in prac-

tice was simulated next, this being the interaction of a vertically loaded cylindrical

footing with frozen soil, schematicall¡' depicted in Figure 4.14. Such interaction

problems are commonly encountered in pier-type foundations for pipe-line instal-

lations, electrical transmission towers, water towers, etc.. The footing dimensions
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and soil properties were selected to simulate a fieid problem. The cylindrical footing

had a radius ¿ of one metre and was assumed to be concrete ì'ith .Ð :4x 104 MPa

and u : 0.3. The frozen soil was assumed to be the sand given by equation (a.6)

with E : 6000 N4Pa and u :0.47. Three values of buried depth d were considered,

denoted by the df a ratios of 0 (foundation placed on the surface of the soil), 1,

and 2. Both the depth and the radius of the soil domain rvere taken as 81 times

the footing radius. The r-z plane was discretized bv a mesh of 380 four node finite

elements and 424 nodes. Each footing \¡/as analyzed under the action of two equal

Ioad increments of 345.6 kN applied 20 days apart, as well as under the sum of the

two load increments (ie. 691.2 kN) applied as a single load step.

The results of the numerical simulations are shown in Figure 4.15, where the

vertical displacement at the center of the footing bottom is plotted against time, for

ail loading cases and footing embedments considered. The response for the two-step

load is similar to that seen in the pressuremeter tests earlier. Figure 4.15 shows that

the footings subjected to the two load steps undergo a iarger creep settlement than

the corresponding footings subjected to the sum of the two load steps as a single

ioad step. Another observation arising from Figure 4.15 is the decrease in settlement

and rate of settlement as the depth of embedment increases. This indicates that

the deeper the footing, the lesser is the creep settlement. As a quantitative example

for the decrease in settlement rate with time, it lvas seen from the numerical results

that the settlement rates of the footing on the surface under a single load step at

200, 300 and 400 days, respectivel¡,, were 0.0294,0.0223 and 0.0184 mm/day.

The code was next used to simuiate the creep settlement of a cylindrical con-

crete footing of radius 1 m, and embedded to a depth of 2 rn in different types of

frozen soils at -10"C, the creep properties of which are given in Table 2.1 (after

Klein 1979). The concrete was assumed to have elastic constants as E :3.5 x 107

kPa and ¡z : 0.30. For all frozen soils in Table 2.7,it rvas assumed that E :25 GPa

and u : 0.49. The value of -Ð was estimated using the data given bJ' Andersland

and Anderson (1978) for frozen sands. The analyses \¡¡ere performed under a ver-

ticai ioad of.23562 kN, and by using the same mesh as used in the earlier exampie

(re{, to Figure 4.14). The results of the' simuiations for fir'e types of frozen soils are
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shon'n in Figure 4.16, where the settlement of the footing is shown against time.

Figure 4.16 indicates the highl¡' non-linear nature of the creep phenomenon. Creep

settiement manifests as a resuit of the combination of magnitudes of parameters

used. Settlement of Emscher-Marl attenuates rapidly, due partiy to the compara-

tivei¡' Iolt' value of C, u'hile Bat-Baioss ciay and Karishruher sand shou' much iower

rates of attenuation, due in part to the comparatively high values A f.or these two

frozen soils.

4.2.3 Laterally Loaded Rigid Cores in trce

Penetration of lateraily loaded rigid cores in ice plates is investigated in this

subsection, by using the secondary stage power law model (C : 7 in equations 3.10,

3.14) in plane strain finite element analyses. One purpose of computational analyses

of laterally loaded rigid cores in ice is the possible use of these results to interpret

the movement of laterally loaded piles in ice (or frozen soils), a problem that wili

be discussed in greate¡ detail in Chapter 5. Thus, analyses in this section would be

used to build relationships betrveen the force applied on the rigid core and the steady

lateral penetration rate generated by it. Plane strain conditions may be assumed

to approximately exist in a laterally loaded pile-ice system, at locations sufficiently

distant from the ends of the pile such that end effects are not appreciable, and

in situations rvhere the piles deform with large radii of curvature. These analyses

are based on the fact that ice is known to display prolonged stages of secondary

creep under moderate loading intensities (Glen 1955), follou'ing a relatively short

primary creep period. Above observation had also been noted by Domaschuk et al.

(1989), during tests conducted by Kenyon on laterally loaded steel rods embedded

in ice; their experimental results are as shorn'n in Figure 4.77 (after Domaschuk et

al.1989).

The results of Domaschuk et ai. (1989) in Figure 4.77 were obtained by embed-

ding st,eel rods of diameter 76 mm in ice (at -2'C) to a length of 610 mm, and by

appiving trvo equal laterai loads on the protruding ends of the rods at the top and

bottom of the ice mass. Horvever, it was not possible to directly evaluate the creep

parameters (A, B) or elasticity constants of the ice using those test results. Two
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qualitative properties of ice evident from the experimental results in Figure 4.77 arc

that: (i). the rods attained a constant rate of penetration, and (ii). an appreciable

instantaneous deflection (about 2 mm) occurred. Observation (i) above indicates

that the creep of ice had taken place at an almost constant strain rate during the

time span considered, a situation that can be convenientl¡' d"r.ttbed by an equation

of the type (3.14) with C : !, and (ei) indicates that the Young's modulus (E) of

the ice probably had a iou' value. Thus .Ð : 500 MPa was selected for the numerical

simulaiions along rvith a Poisson's ratio (z) of 0.47 to represent approximately total

elastic incompressibility of ice.

Values suggested in the literature for A and B of ice vary over a considerable

range, depending on pressure, temperature, texture, fabric, grain boundary struc-

ture, etc. (see $1.2. Hooke 1981). Thus determination of an exact value of B for ice

used in the above tests v¡as diffi.cult. Horvever, since a value of B in the vicinity of

3 seemed reasonable, B : 3.17 proposed by Glen (1955) was selected, and /. was

evaluated by an indirect (numerical) method using some of the above test resuits

and the selected value of B, as described belou'.

A rigid circular core of diameter 76 mm was considered to be embedded in an

ice plate under plane strain conditions. The configuration had symmetry about the

loading axis, and thus the area of half the plane domain considered for the finite

element discretization was approximatel¡r lSgg x 600 mm, u'ith unit thickness in the

third dimension. A total of 158, eight node finite elements were used in the mesh,

u'ith four Gauss points per element to maintain stress histor¡'. The finite element

mesh is shown schematically in Figure 4.18, and the core u¡as assumed to be full5'

bonded to the ice. (The mesh u,as prepared in such a way that the same mesh could

be iater used for simuiations with separation betrveen ice and core at the back of the

core). A lateral load (P) of 114 N/mm was applied on the core, and its penetration

into ice was simulated by the computer code for a set of values of ,4 ranging from

0.0035 to 0.0250 (--'/N)B and B :3.17. The applied ioad was equivalent to one

of the four load cases used in the tests (34.8 kN at each end of rod), and the initial

value of ,4 (0.0035) rn'as obtained at -2"C bv graphically interpolating the values

of á given by Glen (1955) for different temperatures. Each simuiation resulted in a
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constant penetration rate of the core after a brief period of primar¡r creep, similar

to the behaviour seen in above tests. By plotting penetration-rate vs. parameter A,

which resulted in a straight iine, the value of ,4 corresponding to the experimental

rate (Figure 4.17) of 0.018 mm/hour rvas estimated as 0.0214 (*-'/l.f )8.

With the above y' and B values, simulations v/ere performed using the same

mesh for the remaining three ioading cases considered in the tests, these being 40.6,

46.5, and 52.3 kN at each end of the rod (Domaschuk et al. 1989), or equivalently,

733.72,, 152.46, and 171.48 N per unit depth in third dimension, for plane strain

simulations. Numerical results from these simulations are shown in Figures 4.19a

and 4.19b. Figure 4.I9a shorvs the initial response, and Figure 4.19b shou's the

response predicted over a considerable period of time. Penetration rates evaluated

from Figure 4.19b (by computing the slopes of the lines) are shou.n in Figure 4.20,

along with the test results (from Figure 4.17) for comparison. For P : Il4 N/mm,

the numerical and test results coincide due to the above evaluation procedure, but

the remaining loading cases provide a measure of the accuracy of prediction. From

Figure 4.20, a fairly good comparison is seen for P : 733.72 and 752.46 N/mm,

r¿'here the numerical values underestimate the test results b¡'10% and75Yo, respec-

tively. This indicates that the constitutive assumptions can be regarded valid for

the relevant stress range and time span. But for P : 171.48 N/mm, the deviation

is29%. These comparisons can be affected by the follou'ing factors: (a). Different

,4 and B values may prevail at higher loads (stresses). (å). Possible separation be-

tweenice and back of the core. (c). Inaccuracy of the value of E. @). Use of small

displacement formu-lation to model comparatively large penetrations.

Due to (d), the response curves may be inaccurate as time increases. However,

the effect on rates would be negiigible since the latter were computed from the

initial parts of the response curves. Influence of (c) was found to be minimal,

as simulations performed for different E values (150-9000 MPa) with all other

conditions identical yielded almost identical penetration rates. Effect of (ó) was

investigated by modif¡'ing the mesh such that half the circumferentiai iength of the

core at its back r,vas completel¡' dsl.ched from the ice. Penetration rates predicted

for this mesh with same parameters as earlier are also shor¡'n on Figure 4.20, for
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P : 752.46 and 177.48 N/mm, and these overestimate the test values by about

700%. (Sample resuits for this unbonded core problem are compared with the fully

bonded case in Figure 4.21). Thus the penetration rate for a separated core is more

than tu'ice that of a fuily bonded core, and the test vaiues for higher loads are

betrveen these two extremes. It is indeed possible that separation may occur over

an area less than half the circumferential length, and a thorough study of this effect

requires a more elaborate model involving bond elements and materiai parameters

to simulate the bond between the core and the ice. However, Iack of accurate data

precludes the validity of such a study at this stage. The possibility of (a) is real

(Hooke 1981), but a comprehensive parametric study using different combinations

of ,4 and B values rvere not undertaken here, mainly due to limitations of time.

By using the least squares method to fit the numerical results for the fully

bonded circular core (Figurc 4.20) to a power relationship, the follorving equivalent

non-linear dashpot model can be proposed for the circular core-ice system with full

bond:

d: (0.b1782 x 10-8)P3'1835 , (4.8)

where i i. th" penetration rate in units of (mm/hour), and P the applied load

in units of (N/mm). A similar set of simulations using a square-shaped core with

circumferential length equal to that of the circular core (i.e. each side 59.69 mm)

was conducted using the same creep and elasticity parameters as earlier. The fi.nite

element mesh used for the study is as shorvn in Figure 4.22. The predicted pen-

etration behaviour in this case are as shown in Figures 4.23a and 4.23b, and the

penetration rates of the square core are compared with those of the circular core

in Figure 4.24, which indicates that a square core would show a lesser penetration

rate than a circular core, at a given load and under the dimensions considered. The

equivalent dashpot model for the square core-ice system with full bond is:

d: (0.3457 x 10-8)P3'zzse ,

u'here all notations are as earlier. By using equations (a.8) or

elements on non-linear dashpot mechanisms can be formulated.

(4.e)

(4.9), simpie beam

which can then be
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used for analyses of pile-ice systems. These latter developments are discussed in

3c.l'

An aiternate study was conducted by evaluating parameter L in such a way that

the predicted rate of penetration rvould exactly match the highest observed test rate,

instead of the lorvest test rate as done earlier. The computational procedure was

identical to above, and the value of L thus computed was 0.0305 (mm2/N)8. Using

this value of .4" along with all other parameters as earlier, a series of plane strain

simulations $rere performed, and the resulting steady rates of penetrations of the

core are as shou'n in Figure 4.25, where test data (Domaschuk et al. 1989) are also

shown for comparison. The equivaient dashpot modei based on this investigation

is:

i: lo.aaag x 1o-8)Pr'rsoz , (4.10)

where all notations are as earlier. As ca,n be seen from Figure 4.25, this effort does

not improve the agreement between the predicted and observed penetration ra,tes,

as compared to that in Figure 4.20. The reasons for the deviations of the predicted

results are as discussed earlier.

Figure 4.26 shows the profiIe of o,, (normal stress parallel to the load axis)

along a line parallel to and 7.47 rnrn au/ay from the axis of loading, at times t : 0

(initial elastic stage) and ú : 166 hours, for the case of P : 133.12 N/mm. The

stress profiles are shown for the ice domain in front of the core only, and the plot

was obtained by averaging the stress values available at Gauss points. Figure 4.26

indicates that the redistribution of a,, at some iocations along the line considered

amounted. to 35% of the magnitude at t :0. At locations further away from the

loading axis, larger percentage variations (in the range of 100%) occurred in the

magnitude of crr. Similar behaviour'¡'as observed in the case of a* also.

The code ITFECC-A was next used to simulate an example of creep movement

of a group of cores (consisting of two cores) in ice, under iateral loads. The purpose

of this investigation lvas to demonstrate the influence of the core spacing on the

interaction between the tu'o cores. In field situations, this tvpe of situation arises
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in the case of pile groups. The schematic diagram for the FE simulations here is

shown in Figure 4.27, where the two square cores, each of cross-sectional dimensions

400 x 400 mm2, are located with a clear distance of d between one another. The

core dimensions were selected to be typical of a field situation. NÏaterial parameters

for ice u'ere selected as A:0.027a (mm/N)B (hr)-c and B:3.17, as earlier.

Simuìations were carried out for different magnitudes of d, and for each d, a seiected

set of loads given by P - 300, 450, 600, and 800 N/mm were applied, in turn, on

the core at the left in Figure 4.27. The d values rvere 400, 800, and 2000 mm. For

comparison purposes, a single core was also simulated under the same set of loads,

a case that corresponded to d ---+ oo. Due to the symmetry about the loading axis,

half the actual domain was considered, with a length of 11.6 m and a breadth of

3.9 m, and the FE mesh consisted of 108, 8-node elements and 481 nodes. In all

cases, it was assumed that a perfect bond exists at the core-ice interface. During

the simulations, the iateral displacement of the loaded core was noted with elapsed

time.

Sample displacement vs. time curves obtained from the above simulations are

shown in Figure 4.28. The rates of displacements computed from all simulations

(by evaluating the slopes of the displacement-time plots) are as shown in Figure

4.29. Ãs expected, Figures 4.29 and 4.28 shor,r' that the influence of the unloaded

core on the displacement (or displacement rate) of the loaded core diminishes as

the spacing between the two cores increase. It shorn's that for larger spacings (ie.

d,:2 m), the behaviour of the core group approaches the limiting case of a single

core. Additional simulations by applying the load on the core at the right in Figure

4.27 showed that reciprocity existed in these problems, i.e. the }ateral movements

of the unioaded core and the loaded core ü¡ere unaffected by the location of the

loaded core, as iong as the symmetrSr ef the mesh discretization and compiete bond

betrveen the cores and the ice were assumed.
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4.2,4 Fenetration Tests on F'rozen Soils

The computer code iTFECC-A was used to model several structure-frozen

soil/ ice interaction examples encountered in field testing of frozen ground. These

situations were the simulations of static penetration tests (SPT) and penetration-

rate controlled tests in frozen soils, using three types of indenter shapes. One shape

used was a cone (Figure 4.30), identical to the indenter used in the standard electric

penetrometer for soil investigations (de Ruiter 1971). Alternative simulations were

conducted with a cylindrical indenter (disk type indenter) of diameter 35.6 mm, and

a semi-spherical indenter of the same diameter. Each of these indenter tips were

assumed to be fixed to a shaft of diameter 35.6 mm, as usually is the case in a soil-

penetrometer. Similar type of field tests had been carried out by Ladanyi (1976)

on frozen soils, with the objective of using the resuits of static and penetration-rate

controlled penetrometer tests to predict the behaviour of foundation elements on

frozen soil. Numerical analyses such as the present study can be used to develop

sets of curves relating penetration, penetration-rate and resistance, which may later

be useful for interpretation of creep properties in the field. These simulations are

also important in situations where stresses generated around an indenter need to

be studied, as experienced in several field applications, e.g. in ice breaking in arctic

waters. The penetration-rate controlled loading are also encountered in the field,

e.g. in the case of an ice sheet over a water body pressing against a pier.

The frozen soils selected for this analysis are frozen Ottawa sand, Emscher-

Marl, and Bat-Baioss clay. The creep properties for these soils are as given in Table

2.1 (afier Klein 1979). The E values lvere approximately estimated (using data of

Andersland and Anderson 1973) as 25 GPa for ali soiis except Bat-Baioss clay, which

was estimated to have .Ð - 2 GPa, and u : 0.49 was used for all soils to represent

elastic incompressibility. The frozen soil domain considered for the a-dsymmetric

finite element simulation had a radius 16.9 times the radius of the penetrometer

shaft, and a depth of 39.3 times the latter. The finite element mesh for the conical

and disk indenter problems consisted of 280 elements and 315 nodes, while that for

the spherical indenter problem consisted of 207 elements and 235 nodes.
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At the commencement of the analyses, both the conical and semi-spherical in-

denters \^/ere assumed to be alread¡' embedded in the frozen ground up to the level

where the shaft assumed the cvlindrical shape rvith diameter 35.6 mm, whiie the

disk indenter rvas assumed to rest on the frozen ground surface (not embedded).

Also, slip between the indenters and the soil was not modelled, nor u,as the stress

singularity a.t the tip of the conical indenter. Due to these reasons, certain dis-

crepencies may exist between the numerical results obtained here and the actual

field observations.

In the first type of tests simulated, a single-stage load of 18 kN u'as appiied

on the conical indenter placed on the three soils. The penetration-time behaviour

obtained from the simulations is plotted in Figure 4.31. The resuits show that the

penetration and the rate of penetration are largest fo¡ Bat-Baioss clay. Within the

time span considered, Ottawa sand undergoes the least penetration and Emscher-

Marl undergoes an amount larger than the latter; however, the rate of penetration

in Ottawa sand is higher than that in Emscher-Marl, and thus Ottalr'a sand would

shorn' a larger penetration than Emscher-Marl in the long term. Ottawa sand and

Ernscher-Marl attenuates much faster than Bat-Baioss clay. Figure 4.32 shows

the penetration with time in Ottawa sand for the three different indenter shapes,

subjected to the same load. The disk indenter shows a penetration and a rate of

penetration much larger than the other two indenters, u'hile the other two shapes

(semi-sphere and cone) shorv responses close to one another. The conical indenter

shorn's the least penetration. A primary creep response can be noticed for ali indenter

shapes. The conical and serni-spherical indenters have identical contact surface areas

of 19.91 cm2, and the disk indenter half of that (9.95 cm2). Thus the disk indenter

shows the largest settlement probably due to its least contact area. The cone

and semi-sphere, although having the same contact area, show responses slightly

different from one another probably because of the difference in shape. It is noted

that these results are obtained under the assumption of perfect bond between the

indenter and the frozen medium.

The second type of simulations considered rÀ/ere penetration-rate controlied

problems. The indenters were subjected to imposed penetration rates and the re-
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sistance offered bv the frozen medium u'as evaluated. The ftozen soils, the indenter

shapes and the finite element meshes used u'ere the same as earlier. Simulations

were done using a lou'penetraiion rate ol 4 cmf day, and trvo higher rates of 10.2

cm/hr. and 38 cm/hr.. The latter trn'o rates u'ere the same as two of the rates se-

lected by Ladanyi (i976) for his rate-controlled tests on permafrost, and the slower

rate (4 cm/day) was a value suggested by Huneault and Ladanyi (i987). For the

numerical simulations, constant time intervals rvere used throughout the analysis

history, these being 0.001 hrs. for 4 crnf day,2.0 x 10-5 hrs. for 10.2 cm/hr. and

5.0 x 10-6 hrs. for 38 cm/hr..

The resistance-penetration curves for the conical indente¡ in frozen Ottawa

sand for the three penetration rateé are as given in Figure 4.33, which, as expected,

shorv an increased resistance for higher rates of penetration. A drop in the rate of

increase of resistance is seen for all penetration rates with increasing penetration.

The resistance encountered for the lowest rate of penetration (4 cm/day) shows a

tendency to stabilize as penetration increases. This stabilizing tendenc¡' might be

encountered for the higher rates of penetration after a much larger penetration had

occurred, but the numerical analysis here do not hold for such large deformations;

therefore such phenomena were not investigated. The resistance-penetration curves

for the three indenters subjected to a penetration rate of 4 crnf day in frozen Ottawa

sand are given in Figure 4.34; according to these results, the disk indenter encounters

the least resistance, followed by the sphere, and the cone, respectively in the order

of increasing resistance. As mentioned earlier, slip between the indenter surface and

the frozen medium rvas not modelled in the analyses here.

It is somewhat difficult to directly compare these numerical results li'ith the test

results obtained by Ladanyi (1976) due to some basic differences. Ladanyi (1976)

obtained an average resistance for each penetration rate used (rn'hich ranged from

38 to 152 cm/hour), and the resistance was somewhat erratic due to the presence

of varves; he achieved penetrations up to approx. 60 cm, and reported an increased

resistance u'ith increasing penetration rate. The latter property is observed from

the numerical results (Figure 4.33), but the presence of inhomogeneities or layers

etc. was not modelled in the simulations here. In addition, large depths of pene-
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tration cannot be modelled using the small dispiacement theory used here. Thus

the numerical scheme r¡'ould yield reasonable results for small depths of penetration

oniy, and thorough studies of the penetration phenomena can be made for iow rates

of penetration.

4.3 Analyses IJsing Fish's Unified Creep Modei

Computer code ITFECC-A is capable of analyzing interaction problems using

the generalized version of Fish's unified creep model (see $3.5). The validity of

the generalization process applied to the uniaxial model of Fish is evident from

Figure 3.10. In the ensuing subsections, the generalized creep model of Fish is

applied to solve several example problems involving the deformation of frozen soils

and ice. These examples are more oriented towards demonstrating the ability of

the creep model of Fish to simulate various stages of creep, including the tertiary

(accelerating) creep stage which the pou'er law modei discussed previously cannot

simulate. Emphasis is placed on the general trends of creep deformation that the

model can simulate, and parallels are drawn rvith creep behaviour of frozen media

as observed by experimentaiists.

Test data from uniaxial creep compressive tests on samples of the relevant

frozen materiai are the most convenient means of deriving appropriate creep pa-

¡ameters for the model. Results of this type of tests are avaiiable in the literature,

for ice (e.g. Mellor and Cole 1982, Jacka 1984) and frozen soils (e.g. Yuanlin and

Carbee 1983). Appropriate parameters for different frozen materials can be de-

rived based on some of these data, but each set of parameters would be appiicabie

within the relevant stress and temperature ranges. Derivation of creep parameters

is further discussed in $4.3.1.

4.3.1- Uniaxial Creep Tests on tree

Jacka (i984) published experimental data obtained from a series of uniaxial

creep tests on poiycrystalline ice samples. He selected four temperatures (-5, -10.6,

-17.8, and -32.5'C) at each of r¡'hich, ice samples were subjected to uniaxial creep
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under different magnitudes of constant applied stress. Strain and time were recorded

in each test, and strain rates were calcuiated from rau' test data. The summary of

data at minimum strain rate is given in Table 2 of Jacka (1984). It can be seen from

his data that some tests (under low applied stresses) have not reached the minimum

creep strain rate during the testing period. Data from tests q'here a minimum creep

strain rate has been recorded can be used to evaluate the appropriate parameters

(see equation 3.27) for the creep model of Fish (1984).

The method of least squares was used to fit selected sets of data of Jacka (1984)

to relations given in equation (3.27). It ç'as noted that, at a given temperature, if
all available data (i.e. data under all the stress magnitudes considered) r,r'ere used,

ihe fii to equations (3.27) r¡/as poor. This indicated clearly that such fits can be

reasonable only rn'ithin selected ranges in the magnitude of st¡ess. Therefore, by

selecting an appropriate range of stress under each temperature (the reported time

to minimum strain rate can also be used as a criterion here), reasonably good least

squares fits of Jacka's (1984) data to relations in equations (3.27) were obtained.

Sample creep parameters -4r, T, Co,, and p obtained in this manner for the four

temperatures are shorvn in Table 4.1. \4¡hen the parameters in Table 4.1 were re-

substituted in relations of equation (3.27) and used to predict the relevant test data

(from Table 2 of Jacka, 1984), the maximum deviation between a predicted and an

observed value (of either minimum strain rate or time to minimum strain rate) was

iess than 16%.

In order to demonstrate the use of the generalized model to predict uniaxial

test data, code ITFECC-A was used to re-simu-late the uniaxial tests using axisym-

metric finite element anaì.1'ses. The creep parameters shown in Table 4.1 for -5oC,
along u'ith a value of 6 :0.5, were used to model ice. This value of á is close to

0.47 suggested by Fish (i987) for ice. The same thin rod structure used for results

presented in Figure 3.10 earlier (i.e. Iength : 60 mm; radius : 0.2 mm; modelled

by a column made of 3, 8-node axisymmetric elements stacked upon one another)

rvas considered, with values of Ybung's modulus (E) : 8000 N{Pa (Sego and Mor-

genstern 1983) and Poisson's ratio (") :0. The results predicted by fi.nite element

analyses are compared in Figure 4.35 with the experimental results of Jacka (1984)
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for four load cases. Jacka (i984) presented his results bv using octahedrai shear

stress and octahedral shear strain values (he muttiplied uniudal stress ay 1/ZlS to

obtain octahedral shear stress, and uniaxial strain bV llJl to obtain octahedral

shear strain); therefore the vertical strain rates predicted b¡' the code were converted

appropriately to octahedrai shear strain rates, and are shown in Figure 4.35. The

agreement between the predicted and experimental observations is reasonable, ex-

cept that the predictions noticeably overestimate the observed values in the primary

creep stage for lower stress magnitudes (1.0 and 1.3 bar).

Figure 4.36 presents comparison of predicted strain rates with some of the

experimental curves obtained by Jacka (1984) at lower temperatures. Predictions

in Figure 4.36 were obtained bv using the appropriate parameters for the respective

temperatures, shown in Table 4.1. The agreement between predicted and observed

values in Figure 4.36 is reasonable. Comparisons in Figures 4.35 and 4.36 indicate

the ability of the generalized creep model to reasonably re-simulate unia:iial creep

test data and to display characteristics of the entire creep curve, including the

decelera,ting and accelerating creep stages.

Some general characteristics of the influence of temperature on the creep pa-

rametets of Fish's model can be noted from Table 4.1. Among the trends notable

are the increase in the magnitude of. A1 and the decrease in the magnitude of Co,,

as the temperature decreases. These trends generally reflect the facts that, under a

given stress, time to minimum strain rate increases as the temperature fails, with a

simultaneous decrease in the magnitude of the minimum strain rate; in other words,

failure is predicted to occur quicker when temperature rises. However, it is noted

that Table 4.1 cannot be used to conduct a very precise evaluation of the tempera-

ture efrect on the parameters, since different stress ranges have been considered at

different temperatures (ref. Columns I k 2 of Tabie 4.1).

4.3.2 Pressuremeter Tests on Frozen Ground

The generalized creep model given by equation (3.28) was next used to simulate

the response of an icy frozen sc¡il in a pressuremeter test. As considered earlier



($4.2.1), it is reasonable to assume plane strain conditions over a cross-sectional

piane at or near the center of the probe due to the large length/radius ratio of the

pressuremeter probe. Thus, a pressuremeter test in frozen soil was simulated under

conditions of piane strain axisymmetry.

Yuanlin and Carbee (1983) reported results of uniaxial creep tests on remolded,

saturated frozen Fairbanks silt; of these, results obtained at -5oC were quoted by

Fish (1984) for use in his model. Using a least squares fitting of these uniaxial test

data (at -5'C), to the relations given in equations (3.27), the follou'ing numerical

values were obtained for the various parameters:

A1 :

n-
co:

151.83 r N' )'h,\mm/

6.256

o.ooo55 trÉl'h,-' (4.11)

p - 6.158

In addition to above,6 :0.47, an average value applicable to ice (Fish 1987),

was selected as applicable to the icy frozen silt considered here. A Young's modulus

(E) of 8 GPa and a Poisson's ratio (z) of.0.47 (to signify elastic incompressibility)

were used. A Poisson's ratio very close to 0.5 was not used since, due to numerical

complications, this particular finite element behaved very stiffiy at such values.

The configuration of the pressuremeter test considered is similar to that shown

in Figure 4.1, and a horizontal plane at the center of the pressuremeter probe was

considered for FE simulations. The diameter of the bore-hole is 76 mm and the

outer boundary of the frozen domain is at a radius of 1038 mm. The radius of the

bore-hoie corresponds to the diameter of the OYO elastmeter 100 pressuremeter

probe (Kjartanson 1986). The pressure (q) applied on the rvall of the bore-hole

was considered in multiples of 1 N{Pa, in order to demonstrate the behaviour of

the frozen media predicted b)' the generalized model given by equation (3.28). The

frozen domain was discretized by 100 elements of equal size along a radial line, with

three nodes per each element. Numerical integration of order two was used in the
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radial direction and stresses needed for the incremental anaiysis were maintained

at two Gauss points in each element.

The resuits of the numerical analysis of the pressuremeter test for a range of

loads (q :1, 1.5,2, and 3 MPa) are as shou'n in Figure 4.37, where the radial

dispiacement of the bore-hole wall is plotted u'ith time. As seen from Figurc 4.37,

for all load cases considered, the response of the frozen medium remained within the

primar¡' (or attenuating) creep range during the time interval considered. For g * 1

MPa, the response did not enter the tertiary stage but remained in the primary

stage for a ver¡r long time period such as two years. This shows that the model can

be used to simulate situations of attenuating creep (rvhere failure does not occur)

for practical purposes.

The pressuremeter test rvas simulated under a load of 3 MPa by varying the

magnitude of, A1 in equation (a.11). A decrease in the magnitude oL Al can be

caused, for example, by a, rise in the temperature (see $4.3.1, Table 4.1). In

Figure 4.38, the results of simuiations carried out for three magnitudes of ,41

(At :151.83, 15.18 and 3.79 (N/mmz)ahr), with all other parameters held identical

to those in equation (a.11) are shown. Figure 4.38 shows that the creep displace-

ment decreases with decreasing magnitude of A1 at a given time, whiie the creep

curve approaches failure point (by flattening) faster for lower magnitudes of ,41.

Thus the curve for A1:3.79 (N/mm2)?hr shows the tendency to reach the inflex-

ion point earliest of the three magnitudes of -4.1. Figure 4.39 shou's the displa,cement

curve for L1 : 0.75 (l,t/mm2)4hr \r'ith all other parameters held identical to earlier;

it clearly shows a tertiary creep stage following the primary creep stage and the

inflexion point. A scrutiny of the numerical results showed that the dispiacement

rate accelerated after approximately 200 hours. Note that Figure 4.39 is presented

for a fairly large displacement range for the purpose of clarifying the behaviour

predicted by the creep model in this instance.

Figure 4.40a shorvs the dist¡ibution of the radial stress (o,,) at different time

histories, aiong u'ith the analytical elastic stress distribution obtained by piane

strain analysis, for the material described bv the parameters given by equation
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(4.11) and subjected to a pressure of 1 MPa. -A.way from the bore-hole wall, the

creep process has caused the radial stress to acquire magnitudes of more than 10

times the corresponding magnitudes derived from lineai elastic analvsis. There is a

rapid variation in magnitude of ø,. in the far field during the first few hours, and the

stress distribution throughout the domain apparently stabilizes after approximateh'

1500 hours. A stabilized stress distribution is indicated by the closeness of the stress

profiles att:1634 and t:3634 hrs.. The tangential stress (o6s) at different times

for the same example are shownin Figure 4.40b, along u'ith the corresponding an-

alyticai solution. Here, redistribution of the stress (change in magnitude relative to

the initial iinear elastic stress) takes place throughout the domain, and the stress

near the bore-hole u,all changes rapidiy during the first few minutes. The entire

tangential stress distribuiion turns compressive later in the creep process, and ap-

parently stabilizes after a long period of time similar to the case of the radial stress.

Stress curves for other cases where the response attenuated showed similar trends

and are thus not shown here. For higher loads, it took longer to reach the stabilized

stress state than in the case of lorver loads. It is noted that the stress behaviour

depends on the particular magnitudes of material parameters used in the model.

In cases rn'here the tertiary creep behaviour was predicted, it was not possible to

determine the long-term stress behaviour as the material dispiayed large deforma-

tions with increasing time. Characterisiics seen from the Figures 4.40a and 4.40b

are that the creep model considered here causes a considerable amount of stress re-

distribution, and that, for attenuating responses, the stress distribution apparently

stabiiizes towards a profiie r,r'hich is quite difrerent from the linear elastic stress dis-

tribution. In contrast, the generalized power lau'creep model ($4.2.1) would cause

a comparatively less amount of stress redistribution (relative to the corresponding

linear elastic stress state) near the center of the pressuremeter probe, for low mag-

nitudes of the po\ver term of stress used in the model, The radial stress profiles

predicted in a similar pressuremeter simulation using the power law model are as

shown in Figure 4.40c.

In Fish's model, failure is basicall5' governed bv the time ú,,'" to minimum creep

strain rate; in the uniaxial case, it is easily seen that this occurs at I : f- (Figure
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2.2). Howet'er it is diffi.cult to make a prediction regarding the faiiure time in a

multi-dimensional case such as the examples considered here, by using a simpie

analytical method. In some pressuremeter exampies presented here, the failure can

be witnessed in a giobal sense. In such cases. it is reasonable to expect that a
considerable portion of the domain should enter tertiary creep stage for the bore-

hole rvail to shor¡' an accelerating creep displacement. Different failure times ú,,,

rn'ould be in effect at different points in the domain depending on the magnitude of

the equivalent stress existing at that point and time, and the appearance of tertiary

creep in the domain wouid be a result of the cumulative effect of these individual

states of creep deformation.

The existence of different creep stages at different locations in the domain is

demonstrated b5' Figures 4.47a and 4.41b. Figure 4.41a shows the radial st¡ain

rate u'ith time at radial distances (d) of 7.9I,27.97 and 141.9 mm from the bore-

hole wall, and Figure 4.4Ib shoq's the tangential strain rate with time at the same

Iocations, for the simulation shown in Figure 4.39 (i.e. for á1 : 0.75 (N/mm2)"'¡t

and remaining parameters as in equation 4.77, and a load of 3 MPa). Figure 4.41a

shows that the radial strain rate accelerates after about 150 hours at d:1.91 mm

and 200 hours at d,:27.97 mm, but does not enter the accelerating stage until after

450 hours at d:741.9 mm. In Figure 4.4!b, tangential strain rate shows a trend

approximately similar to that of the radiai strain rate. It is notable that although

the radial strain rate had entered tertiar5' creep stage close to the bore-hole wall at

150 hours, the global response shown in Figure 4.39 does not reflect this behaviour

until approximately 200 hou¡s had elapsed.

An interesting similarity can be seen between the first two curves in Figures

4.41 and the strain rate-time curves in Figure 1.7. Curves in Figure 1.7 show ihe

variation of the circumferential strain rate at the bore-hole wall with time, obtained

from a series of actual pressuremeter tests conducted on ice at -2"C by Shields et

al. (1989). From Figure 1.7, failure point in the curve tor 2.5 MPa can be noticed at

approximately 125 hours and the minimum strain rate (at the wall)is approximateiy

0.06 hour-l. From the computational results in Figure 4.4Ib, where 3 MPa and

creep parameters in equation (4.11) with the exception of A1 : 0.75 (N/mm2)z6t
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lvere used, a point 1.91 mm awav from the rvall is seen to faii at approximately 160

hours and the minimum strain rate is 0.3 x 10-3 hour-l. tTnfortunately, no direct

comparison with the test data in Figure 1.7 can be made since uniaxial test data

necessa,r)¡ to evaluate the parameters in equaiion (3.27) for the ice used in the tests

b5' Shields et ai. (1989) are not available. However, similarity between the respon.ses

observed from actual tests and those predicted by numerical simulations indicate

the suitability of the generalized model (equation 3.28) io represent the constitutive

behaviour of frozen media experiencing accelerating creep.

4.3.3 Laterally Loaded Rigid Cores in Ftrozen Ground

A problem simiiar to the laterally loaded rigid core in ice considered earlier

under the power law ($4.2.3) was simula,ted using Fish's generalized model. This

example was analyzed under plane strain conditions. The finite element mesh used

was identical to that given in Figure 4.18. The core had a diameter oî.76 mm, was

assumed to be completely bonded to the embedding frozen medium at all times,

and was forced to move under the action of three lateral loads (P) of magnitude

228,343 and 456 N/mm, applied in turn. The configuration had symmetry about

the loading axis, and thus the area of half the plane domain considered for the

finite element discretization was approximately 1500 x 600 mm, r,r'ith unit thickness

in the third dimension. A total of 158, eight node finite elements were used in the

mesh, with four Gauss points per element to maintain stress history. As noted while

discussing the power law model in $4.2.3, results of this type of simulation can be

used later to develop a model of a beam on a non-linear dashpot mechanism, u'hich

in turn rvill serve as a simplifred pile model to analyze problems of laterally loaded

piles in permafrost. Also, similar analyses can be used to study stress distribution

in ice sheets pressing against pier-type structures.

The results of the above simulations are presented in Figure 4.42, which shows

the laterai displacement of the rigid core with time under the three loads of.228,343

and 456 N/mm. The frozen medium was characterized by á, :3.79 (N/mm2)'r¡,

with ali other parameters as given in equation (4.11), along rvith á - 0.47,.8 : 8000

MPa and u : 0.49. For the plane strain finite element, it was possible to use u : 0.49
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without encountering anJ' significant numericai complication. It can be seen (Figure

4.42) that the response becomes larger with increasing load, and for the case of 456

N-/mm, the material in front of the core fails b¡' entering the tertiary creep stage.

The global response is in the attenuating creep stage under 228 N/mm, while it
displays almost a steady state (straight line) for 343 N, indicating that the global

response has entered a transition stage in between the primarl' and tertiary creep

stages.

Figure 4.43 shows the profile of. c,, (normal stress of the frozen materiai parallel

to the loading axis) at t : 0 and I : 255 hours, for the case of P : 343 N/mm,

along a line parallel to and 7.41 mm away from the ioading axis; the stress profiles

are shor'ç'n for the frozen domain in front of the core only, and the plot rvas obtained

by averaging the stress values availabie at Gauss points. As seen from Figurc 4.43,

the percentage of stress redistribution rvith time amounts to about 70% at some

locations along the line. However, at locations further arvay from the loading axis,

redistribution yielded variations exceeding 100% of the magnitude of the elastic

stress. Stress ør, (normal stress perpendicular to the loading axis) experienced

similar amounts of redistribution with time, but the stress profiles were somer¡'hat

irregular, and are not shown here.

4.3.4 Plate Load llests on Frozen Ground

A plate load test on frozen ground rvas considered for simulation using the

generalized model of Fish, using axisymmetric analyses. The configuration of ihe

plate load test is shown in Figure 4.44. The finite element discretization of the r-z

piane was done using 118, eight node finite elements, with four Gauss points per

each element to maintain the stress history. The steel plate had a diameter of 300

mm, a thickness of 50 mm, a lbung's modulus oî.2 x 105 MPa and a Poisson's ratio

of 0.3. Outer radius of the frozen domain was 4.5 times the plate radius, and the

depth of the frozen domain was 11 times the plate radius.

Simulations rryere carried out for three uniformloading intensities (p) applied on

the piate, these being 0.88, 1.76 and2.64 MPa. The frozen material was character-
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ized by parameters in equation (4.11) with the exception of At :3.79 (N/m-2)zht,

and by 6 :0.47,, E : 8000 MPa and u :0.49. The axis¡rmmetric finite element

used here did not encounter numerical complications for u : A.49. The results are

shown in Figure 4.45, where the vertical settlement at the center of the plate are

plotted against iime. The global response (settlement at the center of plate) under

the largest ioad of 2.64MPa displays failure or tertiar¡¡ creep behaviour, rvhile those

under the two lower loads display attenuating behaviour. These results conflrm the

abilitv of the generalized modei given by equation (3.28) to represent attenuating

as well as accelerating global responses in multi-axial stress situations.

Figure 4.46 shows the distribution of the vertical normal stress (o".) along a

line parallel to and 18.75 mm a\Ã¡ay from the axis of axisymmetry, at times ú : 0

and ú :746 hours, for the case of 2.64 MPa applied on the piate. Redistribution of

stress during this time amounts to !00% of the elastic stress values at some locations

along the line considered. Note that the stress profiles are based on stresses at

element boundaries, which were obtained by averaging available stress values at

Gauss points. Simiiar redistribution behat'iour r¡¡as seen at other points in the

frozen domain, and in the case of other stress quantities.

4"4 Analyses Using Domaschukts Model

Computer code ILFENP was used to analyze some examples involving defor-

mation of frozen sands. The accuracy of the aigorithms in the code u'ere verified

earlier (see $3.6.3). The model was described previously in $2.4 and $3.2.3, and

numerical values for various parameters involved were derived by Rahman (1988)

for the particular frozen sand (at -3"C) used in the experimental program. The

relevant parameters are not yet avaiiable for other frozen materials. Thus, compu-

tational analyses described in the ensuing sub-sections will be limited to the set of

parameters evaluated by Rahman (1988).

4.4.L Pressuremeter Tests on Frozen Sand

Pressuremeter tests, similar in confrguration to thai shown in Figure 4.1, were
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simulated by using the model of Domaschuk ($2.4, $3.2.3) to represent the creep of

the frozen sand. Rahman (1988) evaluated the parameters involved in this model

given by equations (3.33)-(3.36), basing all computa.tions on the kN-m-hr system of

units. Thus the equations (3.33) and (3.3a). for the particular sand, can be written

as (Rahman 1988, Domaschuk et al. 1991):

K.:10250 (r + r .756 x 10-2 exp{-0.0045¿} o^)' ,

G.: (3 x 10-5 o-0'205 t0'1'47 * 1 x 10-5 f0'23 9)-t ,om'

@.72a)

and

(4.72b)

where o* and 5¿ are, respectively, the current voiumetric mean stress (kPa) and

current resultant deviatoric stress (kPa), defined bv equaiion (3.35), and f is the

elapsed time (hours) from the instance of application of the }oad. Assuming that

equations (4.72) represent the constitutive behaviour of the frozen sand under con-

sideration, a pressu¡emeter test similar to the Test 1 depicted in Figure 4.1 was

simulated for tu'o different applied loads by using axisymmetric FE analyses.

A pressuremeter probe of length 0.39 m \¡/as assumed to be piaced in the bore-

hole of radius 0.038 m, and centered at a depth of 0.55 m below the surface of the

frozen sand. The oute¡ radius of the frozen sand domain was assumed at a radius

of 0.965 m. The total depth of the frozen sand domain was 1.8 m. The r-z plane

was discretized using a mesh of 491 nodes and 111,8-node axisymmetric elements.

Trvo applied loads, given by probe pressures of 880 kPa and 1770 kPa, v/ere con-

sidered in turn. For the load incrementing algorithm in code ILFENP, a total of

100 load increments was used for each analysis (i.e. the load was divided into 100

parts of equal size in each case), and stresses rilere maintained at 4 Gauss points in

each element. As required due to the nature of the constitutive model, a separate

anaiysis was performed for each time instant considered under each load case.

The results of the analyses for each of the applied probe pressures (880 and

1770 kPa) at elapsed times (t) of 10,24,48,96, 792,288,480, and 960 hours, are

as shou'n in Figure 4.47, u,here the radial displacement at the center of the probe is

shown against time. Figure 4.47 shor¡'s that the qualitative behaviour of the model
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is satisfactory, since increasing creep deformations are predicted with increasing

iime and load. However, these predictions do not agree'rvith the test observations

of Lach (1989) for the relevant pressuremeter test (Test 1) considered in $4.2.1.

Therefore, no attempt is made here to compare the predictions with test results.

The analyses for the appiied probe pressure of 880 kPa was repeated by using

a plane strain axisymmetric mesh, in order to verify the equivalence of predictabil-

ity of the 8-node Serendipity axisymmet¡ic element and the 2-node plane strain

axisymmetric element. The latter mesh was assumed to represent the horizontai

plane intersecting the mid-depth of the probe, and the resulting line-domain was

discretized by using 100, 2-node plane strain axisymmetric eiements of equal radial

length. Stresses were maintained at a single Gauss point in each element. The

results predicted bJ'these analyses overestimated the previous predictions obtained

using the fullv axis5'¡¡1¡¡"tric mesh by 6% to 7%. This deviation is acceptable due

to differences in mesh discretization in the radial direction in the two cases, and dif-

ferences in the existing ,ir"r, state as assumed for the tr¡'o types of elements. Thus

it can be reasonably assumed that the results in Figure 4.47 are computationally

accurate predictions under the constitutive model of equation (4.12) and (3.36).

4.4.2 A Plate T,oad Test on Frozen Sands

A plate load test on frozen sand, similar to that depicted in Figure 4.44, was

simulated using the constitutive modei in equations (a.12) and (3.36). The dimen-

sions of the plate and the finite element discretization of the domain rvere identical

to those described in $4.3.3. The steel plate was assumed to have a Young's modu-

lus of 2 x 108 kPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3, which were equivalent to an elastic

bulk modulus of 1.6667x108 kPa and an eiastic shear modulus of 7.6923x107 kPa.

Because of the presence of the steel plate, this example directly involved interaction

of an elastic structure with a frozen soil. For the purpose of modelling non-creeping

structural. domains, the same element subroutines for creeping media in ILFENP

could be used, by using an input of ú : 0, regardless of the time of solution under

consideration (Appendix D). In the case of t -- 0, the parameter Ko in equation

(3.33) represented the elastic bulk modulus, and equation (3.34) rvas replaced with
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an elastic shear modulus of constant magnitude.

The analysis was conducted for a uniform pressure of 880 kPa applied on the

plate, and the predicted settlement at the center of the plate at different times are

shown in Figure 4.48. The times selected for the FE analyses were identical to those

in the previous pressuremeter tests ($4.4.1), and the load was incremented in 100

equal parts as earlier. The results in Figure 4.48 shou'increasing settlement with

time, as should be expected qualitatively. However, as before, no comparisons are

made with available test results (Lach i989).
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Table 4.1-: Creep parameters for Fish's (1984) model
based on data of Jacka (1984) for ice

Temp.
OC

Applicable stress range
A1

(MPa)ahr
T co

(MPa;-t'¡t-t
lr

16 bar
Iacka 1984

þquiv.
I stress,

uniaxial
ø MPa

-5.0
- 10.6

-17.8
-32.5

1.0-3.0
2.0-6.0
3.0-8.0
3.6-10.0

0.209-0.628
0.419-1.256
0.628-1.675
0.754-2.094

3.148
26.30

104.49
492.77

4.183
3.420
2.428
2.503

6.774 x 10-11
1.877 x 10-11
4.814 x 10-12
1.073 x 10-12

3.472
3.051
2.960
2.653

Note: Jacka (1984) gave 16 as the octahedral shear stress in bars (1 bar - 0.0g86g2 Mpa).
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Figure 4.10. Axisymmetric fi.nite element mesh for flexible footing on frozen soil.
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Chapter 5

ANALYSES OF tr,ATER",{LLY LOA.ÐED PXLES

IN ICE/FROZEN SOILS

5.1 General

In permafrost areas, piles are widely used to support structures ranging from
large, heavy, heated buildings to single micror¡¡ave communication towers located

at remote sites (Johnston 1981). Because of the frequent use of piie foundations,

prediction of creep deformations in pile-permafrost /ice interaction probiems has

gained much importance. Axially loaded piles can be conveniently analyzed using

the FEM under an axisymmetric treatment, similar to several cases discussed earlier

in Chapter 4. In cases where adfreeze strength plays a major role in such structures,

an appropriate interface element capable of modelling the aCfreeze/bond strength

of frozen soil/ice to pile can be incorporated; the development of such an interface

eiement is discussed later in Chapter 6. In iaterally loaded piles, the load resisting

mechanisms are different from those in axially loaded piles. Such lateral loads

on pile foundations may be generated due to many sources. for example, by the

design ioad transfer mechanism in pile supported structures such as buildings and

bridge abutments, bv wind loads on all piie supported structures, by cable tensile

loads on pile supported towe¡ structures, by lateral ice pressures (e.g. due to a

floating ice sheet) or earth pressures on structures supported b5' piles, etc. In the

present Chapter, computational analyses of lateraliy loaded piles in ice/permafrost

are treated at length.

In the case of rigid piles embedded in soil media, analysis of the interaction
probiem is performed using concepts of active and passive lateral earth pressures

conventionally employed in soii mechanics. When the pile is flexible, many addi-

tional parameters like flexibility of the piie, stiffness of the surrounding medium,

effective embedment iength, etc., acquire a greater degree of importance (Pouios

and Davis 1980). Analytical and numerical studies on piies embedded in linear

elastic media and subjected to general dynamic loads have been conducted to eval-
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uate the influence of different parameters on pile displacements (Rajapakse and

Shah 1987). When the pile is embedded in a îrozen medium and subjected to a

static (or quasi-static) lateral load, the deformation will varJ¡ $¡ith time due to creep

of the medium, and the relevant interaction problem should be anai¡'¿sd using a
time-incrementing numerical scheme. Numerical methods are pertinent due to the

redistributing nature of the lateral reactions of the surrounding medium.

Nixon (1984), and Neukirchner and Nixon (1987), suggested that laterally

loaded piles in permafrost be modelled as beams on a, non-linear dashpot system

governed by a creep modei of the type of secondary stage pou'er lalr'. Foriero and

Ladanyi (1990) anaiyzed the problem using an explicit time incrementing FE pro-

gram) and by modelling the late¡ally loaded piie as a beam supported by a spring-

dashpot system. In the ensuing $5.2, the development of a simple pile element to

model laterally loaded piles in permafrost/ice witl be discussed. The approach fol-

lorved here differs from that of Foriero and Ladanyi (1990) in many respects, as will
be discussed later. The iterative, time-incrementing FE code developed here will be

verified for accuracy, and analyses of several pile-ice/frozen soil interaction problems

will be presented. in $5.3, pile-ice/ frozen soil interaction problems will be analyzed

using completely three-dimensional analyses with continuum elements, and in $5.4,

predicted results from the two approaches would be compared. The merits of the

particular approach follou'ed to develop the non-linear dashpot relationship and the

elastic spring constant (for the simple pile model) rvill be discussed.

5.2 Development of a Simple Piie Element

In this section, a computationally simple pile element is developed to model

iaierally loaded piles in ice/ permafrost. The development of the relevant iterative,

time-incrementing finite element code, and the performance of the pile element in
FE analyses is discussed thereafter.

-Ð.2.L Basis for Development of the Pile Element

It is known that ice, in many circumstances, deforms continuously under load
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and dispia¡'s secondar)¡ creep characteristics. Thus, it is analytically convenient

and physicallv reasonable, to modei the creep deformation of frozen icy soils using

a secondary or steady creep rate reiationship (lrlixon 1984). Therefore, it is possible

to represent ice or icy permafrost by a system of non-linear dashpots (Nixon 1984,

Neukirchner and ltiixon 1987) r¡'here the displacement rate ù is reia,ted to applied

ioad as,

u : ItoBpb , (5.1)

where ø is the half u'idth or radius of the loaded ur"u, B and ó are creep parameters

from uniaxial tests on ice (or permafrost), p is the horizontal stress on the loaded

area, and 4 is an influence factor dependent on å and geometry of the loaded

area. Quantity p can also be referred to as the reactive stress generated by the
frozen medium. Equation (5.1) represents a viscous fluid,l,ç,hich will not shorn, any

instantaneous deformation upon loading. An alternative model would be to couple a

spring element in series to the dashpot element of equation (5.1), and the resulting
system would indicate an instantaneous displacement followed by the continuous

rate of displacement described by equation (5.1). The reaction p would undergo

redistribution from its initial elastic state towards a steady-state distribution in the
long term.

It is possible to hypothesize attenuating creep behaviour instead of equation
(5.1), given by,

ù(t):C.pb¿c', C2 10, (5.2)

where ú is the current time and Ct, b, C2 are parameters. For Cz : 0, equations (5.2)

and (5.1) are equivalent. Foriero and Ladanyi (1990) used a dashpot relationship of
the above tvpe in their FE anaiysis of laterally ioaded piles using a similar spring-
dashpot system. This relationship, however, was developed using an anaiytical,
plane strain elastic solution given by Baguelin et al. (1977) for a laterally loaded

disk in an infinite soil. Foriero and Ladanyi (1990) used the analytical expressions

for elastic stress distributions to represent creep stress distributions. As can be

seen from the numerical results presented in Figure 4.26, the redistributed stresses

have magnitudes diferent from the initial elastic stresses (although this difference

is not dramatic), and consequently, an approximation had been introduced into the
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analysis of Foriero and Ladna,vi (1990). Additionally, they consider that the lateral

creep movement of the core is governed by stresses at the point t'here the axis of

laterai ioad intersects the core-permafrost interface at the fore. This in general is

not true. since the dispiacement of the core depends on the stress distribution along

the entire cicumference of the interface raiher than on stresses at a single point on

the interface.

In the approach followed here, the pile is modelled as a beam supported by a
spring-dashpot system, as shown in Figure 5.1. The load-deformation relations for

the spring-dashpot s)'stem are developed based on the results of a series of plane

strain FE anaiyses of lateraily loaded rigid cores in ice, as described previously in

94.2.3. The plane strain analyses were conducted using a secondary stage pol{¡el

larv creep model to characterize ice. As an example, equation (4.8) can be used to

characterize the equivalent dashpot in the case of a circular pile here, and equation

(4.9) can be used to characterize the same for a square piie. The particular numerical

values of coefficients and exponents in equations (4.8) and (4.9) would depend on

the creep parameters of the ice (or permafrost), magnitudes of applied loads, shape

of the core, and the state of the bond between the core and ice (fuily bonded or

separated over a part of the interface). The coefficient of the Winkler medium Ë-

(the spring constant of the equivaient spring element of the spring-dashpot system)

can be obtained by evaiuating the ratio of the load (Force/Length) applied on

the rigid core and the instantaneous lateral displacement. Since linear elasticity

was considered in the continuum models in Chapters 3 and 4, this spring constant

will not depend on the magnitude of the load, but oniy on ihe E and u of the

ftozen medium, shape of the core, and state of the bond at the interface. The

pertinent assumption made in this approach is that the state of deformation in

each ho¡izontal plane intersecting the pile can be approximated by a state of plane

strain deformation. This assumption is reasonable when the piie deforms n'ith large

radii of curvature.

According to the classical beam theorS', the governing equation of equilibrium
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for a prismatic beam on a Winkler medium is given br'.

(5.3 )

rvhere ru is the total lateral deflection at a point on the beam designated b)' coordi-

nate u. E the Ìbung's modulus, f the second moment of area of the cross-section,

and E(æ) the lateral ice reaction in units of (Force/Length). Ice reaction on the

pile is given by,

R(æ,,t) : k- (tn - ?¿'") , (5.4)

n'here J? is the laterai ice reaction defined earlier, u.' the total iateral displacement

arrd'Ls. the lateral creep displacement at the point under consideration, and k- the

elastic Winkler (spring) coefficient in units of (Force/Length2). Creep displacement

is described by,

*":#:crRb, l.r.ÐJ

ï'here superposed dot denotes time derivative, C1 and ó are parameters (for eg..

from equations 4.8 or 4.9), and all other notations are as defined earlier.

The above equations (5.3)-(5.5) can be converted to a form suitable for imple-

mentation in a time-incrementing FE code. The pile can then be discretized into
several elements, and analyzed using the code, where at each time step, equation

(5.5) is used to e'i'aluate the creep displacements at each node by using the pre-

vailing values of icef permafrost reactions. Development of the relevant iterative.

time-incrementing FE algorithm is described below.

6.2.2 Finite Element Algorithm for Pile Element

The complete problem is posed as follows:

Er*-[,r:o
(Jæ"

oI lls : u;

0<æ</ )

at æ:0,1

at æ :0,10w
iJæ

(5.6ø)

( 5 .6å)

(Ð.oc,J#(",#l +v:o or
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rvhere Mr Ir-rll, c denote, respectiveiy, a specified moment. shear force, displace-

ment, and rotation. Assuming that the choice of ru is so restricted as to satisf¡,-

forced boundary conditions ta : tn and t¿' : a, the Gaierkin's equation in weak

form of equations (5.6) can be written, for cases where natural boundary conditions

exist, as:

G(a,u) : 
lo' {tt # * k*(w - *.)}, a* + {ør # - m},,i',

. {*("'#) + ï},,11 : o (5.7)

where D¡ at, a2 àrê appropriately selected values. The first term on the right hand

side of equation (5.7) can be rearranged through integration by parts as:

l,@,;lo,: Io'#"'#d.-Hu'#ll *, u,#l', (58)

By selecting ur : # and u2 - -D,, equations (5.7) and (b.8) result in the

following weak form Galerkin's equation:

G(a,w): 
lo' æ ur#) d,æ*tc- Io',r---.)dæ-ar#',-Vol',:0. (5.e)

The last two terms of equation (5.9) can be referred to as 'boundary terms',

and u can selected such that o, H "t the respective boundaries are unity. In
cases where forced boundary conditions prevail at the ends, the weak form of the

governing equations is:

l,' (# ur#) d'æ * tt- 
lo',r. - -") d. - # "r#1, *, "t#li, tu rol

where last two (boundary) terms can be forced to vanish by selectingo, H as zero

at the boundaries; such choice is possible since the equation need not be solved at

the boundaries. In either case (equations 5.9 or 5.10), ¿' need to be selected in the

form of a vector v. and the number of elements o¡ (j : r,2.. .*) in this vector

is equal to the number of unknoq,'ns only. Thus the follorving usual selections are

made:

tr : [fr]q and t : [l[]7 ,
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where [1"]" is a shape function vector, and q is the vector of nodal variables. Now

the rveak form expression of the boundary value problem can be written as:

G(u,u:) : 
[^' {W nrflPt+ k,,l^¡]" (i¡rlq - -.)) a, +F : 0 , (5.12)' Jo \ dr¿ öx.2 \- "t)

where F denotes forces prevailing at the boundaries of the system. Let Figure 5.2

depict a beam finite element of length l, representing a discrete part of a beam

on a spring-dashpot system; the first local node of the element is at a distance æ1

from the origin of the global coordinate system. With reference to Figure 5.2, it is
possible to select the foliowing expressions (Desai 1979), such that compatibility is
maintained with respect to all requirements mentioned earlier:

j: (tat¡ d7¡ 'tIz, dz) ,

s:(æ-*r)ll ,

(5.13ø)

(5.1 3å)

(5.13c)[¡/] :((1 -3s2*2s3), /s(1 -2s+s2), ,213-2s), ls2(s-t)) ,

rvhere the nodal variables il)¿¡ ai denote, respectively, the lateral displacement and

rotation at the ¿th local node, æ is the global coordinate measure, and s denotes a

relative coordinate.

Assembly of equation (5.12) for all the finite elements representing the beam

can be written as:

Ð
{¡n1r nr¡al + &-[¡r]'t¡rl]r ds q - Ic-lNlru.t ds * F":0,

(5.14)

elementalwhere I denotes summation over all elements, a subscript e denotes an

quantity, and

a'wl
Os¿

(5.15)

Based on the equations (5.14) and (5.5), an iterative, time-incrementing finite

element algorithm can be developed as outlined hereafter.
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Assuming that the solutions are knorvn at a time ú¡, equation (5.1a) can be

u'ritten for this time instant as:

¡1 ¡1

xk : Ð I {la',r n4al + k-l¡liri/úl}l a.. q¡ - I I r*lNlr u",¡*r d,s

. Jo TJo
+ ÐF",,b :0 , (5.16)

where a subscript k denotes that the relevant quantit, ir.onriaered at time Í¡.
Equation (5.4) can be rewritten as,

E¡(t) : k-{un - u.¡}: /r.,{[/t/]q k - u.,h] , (5.17)

where E¡(r) denotes the lateral ice (permafrost) reaction in units of (Force/Length)

at the location s. Let the time be incremented by the next time intervallo t¡¡1 - t¡,

+ AúÀ. An iterative process can be followed to evaluate the incremental corrections

of nodal variables and soil reactions at the time l¡.,1. Thus equation (5.16) can be

ren'ritten for the nth iteration for the present time step as,

x\+t : T l,' {¡alr ar¡al)t dsei+r * 
Ð l,' lNl' RT+,(s)r d,s

.ÐFe,ft+r +o,

n'here a superscript n denotes that the relevant quantity is considered at the nth
iteration, and the unequal sign is used to denote that exact equilibrium had not

been reached yet. At a given location s inside the element, the difference between

the soil reaction at this iterative cycle and that at time f¡ can be written as:

,þt+t: Ri+t - Rn - k-[lr]{øi+r - qÀ,} * k* ô.t¡Ii).(Rir-ù + 0 ,

where the foliowing relations had been used:

(5.1e)

u?,n+t - uc,k : ri:"(Ri+e) ' A¿u , (5.20a)

(5.18)

RT+r: (1 - O)Ro + îRi+, ,
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In above, the nature of the iterative scheme can be categorized according to

the value of d used (as in equation 3.45 earlier), and a general form of the creep

displacement rate ru" given earlier by equation (5.2) can be written as.

,it"(t,t) : Ct{Ã(", t)}b tc, ,

u'here Ct, Cr, ó are parameters, and Cz : 0 for

Applying curtailed Ta¡'lor expansion on equation

obtained:

,þi+i : rþt+, * LRi+, - k-l¡rj LqT+, * ku,,\tn

Cz<0. (5.2i )

steady state creep defo¡mations.

(5.19), the follorving expression is

,ffiÄ,Rfi,:s. (5.22)

Equation (5.22) is set equal to zero assuming that equilibrium had been exactly

satisfied ai this (n + 1)th iteration. In vieu' of equations (5.i9) and (5.22), the

iterative correction of soil reaction at location s can be written as,

LRT+, : D lk-liúlóqi+, - (Ri+, - ,f¡) - k* Ltxri'.(Ri+ùl , (5.23a)

rvhere

and

D:it+k-Lt¡o ffil-' ,

6qï+r: eÍ+r * Aqi+, - e¡, .

(5.23å)

(5.23c)

(5.24)

Curtailed Taylor expansion

xiil : xT+'

of equation (5.18) yields:

¡7

J, {faf nIlBl}I ds aqfl , 1

+ I [' ,*r'aÃio, t d,s : o
. Jo

\-'.L
e

Due to the assembly process, it is possible to replace the sum of the integrated

elemental quantities bJ' a singie giobal integral. ie.,

Ð1,'{ }¿0,=1,{ }dL, (5.25)
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lN)6qT+,

fa)j ar, q

lvhere -L denotes the total length of ihe pile. In vieu'

and (5.25). equation (5.24) can be r¿'ritten as:

xi;i : l"{lBlr EIIB'r}d.r,,tql*, * I"lrlr D{k*

- tc- a,t¡ ri,"(R\+r)j d,L + [, {¡a1r nt

+ 
JLlNlr{RQ)}T*.dL 

*En+t - o .

of equations (5.18), (5.23a)

- (RT+t - rB¡)

(5.26)

(5.17), from equation

Dj(Ri*, - Rk) dL

- o . (5.27)

ß+1

By substracting equation (5.16), in vieu' of equation

(5.26), the foliowing expression is finally obtained:

f 
"{tuo, 

urlBl + lN)' DÉ- l¡/l }ar, lrr7*, + l"lu), {t -

- f"f*f n Ic- a,t¡ù"(R1+e) d,L +aF¡+r

r",À+r : l,{wlr EIIBI} dt qu*,. + l,rxf nx+t(I) d,I

At each iterative cycle, equation (-Ð.27) is solved for the incremental nodal

variabie vector áq, and equation (5.23a) thereafter yields the iterative correction of

soil (ice) reaction at given locations. The iterations are started rvith fifl*, - R¡
and q[', : gÀ. At the end of each iterative cycle, the solutions can be updated as:

-!1q;ji : 9,t * òq; t and Ri+i : Ri+t + LRi.,l (5.28)

If convergence has occurred at the above (n + 1) th iteration, we set q¡-¡1 -
q[]f and Rn+t : Ri].i, and proceed to the next time step; otherwise iteration is
continued. At convergence, the element end forces fe,ft*l for each element (ie. shear

forces and bending moments) can be calculated using:

(5.2e)

The frnite element code was developed using the above pertinent equations

(5.27) and (5.23a). As can be seen from the a,bove, the algorithm requires that
the current total deformations (lateral displacements and rotations) at nodal points
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and current soil (ice) reactions at Gauss points rvithin each element be maintained

explicitly. The solution process is initiated b¡' obtaining the instantaneous elastic

deformations and soil (ice) reaction distribution, b]' solving equations (S.fO) and

(5.i7) at t :0 (with no creep deformations). These solutions are then used to obtain

the incremental deformation and reaction vectors during the first time interva,I Ats,

bv solving equations (5.27) and (5.23a) through the iterative procedure given above.

For the iterative scheme, the following convergence criterion is used:

ll¿qill < 0.01 xll^qi-'ll , (5.30)

rn'here llxll denotes the Euclidean norm of the relevant vectorial quantity x. The

solution process is repeated for each time interval, until the analysis is terminated

at a pre-specified time.

5.2.3 On the Finite Element Code for Pile Element

A finite element code was developed b¡'incorporating the iterative, time incre-

mental algorithm for a laterally loaded pile outlined in $5.2.2. This code is named

FEPILE-I, and its general features are very similar to those of the codes devel-

oped earlier for continuum anal-yses (see $3.5). Figures 3.1 and 3.2 apply to code

FEPILE-I also. The main program section and element subroutines perform tasks

identical to those detailed in $3.5. The code has two element subroutines, one for

a beam on a spring-dashpot system as considered in 95.2.2 above, and another for

an elastic beam element on a spring system (Winkler medium) which can be used

to model either non-embedded portions of a pile or portions of a pile embedded in

elastic media. This enables the use of the code to analyze laterally loaded piles in

layered media (for example, when part of a pile is embedded in unfrozen soil under-

lying the frozen layer). The execution of the code is controlled by the use of Macro

commands, identicai to the process described earlier in $3.5. Further details about

the code FEPILE-I are given in Appendix F, and by Puswervala and Rajapakse

(1ee1a).

It is possible to develop an alternative finite element code by introducing a

slight variation to the iterative, time incremental algorithm outlined in $5.2.2. In
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this aiternative algorithm, the current total deformation vector and ihe current

creep dispiacement vector are maintained explicitly, and soil (ice) reactions are

evaluated rvhenever necessary bv using equation (5.17). This algorithm is briefly

outlined in Appendix F, and a FE code named F''EPILE-II rvas developed using it.
This alternative code rvas useful for verifying results obtained from code FEPiLE-I.

5.2,4 Verification of Code

The code F''EPILE-I was verified for accuracy and reliability by simulating

several examples. In the first instance, the tests of Domaschuk et al. (1989) were

re-simulated using the pile element. In these tests, steel bars of length 610 mm

and diameter 76 mm were embedded in ice and subjected to different lateral loads

by appiying two equai loads at the the top and bottom of the bars (Domaschuk et

al. 1989). These same examples were analyzed in Chapter 4 earlier ($4.2.3), using

plane strain analyses of laterally loaded rigid cores in ice to approximate the test

conditions. (See 94.2.3 for properties of íce and interface bond conditions used). The

dashpot relationship evaluated from plane strain analyses is given by equation (4.8),

and the value of.lc- was obtained by dividing the applied load bJ' the corresponding

initial elastic displacement. Thus, following values were used for the pile analyses

here:

k- :946 N/mm2 , ó:3.1835

Ct :0.5174 x 10-8 for -R in N/mm and zr-'" in mm/hour

Cz :0.0 , EI : 3.2 x 10i1 N mm2

(5.31)

Note that the values of C1, ö, and Cz:0, are directly given by equation (a.8).

Young's modulus of steel was assumed as 2 x 105 MPa. Four loading cases were

considered,'n'here a load of 34.8, 40.65, 47.7,, and 52.3 kN lvere applied at each end

of the bar, respectively (Domaschuk et al. i989). The pile was simulated using 13

finite elements of equal iength, rvith two Gauss points for each element. Solutions

were not very sensitive to time discretization, since results obtained by using 7200

time increments (starting with an interval of 10-5 hours and gradually increasing it
to a maximum of 0.06 hours over a time history of 176 hours) were almost identical
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ri'ith those obtained using approximatel¡' 500 time increments (starting rvith an

interval of 10-2 hou¡s and graduaily increasing it to a maximum of 0.1 hours over

a time histor¡' of 176 hours).

The results obtained from code FEPILE-I are shown in Figure 5.3a, u'here the

displacement at the top of the rod is ploited against time for each of the loading

cases. The rates of displacement predicted by the code for each loading case are

given in Figure 5.3b, along with the corresponding rates predicted by plane strain

analyses performed in $4.2.3. It can be seen that the rates predicted by the two

approaches (pile element and piane strain analyses) agree closely. The ability of the

code to reproduce the rates obtained from previous plane strain analyses verifies

that the dashpot relationship (equation 4.8, or equivalent equation 5.5) is correctly

impiemented in the code, and that the time integrating routines function properly.

The code was next used to simulate a pile analysis problem u'hich was ana-

Iyzed independentiy by Morin et al. (1991), who used a finite difference scheme for

the numerical analysis. For this problem, a flctitious steel pile of length 2.5 rn,

completely embedded in ice and loaded at the top end u'ith a lateral load of 100

kli, was considered under two different boundary conditions at the bottom. In one

case, the lou'er end of the pile was fully restrained (cantilever pile), and in the other

case, the pile was allowed to float freely (unrestrained except for the resistance by

ice, similar to the bars used by Domaschuk et al. 1989). The values of different

parameters used \:v'€r€ as follorvs:

k-:2x 10õ kN/m2, b:3.864

Ct : 0.346 x 10-i0 for -¿? in kN/m and zo" in m/year

Cz:0.0 , EI :8.2 x 104 kN m2

(5.32)

The pile was discretized by 20 elements of equal length with tlvo Gauss points

for each element. For the pile with lower end fixed, an initial step of 10-a years

was used, q'hich was increased to 0.1 years over a time histor¡' of 250 years. For

the floating pile, a constant time step of 10-a years \Ð'as used over a history of

50 days. The comparison between results (pile head displacement) predicted'by
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code FEPILE-I and those of Morin et al. (199i) is shou'n in Figure 5.4 for the

floating piie, and in Figure 5.õ for the fixed pile. The trvo predictions are seen to

almost coincide in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. In Figure 5.5, with increasing time, the

pile head dispiacement approaches the anal5'fi6¿l elastic solution for a free standing

(non-embedded) cantilever beam given by,

PL3,ìDL: gEI , (5.33)

rvhere ul is the displacement at the free end of the cantilever beam, P the iateral

load at the free end, and -L the length of the beam. The predicted results rvere not

influenced by an increase of the number of elements (to 60 or 100). Profi.les of bend-

ing moments, shear forces, and lateral ice reactions predicted by the code would be

discussed later in $5.2.5 with regard to several examples of piie analysis, and hence

these profiles are not presented at this point. Simulation of above two examples by

code FEPILE-II yielded results aimost identical to those of code FEPILE-I. This

indicated that the algorithms in the two codes are equivalent as expected, and the

results of either code are reliable.

Further tests for reliabilit¡' of aigorithms in both codes v¡ere conducted by an-

alyzing several cantilever pile problems n'ith Ct : 0 (no creep in the surrounding

medium). In these cases, the solutions remained static at the initial elastic values,

regardless of the distance advanced along the time axis using time steps. When

relatively large values of Cr were used, the piles showed initial time-dependent de-

formation and approached the analytical solution of equation (5.33) rapidly; there-

after, the solutions remained static rvith increasing time. A problem u.ith reiatively

large C1 is considered later in $5.2.5. The examples described above were deemed

to be sufficient to verify the accuracy and reliability of the code FEPILE-i.

5,2.6 Analyses of File-Ice/Permafrost Interaction Problems

An important characteristic of laterally loaded piles is the influence of the

restraint condition at the bottom of the pile on the deformed shape of the pile. For

piles embedded in elastic media (where no creep is invoived), the influence can be
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characterizeð,by a non-dimensionalized parameter À/ defined as,

Àr: t (!-\+ 
.\ EI /

rvhere I is the length of the piie, and all other parameters are defined as before.

For À/ ) 3, the pile behaves as a flexible pile (Selvadurai i979) and the influence

of the bottom restraint condition on the pile head displacement r,r'ill be negligible.

This effect was investigated by the code FEPILE-I using elastic anaiysis (creep

mode u'as not invoked) and a pile of length 1030 mm subjected to a lateral load

of 34800 N at one end; the other end was free in one case and fuily restrained (in

both transiation and rotation) in the other case. Different values of. Ic- and EI
were considered. The resuits of the study are shown in Figure 5.6, which confirms

that the pile head displacement does not depend on the boundary condition at the

far end when À/ > 3. As would be shown later, approximately similar behaviour

is observed in case of very flexible piles in creeping media represented by Maxwell

rheological models (Figures 5.I2 &,5.13).

A model steel pile (with square cross-section of 59.69x59.69 mm2 and length

of 1030 --), fully embedded in ice, was considered for simulation by the code

FEPILE-I. The length to half-rvidth ratio of the model pile here is = 34, which

implies that it can be considered as a long pile. The square rigid core considered in

$4.2.3 for plane strain analyses had identical cross-sectional dimensions as the pile

conside¡ed here. Therefore, ihe dashpot relationship of equation (4.9) u'as selected

for the analyses here, and the Winkier coefficient k- u'as obtained by dividing the

applied load by the corresponding initial lateral dispiacement. Thus the values of

different parameters used \verel

k-:630.36 N/mm2 , b:3.2256

Ct :0.3457 x 10-8 for .R in N/mm and r.i" in mm/hour

Cz : 0.0 , EI :2.7757 x 1011 N mm2

(5.34)

In above, EI was computed using E : 2 x 105 MPa for steel. Figures 5.Za

and 5.7b show the pile configurations considered for simuiation. Figure 5.7a shows
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a piie u'ith lorver end full¡, restrained, and Figure 5.7b shorvs a pile vshich floats in

ice. Each pile configuration rn'as consid.ered under ioads of 23300, 34800, and 40650

N, respectively, applied laterail¡' at the top. The pile iength was divided into 50

finite elements of equal length, and an iterative scheme with á : 0.5 u'as used for

the anal5rses. The lateral pile head dispiacemení predicted by the code FEPILE-i

for the six cases are as shown in Figure 5.8. As can be seen from Figure 5.8, the

fl.oating piles show aimost constant rates of pile head displacement after a brief

initial period of decelerating displacement, n'hile the fixed piies shou' attenuation of

the pile head displacement towards the analytical elastic solution for a free-standing

cantilever (equation 5.33). The steady dispiacement rates of floating piles are in

agreement with the steady-state dashpot relationship used to characterize creep

of ice (C, :0 in equaiion 5.21). In cantilever piles, the attenuating behaviour

of the pile head displacement is caused by the combination of the fixed boundary

condition at the bottom of the pile and the Maxwell rheological model assumed to

represent the creep of ice. Physically, the lateral ice reaction relaxes with time while

an increasing proportion of the applied ioad is resisted by the defo¡mation of the

pile itself. Therefore, the theoretical upper bound of this type of fixed piles is given

by equation (5.33), which holds for a free cantilever (not embedded in a medium).

This behaviour is further demonstrated in Figure 5.9, where the cantiiever pile of

Figure 5.7a was analyzed for two different values of. Ct, while ail other parameters

and the applied load (: 34800 N) were held constant. In one case, parameters given

by equation (5.3a) were used (thus Ct :3.457 x 10-e), and in the other case. a

larger Ct (:3.457 x 10-5) was used while keeping all other parameters identicai

to those in equation (5.3a). Figure 5.9 shows that both piles approach the solution

of 59.75 mm given by equation (5.33), but with different rates, and that the larger

value of Ct implies that the particular ice offers little physical resistance to pile

deformation, and the viscosity of the surrounding ice, modelled as a Maxwell (fluid)

medium, is relatively low.

It shouid be mentioned that in usual field conditions, a more realistic assump-

tion is a pile floating in the surrounding medium. Unless the pile tip is driven

well into a hard materiai such as bedrock, the assumption of full restraint at the
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bottom of the pile (against rotation and translaiion) cannot be made for analytical

ptlrposes. In permafrost or ice, such anchoring in bedrock is verl' rare, and piles

aimost always exist as floating piles.

The detailed numerical result,s for the fixed pile (Figure 5.7a) with parameters

of equation (,5.3a) and lateral ioad of 34800 Itr applied at the pile head are shorvn

in Figures 5.10a*d. Figure 5.10a shows the deformed shapes of the pile at different

times, and the pile is seen to approach the deformed shape of a free cantilever beam

(no embedding media) in the long-term. Figure 5.10b shows the bending moment

profiles along the pile at different times, and Figure 5.10c shou's shear force profiles.

With increasing time, bending moment and shear force profrles approach those for

a free cantilever beam. Figure 5.10d shorvs the redistribution of ice reaction u'ith
time; ice reaction throughout the length of the pile tends towards zero (vanishes) in

the long-term, thus enabling the pile to behave as if the surrounding medium did

not exist at large elapsed times.

Numerical results for the floating pile (Figure 5.7b) with parameters of equation

(5.34) and lateral load of 34800 Li applied at the pile head are shown in Figures

5.11a-d. Figure 5.11a shows the deformed shapes of the pile at difi'erent times.

Figure 5.11b shows the bending moment profiles along the pile at different times,

and Figure 5.11c shows shear force proflles. Figure 5.11d shows the redistribution of

ice reaction with time. The bending moment, shear force and ice reaction profiles all

approach steady state distributions in the long-term. This is a direct consequence

of the steady state dashpot relationship used and freedom of the pile to float in the

ice rvith no forced restraints.

Similar analyses r,vere considered for a more flexible pile, by selecting E : I}a
MPa for the pile material (This value is representative of the longitudinal ,Ð value

of some types of hard wood). Pile dimensions \¡rere as earlier, the lateral load

applied at the pile head rvas 34800 N, and all parameters vvere as given in equation

(5.34). The pile was analyzed for the fully restrained and free boundary conditions,

respectivei)'. .t the bottom end of the pile. The deformed shapes of cantilever pile

(Figure 5.7a) at different times are sho$¡n in Figure 5.12. and those of floating pile
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are shoi rn in Figure 5.13. The increased flexibility of the pile (lower .81) here causes

it to deform u'ith relativeil' smaller radii of curvature as compaïed to the deformed

shapes presented in Figures 5.10a and 5.11a for the stiffer pile (E : 2 x iOs MPa).

Comparison of deformed pile shapes in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 shovv tha.t the influence

of the bottom boundary condition on the deformed shapes ol very flexible piles is

negligibie, under small dispiacement displacement considerations. This behaviour

is somewhat sirnilar to that seen in elastic anaiysis (ref. Figure b.6).

Figures 5.14a-c show the profiies of bending moment, shear force, and ice

reaction, respectively, ai different times for the case of the floating pile considered

above (E : 104 MPa). These profiles have different shapes as compared to the

corresponding profiles for the stiffer piie (rvith E : 2 x 105) shown in Figures

5.11b-d. As expected, profiles of ice reaction, bending moment, and shear force

approach steady state solutions in the long-term, due to reasons mentioned earlier.

5.3 Three-Dirnensional Analyses Using Continuum Elements

The problem of laterally loaded piles can be aiternativel¡' solved using three

dimensionai analyses. As compared to the simple pile element considered in $5.2

earlier, three dimensionai analvses have an adva,ntage in that it is not necessary

to perform additional numerical analyses (eg: plane strain analyses of $4.2.3) to

develop dashpot relationships. This type of continuum analyses needs the material

parameters for the piie element and surrounding rnedium, and no additional rela-

tionships. Thus, three dimensional continuum anaiyses have adr.antages in cases

where, for example, the stress distribution in permafrost needs to be investigated,

or models like Fish's model are to be employed. Among the disadvantages, are the

large number of degrees of freedom invoh'ed in a realistic three dimensional mesh,

and the consequent requirement of considerable computer resources. In this section

a general discussion of the three dimensional analyses of laterally loaded piles in

ice/ permafrost wiil be presented.

The computer code ITFECC-A, described in $3.5 and $3.6.1" has the capability

to perform three dimensional creep anaiyses using either 8 node brick elements or 20
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node higher order elementsl either the power law or Fish's model can be used as the

creep modei. Using the code ITFECC-A in elastic mode, a series of elastic analyses

of a cantilever beam, discretized by three dimensiona"l eiements. was conducted

to compare the performance of the 20 node higher order eiement (with numericai

integration of order tr¡'o in each of the three directions) and that of the 8 node

brick eiement (under the same order of numerical integration). It should be noted

here that the use of a single Gauss point for the 8 node brick element gives rise to

singularity in the stiffness matrices. For the investigation, a steel cantilever beam

(E : 2 x 105 MPa; z : 0.3) of length 1030 mm and of cross-sectional dimensions

57.69x57.69 mm2 was anaiyzed for elastic response under a iateral load of 34800

N applied at the free end. Due to the symmetry of the problem about the axis

of loading, half of the beam cross sectional area was considered for analysis here.

The iength of the beam was discretized by six, 20-node elements of equal depth,

stacked one upon another (total 117 nodes). This mesh yielded a value of 67.44

mm for the lateral dispiacement of the free end of the beam, as compared io the

analytical resuit of 68.66 mm (equation 5.33); the deviation was _1.78%. When

the same beam was discretized by 12, 2O-node elements of equal depth stacked one

upon another (total 225 nodes), the predicted result was 99.01% of the analytical

result. When the depths of elements were varied in the latter mesh to obtain a finer

mesh close to the loading point, the predicted result deteriorated slighti5,, to g8.39%

of the anaiytical resuit. The same mesh domain was discretized using 24, 8-node

brick elements of equal depth stacked upon one another (total 100 nodes), and the

predicted result was74.55To of the analytical result. When the element depths were

varied in the latter mesh to obtain a finer division close to the loading point, the

result again deteriorated io 60.3% of the analytical result.

The above elastic analyses clearly demonstrated the superiority of the 20-node

element over the 8-node element, and hence it is reasonable to expect that the

performance of the 2O-node element in creep analysis would also be much better than

that of the 8-node element. Further, it u'as seen that a uniform mesh discretization

along the depth of the piie tends to yield a better result as compared to that given

bJ' un uneven discretization.
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Based on the above observations, a three-dimensional mesh u¡as prepared to

simulate la"terally loaded model piles embedded in a frozen medium, using 20-node

three dimensional continuum elements and a uniform discretization along the length

of the pile. The mesh contained 2093 nodes and 198 elements, and is as shown in

Figure 5.15. Due to the symmetry of the problem about the plane containing the

axis of the lateral load and the axis of the pile, oniy half of the actual domain

was considered for discretization (as shou'n in Figure 5.15). The model pile had a

Iength of 1030 mm and a square cross section of 59.69x59.69 mm2. Thus the piie

rvas equivalent to that considered using the code FEPILE-I in $5.2.5, and its cross

section was identical to the dimensions of the laterally ioaded square core considered

in $4.2.3 (u'ith reference to equaiion 4.9). The pile rvas unrestrained and allowed

to float in the surrounding medium under a lateral load applied at the top. The

domain shou'n in Figure 5.15 has a length of 3180 mm, a breadth of 380 mm, and

a depth of 1030 mm. The nodes on the three far boundaries of the brick shaped

domain were completely restrained, while the upper and lorver faces of the domain

were allowed to be free. The near face of the domain (containing the loading axis

and the center-line of the pile) was restrained in the direction perpendicular to the

loading direction (i.e. the symmetry consideration). AII analyses rryere performed

assuming the power larv creep model.

Material properties for ice and pile were selected as identical to those in $4.2.3

(ref. equation 4.9), i.e.

Ep:2 x 105 MPa i up: 0.3

E" : 500 MPa i us :0.47

A:0.021n(#) thr-"; B:3.77; C:0
(5.35)

$¡here subscript p denotes quantities for pile material, subscript s denotes quantities

for frozen medium, and r{, B, C are creep parameters for the power law model. Ice

is assumed to undergo stead,v state creep. Initial test problems for three dimensional

analyses were conducted using a lateral load of 34800 N at the top of the pile ap-

plied in the direction of ø-axis, and the material properties in equation (5.35). The

computer memory requirement for creep anaiysis using the mesh in Figure 5.15 was
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a,bout 8 megabytes. Ail problems u'ere analyzed on SUN4/280 computers (A\,{D-

HAL 5870 mainframe could not allocate the required memory). Time discretization
.rl'as done using an initial time step of 0.01 hours which was gradually increased

Lo 4.-o hours over a time span of 756 hours (using a toal of 450 time steps). The

lateral displacement of the pile head predicted bv two different time incremental

schemes (described later) are shorvn in Figure 5.16, u'here the trvo sets of results

almost coincide. In one scheme, 0 : 0.5 rvith no iterations rvas used, while in the

other, 0 :7.0 v¿ith iteration until convergence (according to criterion in equation

3.53) u'as used. The non-iterative solution process required approximately 50 CPU

hours. The iterative process, for each time increment, consumed approximatel5'

double the CPII time requirement of ihe non-iterative scheme. (The observation

that the two incremental schemes yielded almost coincident results rvas also noted

during a previous set of analyses of a laterally loaded piie in ice, performed using a

mesh of 552 nodes and 362, 8-node brick elements).

In order to verify whether the results obtained using mesh in Figure 5.15 were

converged and were not dependent on mesh discretization, the identical problem

was analyzed using a finer mesh. This new mesh consisted of 3213 nodes and 312,

20-node elements. As earlier, half the actual domain was considered for analyses,

and had a length of 4040 mm, a breadth of 430 mm, and a height of 1030 mm.

Boundary conditions, loads and material parameters were simiiar to earlier case.

Simulations using the finer mesh required 13 megabytes of memoïy, and the same

non-iterative time incremental scheme \4'ith d : 0.5 as used for the earlier mesh now

consumed approximateiy 105 CPU hours. The results predicted by this simulation

are also plotted on Figure 5.16 for comparison, and it can be seen that there is close

agreement between the results obtained using the two meshes.

Based on the above comparisons, it was decided that the mesh in Figure 5.15 is

sufficient for subsequent 3-dimensional analyses of laterally ioaded piles in ice, and

that the non-iterative time incrementing scheme yielded acceptable results. The

paramount reasons for reaching these decisions rvere the considerations regarding

the amount of computer resources needed (CPU time and computer memory) and

the available time. The mesh in Figure 5.15 rvas thereafter used to analyze a
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series of floating pile problems in ice, using a non-iterative time scheme with á :
0.5. These resuits are presented in the next section ($5.4), and compared with the

corresponding results obtained using the simple pile element (code FEPILE-i).

5.4 Comparison of Results Using Continuum and Pile Elements

Equations (5.35) and (5.3a) describe material parameters for identical laterally

loaded pile problems, with respect to the approach of continuum analysis ($5.3) and

that of a beam supported by a spring-dashpot system ($5.2), respectiveiy. A floating

model pile of length 1030 mm and cross section 59.69x59.69 mm2 was analyzed

using the code iTFECC-A, mesh in Figure 5.15 (see $5.3), material parameters

in equation (5.35), and three different lateral loads of 23300, 34800 and 40650 N,

respectively, applied at the top end. A non-iterative time incrementing scheme

q'ith d : 0.5 was used for all examples, and the time discretization started with a
step of 0.01 hours which was gradually increased to 10 hours over a time history of

approximately 4000 hours (a total of 860 time steps). Each simulation consumed

approximately 90 CPU hours in SUN4/280 computers, and was performed using

the facility in ITFECC-A to terminate analysis at intermediate stages in orde¡ to

resume it later. The lateral pile head dispiacements predicted by the code ITFECC-

A for these 3-dimensional analyses are presented in Figure 5.17. The identical

laterally loaded pile problems were analyzed by using the simple pile element (using

code FEPILE-I) earlier in $5.2, and the results u¡ere presented in Figure 5.8. The

results for the floating piles shown in Figure 5.8 are replotted in Figure 5.17 for

the purpose of comparison rn'ith the predictions made using continuum elements. A

close agreement between the two sets of results can be seen in Figure 5.17. Figure

5.18 shows the deformed shapes at different times of the floating pile under a load

of 34800 N, as predicted bv the tv¡o approaches. A good agreement can be seen

in Figure 5.18 betrveen the results predicted by three dimensional analyser (by

ITFECC-A) and pile analvses (bv FEPILE-I).

In order to investigate 'rvhether results predicted by the two approaches shorv

similar agreement for piles of greater flexibility than above, those analvses u'ere

repeated for piies i,r'ith lorver -Eo 'i'alues. The two additional cases considered were
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Ep : 104 MPa and Eo: 3.5 x 103 I4Pa, values which characterize wood.en piies.

The lateral load appiied at the top of the pile ivas 34800 N in each case. Material pa-

rameters for ice were unchanged from equations (5.35) and (5.34). The simulations

were performed exactly as earlier, using code ITFECC-A and mesh in Figure 5.15

for three dimensional analyses, and code FEPILE-I and a mesh of 50 finite elements

for analysis using the pile element, but by changing Lhe Eo vaiue appropriatelv. The

lateral pile head dispiacements predicted by the trvo approaches for the ,Eo values of

2x105, 104 and 3.5 x 103 MPa, and under the lateral load of 34800 I,{, are shownin

Figure 5.19. The predictions by the two approaches compare closeiy in Figure 5.19.

Deformed shapes at diffe¡ent times for the pile with Ep :104, predicted by the two

codes, are shou'n in Figure 5.20, u'here a good comparison is again evident. The

CPU time requirements for examples here were similar to those in corresponding

examples earlier.

The comparisons in Figures 5.77-5.20 show a remarkably good agreement be-

tween the resuits predicted b)' three dimensional analyses and the analyses using

the simple pile element developed in $5.2. This confirms that results predicted by

the simple piie element developed here can be reproduced b5' ¿ rigorous analysis

of the same problem using three dimensional continuum elements. The difference

of computer resources required by each approach is vast, since each cur\¡e corre-

sponding to three dimensional analyses in Figures 5.17 and 5.19 was piotted after

90 hours of CPU time using about 8 megabytes, whereas each curve correspond-

ing to the simple píle element of code FEPILE-I u'as obtained using approximately

10 CPU minutes and less than 2 kilobytes of memory. Horvever, it should be re-

membered that the analysis using the simple pile element requires the appropriate

relationships for the dashpot and spring mechanisms, u'hich were developed after

performing a series of plane strain analyses using a particular set of material prop-

erties for ice. These dashpot reiationships can be developed most conveniently for

steady creep, whereas for primary and tertiary creep situations, the process i,r'ili

be more complicated. No such additional effort is required for analyses using three

dimensional continuum elements, and manv alternative creep models can be used to

represent the surrounding medium. Also, the stress fie1d generated in the surround-
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ing medium can be studied in the iatter case. However, unless an extremely fine

mesh is used, the 3-dimensional continuum analvses will not yield reliable results

for bending moments and shear forces along the pile length. Such fine 3-D meshes

would be computationally prohibitive, unless access to super-computers is avail-

abie. For cases u'here 3-dimensional analyses of iaterally loaded piles are preferable

(e.g. when Fish's model represents the creep behaviour of permafrost), an alter-

nate possibility is to develop an ordinary beam element that can be coupled to the

surrounding 3-dimensional continuum elements.

An important aspect of the good agreement of the results from the two ap-

proaches shoq'n in Figures 5.77-5.20 is the cross-verification of the different types of

finite elements and creep formu-lations developed in this dissertation. More specif-

ically, these results confirm the validity of the plane strain continuum elements,

3-dimensional continuum elements, and simple pile elements on a spring-dashpot

system, all considered under the power law creep model. It also confirms the cor-

respondence of incremental schemes of codes ITFECC-A and FEPILE-I. It should

be noted that all analyses were based on the assumption that isothermal conditions

prevailed along the length of the pile. For non-isothermal conditions, appropriate

different vaiues of creep parameters should be used along of the pile length, or a
thermorheological theory should be used.

It is noted that several other methods have been proposed to evaluate an ap-

propriate Winkler coefficient for the surrounding medium (Frank 1984, Foriero

and Ladanyi 1990). Of these, Frank (1984) proposed an empirical rule given by

(k-l2a) = 1.38", u'here 2a is the projected length (or diameter) of the piie cross-

section.
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Figure 5.1. Beam (pile) on spring-dashpot system.
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Chapter 6

NUMER"ICÄ.L MODELLING O}'',A.DFP"EEøÐ /BOND STR,ENGTF{

6.1 General

The adfreeze/bond strength of frozen soils/ice to a foundation element plays

an important role in certain classes of structure-frozen media interaction problems.

Foremost among these problems are axially loaded piles in icy frozen soils and ice.

The general background and experimental observations on the adfreeze strength

phenomena in frozen soils and ice were brieflv outlined in $2.6 earlier. In this Chap-

ter, a finite element will be developed to represent the generai obsen'ed behar.iour

of adfreeze/ bond strength at the interface of frozen soils/ice and the structure.

This adfreeze/ bond strength finite element is included in the element library of
the computer code ITFECC-A (ref. Chapter 3). It can be incorporated in any two

dimensional or axisymmetric finite element mesh, and used to simulate interface

behaviour between two different materials according to the interface constitutive
assumption described later in $6.2. AII deveiopments in this Chapter are made

within the limits of the small displacement theory.

Based on the observed interface behaviour involving piles in frozen soils/ ice,

a general expression of the foilowing type can be proposed to characterize the

steady state creep behaviour at the pile-soil interface (Johnston and LadanyiIgT2,
Paramesrvaran 1979, Soo 1983):

Arb , (6.1)

where pile displacement rate zo is normalized bt' the pile radius r, r is the shear

stress at the interface, and ã, å a." parameters. Equation (6.1) conforms to a

power-lau' type expression, and applies in a direction parallel to the bond interface.

Hou'ever, a more complete constitutive relationship needs to be hypothesized in
order to develop an adfreeze/ bond strength eiement for use in conjunction with
diflerent continuum elements developed earlier (see Chapter 3). This relationship

should account for the instantaneous response of the interface, follou,ed by the sub-

'tLo

T
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sequent creep response, and should include the description of the material behaviour

along the interface as rvell as that normal to the interface.

Previous numerical rvork had been conducted to develop finite elements to
model joints and interfaces. Most of these interface elements lvere proposed for
situations ¡¡'here creep is not involved, and in many instances for the purpose of
modelling rock joints. Different types of finite elements proposed for interface be-

haviour include standard finite elements r¡'ith small thickness (Pande and Sharma

1979), linkage elements which connect the opposite nodes (sometimes known as

stick/slip elements and Lagrange elements), finite elements u,ith finite thickness

but specifically modified to represent reiative motion on the interface (Ghaboussi

et al. 1973), and interface/ joint elements of zero thickness (Goodman et al. 1968,

Soo 1983, Gens et at. 1988). Out of the latter cases, Gens et ai. (1g88) formu-
lated a familv of zero-thickness finite elements to model interface behaviour using

an elasto-plastic constitutive assumption, and Soo (1983) a 4-node adfreeze/bond

element of zero thickness to simulate creep behaviour at the interface; Soo's (1g8g)

adfreeze element r'ç'as developed bv modifying the previous joint elements introduced
by Goodman et al. (1968) and Ghaboussi et al. (ig73).

In the remainder of this Chapter, development of an appropriate adfreeze/ bond

strength interface element for creep analysis wili be described, by modifying the
ideas of Soo (1983) and Gens et aI. (1988). This element vi'ill then be incorporated in
an iterative, time incremental finite element algorithm. Several numerical examples

to demonstrate the general behaviour of this interface element will also be presented.

6.2 Material Model for Adfreeze/Bond Strength Element

The materiai model for the adfreeze element is hypothesized on a basis simiiar
to that of Soo (1983). Since a zeto thickness is assumed for the interface element, the
constitutive model involves a stress-relative displacement relationship rather than
the usual stress-strain relationship in continuum elements. The relative displace-

ment at a given location on the interface is defined as the difference in displacement

undergone by two corresponding points on the two surfaces of the interface which
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initiallv had identical coordinates. The material model adopted is described belovr,.

Stress-reiative displacement relationship normal to the bond interface is ex-

pressed as,

cn: Cndn if

cn :0 if

dnldnÍ,

dn) dnl ,

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

rvhere 4", is the stress normal to bond interface, d' is the relative displacement in
a direction normal to bond interface, d,n¡ is the maximum normal relative dispiace-

ment that can be sustained, and Cn is a bond modulus for norma-l stress-relative

displacement reiations in units oi (Force/ Length2 f Length). Mlhen the condition
given by equation (6.2b) occurs with separation between the two surfaces of the
interface, debonding is said to occur, and the element would be deemed to have

vanished. Overlapping of the two surfaces may be predicted during the analysis. If
this is the case, it can be remedied by using an artificialiy high value of Cn or by
restraining the no¡mal movement of the two surfaces at the interface by specifying

boundary conditions in the local direction normal to the bond interface.

Stress-relative displacement relationship parallel to the bond interface is ex-

pressed as,

c" : C"(d." - d"") if la"l ( ø"¡ ,

cs : cpf if lo"l exceeded csf t

(6.3ø)

(6.3ó)

u'here o" is the shear stress on the bond interface (stress parallel to the interface),
d" is the total relative displacement parallel to the bond interface, d! the creep

relative displacement parallel to the bond interface, C" a bond modulus for the
adfreeze strength in units of (Force/ Length2/ Length), ø"¡ the failure bond stress

(above which the interface stress cannot increase), and oo¡ is the post-failure stress

(the residual bond stress after la"l has exceeded a"¡). For cases of clean shearing

(after reaching the peak bond stress), opl can be specified. as zero. The creep relative
displacement above is defined as the difference in creep displacements undergone

by two corresponding points on the two surfa,ces of the interface which initiaity had
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identical coordinates. Numerical values for bond modulii C" and Cn are available

in ihe literature (Alwahhab 1983, Soo 1g83).

The constitutive relationship in equation (6.3a) is analogous to that in equation

(3.37) postulated for continuum elements. Therefore. the rheological modeÌ assumed.

for the bond behaviour along the interface is once again characterized by a Maxwell

model u'here a linear elastic spring element is coupied in series r¡'ith a non-linear

dashpot, and thus the total displacement parallel to the interface consists of an

elastic and a creep portion. The relevant dashpot (r'iscous) relationship can in
general be given as,

¿"":nolF, g1o, (6.4)

where i; i. th" time rate of the creep relative displacement along the bond interface,
a" is the adfreeze bond stress defined earlier, ú is the elapsed time. and H,, h, g
are parameters to be evaluated by experiments. The value of g - 0 signifies a

steady-state creep deformation at the interface, and for g 1 0, the behaviour is of
attenuating type. The parameters fl and å. are temperature dependent, and some

appropriate numerical values for these parameters under steady state situations
(g : 0) are available in the iiterature (e.g. Alu'ahhab 1983, Soo 1983). Equation

(6.a) is a power-law type expression, bui the element developed (see $6.3) using the

above model can be used along t'ith continuum elements conforming to any time
incremental creep model.

6.3 Formulation of rnterface Element for AdfreezefBond Strength

The interface element for adfreeze/bond strength developed here has the fol-
lovying features:

i. Iso-parametric formulation.

ii. Four/six node element.

äi. Zero thickness.

ir'. Constitutive behaviour defined as a stress-relative displacement relationship.

The typical interface element in local coordinate system designated by (s, n)
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is shown in Figure 6.1. As shown in the figure, the element has local node num-

bers 1,2,3 on one surface and local node numbers 4,5.6 on the other surface. The

mid-plane points, designated by i, jr lc, are as shou,n in Figure 6.1. The relative

displacements in the interface are evaluated at these mid-plane points, and are ac-

cepted to be equal to the difference betu'een the displacements of the two adjacent

nodes. Thus for example, relative displacement in a given direction at mid-plane

point i is the difference of dispiacementsin that direction at nodes 4 and 1. For the

four node interface element, local nodes 3 and 6, and the mid-plane point Ë, would

vanish in Figure 6.1.

The interpolation of coordinates and displacements in the local coordinate s

parallel to the interface is achieved by standard one-dimensional shape functions

-M¿ (see Appendix G). For the 6-node element, [/f] is 1x3 rou, matrix representing

the quadratic shape functions, r'hile for the 4-node element, [,n{] is aIxZ matrix
representing linear shape functions. No interpolation is considered in the local nor-

mal (n ) direction. Thus the interpolation of global coordinates r or displacements

z, respectively, can be achieved by,

7:[Iù(s)]r¿, and ¿: [I{(s)]zi , (6.5 )

rvhere subscript / denotes a relevant quantity at a particular local node number i,
and the expansion of / takes place on either of the two surfaces (either l: itr2,B or

I: 4r516).

The orientation of the local coo¡dinate system u'ith respect to the global coor-

dinate frame is of importance, and is signified by the angle tg as depicted in Figure

6.2. It is convenient to define the following transformation matrix at this point:

[G] : (6.6 )

N[atrix [G] maps vectots in the global coordinate frame to the local coordinate

system. A notation [G]¿ would denote that the matrix [G] is being considered at a
point /.

The stress-relative displacement relationships of equations (6.2) and (6.3) can

cos rl sin rl 
'j

- sin rl cos t9 l
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be u'ritten in matrix notation, for a given point on the mid-plane, as,

o--[C]d-C"d",

where,

':1i:\; rcr :11" å^1, d:{ 1); d":{ff} (68)

(6.7)

(6.e)

nodes on each

âst

In above, d, d, d" are defined in the local coordinate system (",r), d" is the vector

of creep relative displacements, a the stress vector, d the vector of relative displace-

ments, and all other notations are as before. The local relative displacements d at

the mid-plane of an element are related to the global nodal displacement vector a

of the element by a geometry matrix f]vtl defined as:

d:[M]a.

The geometry matrix lMl is given for a joint element with rn
surface of the interface (a total of.Zrn nodes for the enti¡e element)

(6.10)

where

lfu,Ilt: NtlGh , (6.11)

where [IA] is a 2 x12 matrix for a 6-node element, or a 2 x 8 matrix for a 4-node

element. For the above formulations, it was assumed that the relative displacements

are obtained b¡' substracting the dispiacements ai the nodes identified rvith smaller

(local) numbers from those at the corresponding nodes identified rvith larger number

(for example, in Figure 6.1, substract displacements at local node l from those at

node 4, etc.). Detailed derivation of equations (6.10) and (6.11) for the 6-node

element is given in Appendix G.

The virtual rvo¡k principle can be employed to develop the finite element algo-

rithm for the above interface element. The elemental equilibrium equations arising

from the interface elements are assembled into the global system of equations con-

taining the contribution from the rest of the domain (i.e. from continuum elements).
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Assume that a set of compatible virtual nodal displacements ^Ár is applied to

material domain, u'hich generates a virtual reiative displacement field Ád, at

mid-plane of the interface. In vieu' of equation (6.g), the vectors Ád, and 4r
related to each other by,

Ado - []v[] Ar (6.12)

Assuming that each adfreeze element was in equilibrium under a stress field a
at its rnid-plane and an equivalent set of nodal loads denoted by F", the internal
virtual work due to the virtual displacement fieid would be:

Adl o dA" , (6.i3)

where y'." denotes surface area of each interface element, and I denotes the sum-

mation over all adfreeze elements. Equivalent external work will be given as,

t\,ø A,rT P" .

the

the

are

wt-Ðl^.

-\--/,
e

(6.14)

By the application of the principle of virtual work (wi : l4ip), and in view

of equations (6.12), (6.9) and (6.7), above equations (6.18) and (6.14) yield the

follou'ing equilibrium equation for the entire interface region:

Ð l^"w:)rÇllM)ad'A.- Ð ", lo"lhllr 
d'dA. -Ð t" - 0 ,

The summation sign ! and subscript e

equation (6.15) u'ithout ioss of generality, and

at a time ú¡ as,

(6.15)

can be dropped from the equilibrium

the resulting equation can be rvritten

t
J All'IlrPllarla¡ 

dA

or equivalently (in view of equations

-t"l^
6.7 and

I^rrf o¡ d,A

[A,[]rd'kdA-P¡:0,

6.9) as,

(6.16)

(6.17)rLß -
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s'here subscript k denotes that the relevant quantity is being considered at time

ú¡. Assuming that the solutions (a¡. o¡) al time ú¡ are known, an iterative creep

algorithm can be used to soh.e for the unknowns at time ú¡".1, ie. ú¡-¡1 : tt *
Ltn. As in $3.4 earlier, Newton-Raphson iterative procedure is applied to obtain

solutions at time f ¡11. At the nth iteration at t¡11, at u'hich the soiutions may not

have converged yet, equation (6.17) may be written as,

XT+t fM[)r of,*, dA - F¡+r + 0, (6.18 )

where the unequai sign is used since af*, is not a converged solution, and super-

script n denotes the nth iterative cycle. In vierv of equations (6.7) and (6.9), the

difference between the stresses at this iterative cycle and the previous time f ¡ can

be written as,

,þi+t : t7+t - tk - lcl?t'rl{.i+, - afr} * C, At¡o(ot+ò + 0, (6.19)

where, the unequal sign is used for same reasons as earlier, a denotes the vector

of rate of creep relative displacements defined by the time derivatives of equations

(6.8)+ and (6.4), r'hich can be rewritten as,

o : ä' (o,t) , (6.20)

and

dï+, - dî : A¿¿ .o(oi+e) 
, (6.27a)

where

oi+e -- (i -á) on*ïot+r, (0 < d < 1) . (6.21b)

As earlier (see $3.4), use of 0 :7, 7f2 or 0 in above results in, respectively,

a fully implicit iterative. an implicit-explicit (where iterations may or may not be

incorporated), or a fullv explicit, numerica^i scheme. Curtailed Taylor expansion of

equations (6.18) and (6.19) yield the follou'ing expressions, respectivell', rvhich are

assumed to have converged at the present (r, + f th) iteration:

: 
l^

xili : Xi+t + [ fuof aof,*, d.A ,
JA
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,þiii : ,þi+, + Aoi+t - lc)lv[l Aaft*, * C, At¡lS). 0 Aol+,

where,

(6.23)

lql" :L".l

By substituting equations (6.18) and (6.19) in equations (6.22) and (6.28),

the following equations are ûnally obtained to soh'e for the iterative corrections of

stresses Aoi+, and displacements Aaf;*r:

AoT+, : lcl- lltr)tm|*, *.1+, -.r ) - lC)-, (oi+,

(#)"r.,

-ot)-lC]-t C, Atn o(oT*òf ,

(6.24)

and,

l^fmf fe-Ãrlaui*,d,A: f ̂ f*f 
øl^lcl-'{{of*, - o*) * c"atn.,(o\*)} aA

- l^f*f Pl-lr,Il(ai*, -"¡) - lo4rl"i*rdA+F¡+r , (6.2b)

where matrix lC]' i. given by,

lq- : tcj llll i c,at¡[,s]'"á] ' ,

where [1] is the identity matrix. The process of updating the solutions is identical

to that given bJ'equation (3.52), and the solution procedure is exactly as desc¡ibed

in $3.4 following the equation (3.52). It was necessary for the solution procedure

here to be identical to that described under the time incremental solution scheme

for continuum elements described earlier ($3.4, Chapter 3), since these adfreeze

elements rvere developed to model the interface between tu'o continuum domains.

This inteiface element is suitable for incorporation in any 2-dimensional FE mesh

that can be handled by the code ITFECC-A. The integral over the interface area ,4

(see equation 6.25) was arranged appropriateiy so that the same element subroutine

can be used for plane stress/strain as well as axisymmetric analyses (this is achieved

by specifying a control parameter in element properties).

An additional subroutine rn'as attached to the element subroutine to check for

the various limiting conditions in the material model. Once iimiting stresses are

(6.26)
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leached, the stresses generated in excess of these limiting values are redistributed

to the relevant nodes. fn case of debonding at the interface, the relevant element is

made to vanish b¡' employing a null local stiffness matrix. Explicit forms of diffe¡ent

matrices and expressions encountered above can be found in Appendix G.

6.4 Demonstration Problems using Á.dfreeze/Bond Element

In order to demonstrate the validity of the numerical implementation of the

constitutive relations given bv equations (6.4), (6.7) and (6.8), a problem was simu-

iated where a steel rod of circular cross-section was pulled out of a cylinder of frozen

sand in which it was embedded. This was similar to a problem considered by Soo

(1983) as far as the material properties and problem configuration \4,ere concerned,

although r'r'eighting functions to account for diffe¡ent creep properties of frozen soils

in tension and compression, as used by Soo (ig8g), rvere not used here. The con-

figuration of the problem is as shown in Figure 6.3. The frozen soil cylinder had a

diameter of 6 inches, and a height of 6 inches. The steei rod had a diameter of 0.62b

inches, and was embedded along the central axis of the cylinder, so that the problem

had axial symmetry. A load of 250 lbs was applied dorrnwards at the bottom of the

rod, pulling the latter out of the frozen soil cylinder which was restrained against

vertical movement over its bottom surface. The problem domain was discretized by

using 32 axisymmetric elements (8 nodes per element) to model ice, 8 axisymmetric

elements to model the steel rod, and 8 adfreeze elements (6-nodes per element) to
model the interface betu'een the ice and steel rod. (The mesh used was similar to

that shou'n in Figure 6.6, rvhich is actuaily applicable to another problem discussed

later in this section). Assuming thai the problem \l'as considered at a temperature

of - 10"C, the following material properties lvere selected based on the information
of Alu'ahhab (i983) and Soo (1983):

For bond interface (adfreeze elements):

c": cn: 0.334 x 106 Iblin2 lin,
H :0.77085 x 10-8 for ø, in psi and j! in inch/hour ,

h:2.75 , g: 0 (steady creep) .
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For frozen soil (pou'er law creep):

E-
A-
B-

0.88 x 106

0.10527 x

1.61 ,

psi, u:0.47,
10-6 (i/psi)B hr-c

C :0.26 .

(6.27b)

For steel rod :

-Ð : 0.3 x 108 psi , u :0.25 . (6.27c)

In above, parameters for adfreeze elements are as defined in equations (6.4),

(6.7) and (6.8), A, 8,, and C are the usual parameters for the pou¡er law creep model

used for the frozen soil, and E and v denote the \bung's modulus and Poisson's

ratio, respectively, of the relevant material. In addition to values in equations

(6-27a), a relativel5'higher magnitude of 100 psi 'was used for a"¡ and oo¡.

The problem was simulated using the code ITFECC-A under an iterative
scheme \qith d: 1.0. The initial time step of 0.01 hours was gradually increased

to the range of t hour as the ânahrsss progressed. For the purpose of evaluation of
stiffness and stresses, 4 Gauss points were used for 8-node axis¡r¡¡¡¡stric elements

and 3 Gauss points for the adfreeze elements. The vertical displacement at two

initially coincident points f and J on the two surfaces at the interface are presented

in Figure 6.4; point f is located at the uppermost end of the steel rod at the inter-
face, while point J is located on the frozen soil domain (at the interface), and had

coordinates identical to those of point I in the undeformed stage. Separation of the

points I and J on the two surfaces as time increases is clearly visible in Figure 6.4.

Aiso, the displacement of the steel rod takes place at a steady rate, as governed by

9 : 0 in equation (6.27a).

The profiles of adfreeze (or bond, shear) stress ø, aJong the interface at different

times are as shorvn in Figure 6.5. \ ¡ith increasing time, the adfreeze stress attains

a uniform, steady-state value of 27.22 psi throughout the interface, which is in
equilibrium with the applied load of 250 lbs. The steady relative displacement rate
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of 3.43178x10-5 in/hr can be computed from equation (6.4) bv using the values

of c" : 27.22 psi, and H, h and g : 0 as given bv equation (6.27a). The steady

relative displacement rate predicted b¡'the FE anal5'sis is 3.41822xI0-5 in/hr, as

computed by evaluating the slope of the relative displacement vs. time curve for

the steel rod based on Figure 6.4. These tr,r,-o va.lues for the displacement rate of the

steel rod agrees closely. with a deviation of only _0.54%. For cases where adfreeze

creep behaviour dominates at the interface, the subroutine of the adfreeze element

is verified by the close agreement betr¡'een the values predicted by simulation of rod

movement and by the creep relation used for the interface.

A hypothetical example similar to above was considered next. The problem

configuration x'as similar to that in Figure 6.3, but the dimensions of the frozen

soii cyiinder r¡¡as considered as 150 mm in diameter and 50 mm in height, and the

steel rod had a diameter of 10 mm. The finite element mesh used for the probiem is

shorvn in Figure 6.6, r'i'here 20 ærisymmetric (8-node) elements, 5 adfreeze (6-node)

elements, and a total of 110 nodes were used. Follolving hypothetical material
parameters were assumed for the probiem:

For bond interface (adfreeze elements):

C" :91.0 MPa , Cn:900.0 N{Pa,

H :5.7-o x 10-3 for o" in MPa and i! in mm/hour ,

h :2.74 ¡ g: 0 (steadS' creep) ,

osÍ cpÍ :10 MPa.

For frozen soil (power lavv creep):

(6.28a)

,Ð : 6000 NIPa , u :0.47 
,

A: 5.75 x 10-3 (Mpa)-B hr-c

B:0.684, C:0.143.

(6.28ó)

E:2 x 105 MPa,

For steel rod :
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The problem \ryas simulated for a vertical load of 3000 N applied vertically

downu'ards at the bottom of the rod. A time incremental scheme identicai to that
for the earlier case \ ¡as used. The results for the vertical displacement at the points

I and J (see Figure 6.6) are as shown in Figure 6.7. These results show that the

steel rod undergoes vertical displacement at a steady rate after a relatively short

initial period of decelerating (primary) displacement, q'hile the adjoining frozen soil

experiences attenuating creep. The profiles for the bond stress ø" at different times

are shown in Figure 6.8, rn'here it can be seen that o" approaches a uniform, steady

state value of 1.9098 N{Pa with time, as required by equilibrium considerations.

The identical problem was simulated using three additional ioads of magnitudes

2750,3750, and 4500 N. The predicted results for the reiative vertical dispiacement

for the steel rod (differences of displacement ai points I and J) under all four load

cases considered here are as shown in Figure 6.9. In all load cases, the bond stress

ø" at the interface approached the uniform value governed by the equilibrium of the

rod. The steadl' rate of displacement (i) computed by evaluating the siope of each

Iine in Figure 6.9 was fitted to the corresponding adfreeze stress value (ø"), using a

least squares fit. The resulting relationship can be given as,

I : 5.5496 x 10-3 (o")''"nn (6.2e)

In above,'j'is in mm/hr, and ø" is in MPa. once again, it can be seen that the

coeffi.cient and the exponent in the reiationship of equation (6.29) agree reasonablv

with .F/ and ä, respectively, of equation (6.28a), as should be the case for situations

where adfreeze creep behaviour dominates the relative movement at the interface;

minor deviations should be expected since the predicted relaiionship in equation

(6.29) is obtained after involving elastic deformations etc. at the interface, whereas

equation (6.a) is expressed exciusively for relative creep displacements. The demon-

stration problems above clearly show the capability of the adÍreezefbond element

developed here to model the general behaviour observed at structure-frozen soil/
ice interfaces.
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mid-plane

Figure 6.1. A typical interface element

to represent adfreeze/bond behaviour.
Figure 6.2. Orientation of local
and global coordinate systems.

q.

Figure 6.3. Configuration of problem where an embedded steel rod is
of a frozen soil cylinder.
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Figure 6.4. Separation of originalh, corresponding points f on steel surface and J
on frozen soil surface, for the problem in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.5. Adfreeze shear stress profiles along the interface at different t,imes, for
the problem in Pigure 6.3.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.L Summary

Three creep models reported in the literature, namely the Power ¡¿ir' (time

hardening) creep model, Fish's unified creep model, and Domaschuk's incremental

creep model, were selected for numerical implementation using the finite element

method. Generalization of the power law and Fish's model to multi-a-xial stress and

strain situations was performed under the assumptions of incompressibility and

isotropy of the material. The modei of Domaschuk had already been proposed for

multi-axial situations and for isotropic, but compressible, materials.

Appropriate finite element codes were deveioped for the implementation of

the selected creep models, by employing iterative solution schemes to solve the

non-linear boundary value problems associated with the structure-frozen media in-

teraction. The power law creep model and Fish's unified creep model were imple-

mented in the computer code ITFECC-A, developed by using an iterative, time

incrementing finite element algorithm. Code ITFÐCC-A is capable of analyzing

structure-frozen media interaction probiems under conditions of plane stress/strain,

plane strain axisymmetry, axisymmetry, three dimensional analysis, and situations

involving adfteezef bond behaviour at the structure-frozen media interface. One di-

mensional examples could also be analyzed, mainly for verification purposes. Code

ITFECC-A inciuded capabilit¡' to analyze problems using a particular extension of

the porver lalr creep model (Power Lau' Extension II) to cover multiple-step loads.

A similar but smaller code, named ITFECC-B, \1'as deveioped to incorporate an

alternative extension of the power lau' creep model (Porver Law Extension I). The

constitutive concept in codes ITFECC-A and ITFECC-B is equivalent to a non-

linear Maxwelf i'iscoelastic model, r,shere total deformation can be decomposed into

an elastic and viscous (creep) part. The viscous part is governed by the selected

creep model (power lalv or Fish's model) and the elastic part by isotropic linear

elasticity.
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An iterative. load incrementing finite element algorithm rvas used to develop

the computer code ILFENP, where Domaschuk's creep model was implemented.

The algorithm of this code is applicable for any constitutive model based on the

concept of hypoelasticitS'.

A computer code named FEPILE-I was developed using an iterative, time

incremental finite element algorithm, for the purpose of modelling laterally loaded

piles in ice/ permafrost; this pile element was developed as a beam on a distributed

spring-dashpot mechanism (equivalent to a Maxwell viscoelastic model with a non-

linear dashpot). For purposes of verification of the latter code, a fifth code FEPILE-

II was developed by employing a slight variation in the numerical algorithm used

for evaluating the lateral ice/ permaf¡ost reaction on the pile.

All computer codes were developed using the concept of 'program modules'.

rn'hereb¡' certain modules couid be changed r¡'henever necessary without much effect

on the rest of the code. Options rn'ere incLuded to select iterative or non-iterative

solution schemes, to change the boundary conditions during the analysis of a given

problem, and to stop and resume the analysis later by using tape or disk mounts.

Execution of each code was controlled b5' a sequence of Nlacro commands, rn'hich

would determine, for example, the desired time discretizations, output of results,

etc. The codes consisted of a main program section and a library of appropriate

element subroutines, rvith each routine suitable for modelling a particuiar type of

domain (i.e. creep or linea¡ elastic elements for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D analysis, adfreeze

elements, pile elements, etc.).

The accuracv and reliability of all codes s'ere investigated by analyzing many

verification examples using different types of elements and creep models incorpo-

rated therein, and by comparing the predicted results u'ith those obtained by using

closed-form analytical expressions or independent numerical means. The time/load

discretization necessary for accuracy, reliability of time incremental codes for anal-

ysis over long periods of time, and a,bility to model transient stress behaviour, etc.

were in\¡estigated.
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Computer codes ITFECC-A and ITFECC-B were used to anal¡'2s multiple-

step load pressuremeter tests on a frozen soil by using the Power Lau' Extensions

I and II under axisymmetric conditions, and the predictions were compared 'r'r.'ith

the available test results. Numerical results for deformations and stresses were pre-

sented. Code iTFECC-A r.t'as used to simulate steady creep of laterallJ' loaded

rigid cores in ice by using the power law model in plane strain analyses, and the

predicted results were compared with available test results on latera^lly loaded steel

rods in ice. The relations derived on the basis of above analyses were used to de-

velop non-linear dashpot relationships and linear elastic \ÃIinkler coefficients for the

spring-dashpot mechanism used for laterally loaded piles in the code FEPILE-I.

The latter code was used to analyze laterally'loaded piles in ice/ permafrost, and

the predicted behaviour of cantilever piles and free-floating piies were presented

in detail. The results obtained from code FEPILE-I for laterally loaded floating

piles u'ere compared u'ith results obtained by independent analyses of ihe identi-

cal problems using three dimensional continuum elements (under the power law

model) available in code ITFECC-A. Predicted interaction between a pair of iater-

ally loaded rigid cores in ice was investigated by using the porver law model. Code

ITFECC-A and the power iau'model were employed to predict creep movements of

various footing foundations on different types of frozen soils, by using axisymmet-

ric analyses; similar analyses were performed to model static penetration tests as

rvell as rate-controlled penetration tests on frozen soils, by using different indenter

shapes.

The generaJized, unified creep model of Fish, incorporated in the code ITFECC-

A, rvas used to resimulate selected unia;rial cïeep tests on ice reported in the lit-
erature, and to analyze pressuremeter tests on frozen media. Quantitative and

qualitative comparisons rvere drau'n between the predicted behaviour and reported

test resuits. Further analyses of interaction problems involving frozen ground were

performed using the model, these being plane strain anal5'ses of laterally loaded, em-

bedded, rigid cores, and axisymmetric analyses of piate load tests. Characteristics

observed from the numerical predictions \7ere discussed.

Code ILFENP was used to investigaie the qualitative behaviour of the model
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of Domaschuk in simulating creep of a frozen sand; for this purpose, pressuremeter

tests and a piate load test on a selected frozen sand rvas modelled under axisym-

metric conditions.

A special fi.nite element of zero thickness u'a,s developed to model adfreeze/bond

strength characteristics at the structure - frozen soil/ ice interface. The performance

of this element was illustrated by using the code ITFECC-A to simulate ferv exam-

ples where adfreeze phenomenon w--as involved.

The computer codes developed for this research constitute powerful and ver-

satile tools applicable in anaiyses of a u'ide variety of structure-frozen soil/ice in-

teraction problems encountered in engineering practice. Estimates of deformations

predicted by the codes would be valuable for the design of structures on frozen me-

dia, provided the creep characteristics of the base conform to the particular creep

model seiected, and the material parameters are accurately evaluated. The applica-

bility of the codes had been substantially broadened by alloli'ing for incorporation
of additional creep models, as and when such need arises.
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7.2 Conclusions

The objectives of the research, as outlined in $1.4, r,l¡ere accomplished satis-

factorily. Based on the results of the research, the follou'ing conclusions can be

itemized:

(a) Finite eiement computer codes incorporating rheological constitutive equations

provide a flexibie and versatile means of solving structure-frozen soil/ice inter-

action problems in rvhich creep is prevalent.

(b) .The power larv creep model can be used to predict instances of structure-

permafrost interaction q'here primary, attenuating, or secondar¡' cîeep is in-
voh'ed. Fish's creep model is capable of modelling interaction problenrs vi'hich

involve failure through accelerating creep, while Domaschuk's model simulates

instances of attenuating creep u'hich include a volumetric creep component.

(c) As seen from analyses of pressuremeter tests, the phenomenological assumption

of initializing the time variable in the power lau' model to zero at each instance

of application of a distinct step load tended to yield satisfactory agreement

between numerical and experimental results.

(d) Applying appropriate codes to the problem of a laterally loaded pile indicated

that modelling the permafrost or ice as a spring-dashpot system provided good

agreement between numerical and experimental data when the model lvas cal-

ibrated using experimentai data.

(e) Use of the pile element on a spring-dashpot system to model iaterally loaded

piles in permafrost resuits in vast savings of computer resources such as time

and memory, as compared to the rigorous analyses of these problems using

three-dimensional continuum elements.
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7.3 }Lecommendations for Further Study

Recommendations for further studl' may be proposed on two fronts, i.e. (1)

further numerical work on this topic (outlined in $7.3.i belorv), and (2) experimental

work that may be undertaken to evaluate the validity of numerical models used here

(briefly mentioned in $7.3.2 belou').

7.3.1 Further Nurnerical Studies

Incorporation of other creep models in the codes can be conveniently accom-

plished. For continuum elements, additional components of the tota] deformation,

such as delal,sd elasticity and plasticity, can be considered. As an example, incorþo-

ration of the Kelvin-Voigt rheological model in the numerical scheme may be used to

extend the codes to cases s'here delayed elasticity effects are considered. Different

creep properties in tension and compression can be incorporated, provided reliable

test data exists, and material damage can be accounted for by including damage pa-

rameters. The algorithm developed for the pile element can be modified to include

a non-linear \\¡inkler coefficient, u'hich may, for example, be expressed as a func-

tion of lateral displacement. Finally. ihe codes may be extended to geometrically

non-linear cases where iarge deformations and strains are encountered.

7.3.2 Note on Experimental Work

It would be interesting to compare the predictabiiity of the models considered

in the present study, bv using the different models to simulate creep in one material.

This comparison, specially between the power law model and Fish's model, can be

made most conveniently in the case of a material in the primary creep stage. For

this, material samples should be subjected to constant (compressive) stress creep

tests under isothermal conditions, and the axial deformation should be recorded

rvith time. The exact procedure for these tests was outlined by Jacka (1984). Tests

should be continued until accelerating creep is noticed. From the ravu data, strain

rates can be calculated, and therefore the magnitudes of minimum strain ra'ues and

times to minimum strain rate may be evaluated under each stress and temperature.
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These data, can be used to evaluate parameters for Fish's model (see $4.3.1), but the

parameter á should be evaluated as recommended by Fish (1987). The stress-strain-

time data from the same tests, but r¡'ithin the primary creep stage, can be used to

evaluate the creep parameters for the po\Ãrer lau' model, by using the method of least

squares (rvith three variables) to fit the data to the porver lar.v model in equation

(3.11). The subsequent comparison between the two models can be made in the

primary creep stage only, since the pou'er lau' model is not applicable to tertiary
creeP.

The experimental program necessary to evaluate parameters for Domaschukts

model is outlined by Domaschuk et al. (1991), Rahman (1988) and briefly in Chap-

ter 2. Triaxial creep tests are necessary in this case, since the model is based on

volumetric creep deformations. Therefore, for the same material above, a separate

set of experiments are required to evaluate this model. If these parameters are eval-

uated, primary creep predicted by this model can be compared with that predicted

bv the trvo earlier models.
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.{PPENDIX A

Finite Element nmplementation Under Isotropic

Linear Ðlasticity And Power Law Creep Model

(I). Flane Strain Anal¡'sig

Plane Strain General Formulations:

The tu'o dimensional coordinate system is denoted by "t and æ2. The direction

normal to æ1-æ2 plane is denoted by tr.

o : ( otLt o22, on )T , and ass : r(on i ozz)

e : ( err ¡ €22¡ ltz )T , u,here 'yn:2etz

,rì, _ E(r - u) ij- "7 
o 'l

tu): I.õG:T lA 1 ,,-0,., I,10 0 ffiJ

(A.r.1)

(A.r.2)

(A.r.3)

(A.r.4)t : ( ut, uz)T

where u is the displacement at any point (*tr*r) in an element. Let the element

have rn nodes, and let the vector of nodal displacements for the element be denoted

by a". Then,

,r: lr{j." : f¡r1rvt, LIIN2, [r]Ârr, ... [r]t{,,"1 a" (A.r.s)
L' - 

J

where À¡¿ is the 2-D shape function associated with the zth node (see Zienkiewicz

7977), fI] is the (2x2) identitv matrix, [1f] is a (2x2m.) rnatúx, and a" is a vector

of.Zrn components.

6-ftr] u, where lL): (A.r.6)

: lL) [1] ¡r, Ø.r.7)

ces lB¿], defined for

r_ l
e : l.Bl a" : ll.B1), lB2), lBrl, . . .18,")l u' ,L' -J

Thus [B] is a (3x2rn) matrix made of zn number o

the ith node.

l* 0t
lo #llâ 8lLaæ2 o^l

where iB¿l

f (3x2) matri
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Plane Strain Formulations For Creep Anal]tsis With Porver La¡¡':

a.: lc?, * o3, - ottazz *u(u -r)(oT, * o3r*2onozz) +So?r)i

Defi.ne following:

O: [(2 -u)on - (1 + r)ozzlJ; ü: l.(z-u)o22 - (1 + r)on)

g : iz(uz - u *1)or, + (zr, - zu - r)o22]

I : lz!2 - u * t)or, * (Zu2 - Zu - 1)"rr]

-xr : ACa!-t tc-t ; xz :.r+ i xs : |,+cça - r)al-s ¿c-t

(2-") (t+u)
"- Z t u2- 

z

The strain rate matrix is (wiih notations in eqns. ,4,,I.9):

þ: èî¡: 
{iir} 

: ;", {,å, }

(á./.8)

(A.I.9a)

(A.r.eb)

(A.I.9c)

(A.r.ed)

(A.I.ee)

(,4.1.10)

(,1.r.11)

(A.r.r2)

(A.r.13)

(A.r.14)

(A.r.15)

(A.r.16)

(A.r.17)

(Á.1.18)

(A.r.1e)

[.9]'is an unsymmetric matrix of dimensions (3x3), the components of u'hich are

(with notations in eqns. 4.I.11):

c - 
oèit

^J11 - 

-

don

Srr: þ
oozz

. ôèit
oon

5,. : 9''z
öott

o - 
ôèi,

v z¿
aozz
^.^ã o€iz

¿23 - ;-oon
õ olî,
".r31 - ;-oon
õ ðii,
Ðs2 -- 

ôozz

5s, : # 
:3X1(12 Xzotzon -17)
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- Xi (-f,zOf ¿ * ut)

- X1 (X2Õf - ,r)

: Xsþon

- X1 (X2ìI/ç¿ - rr)

: Xr (Xz{rf + z1)

: Xtú on

: Xsllon

: Xslorz



[Dl'is a (3x3) matrix, defi.ned by equation (3.5i). Therefore, for an element of

rn nodes, lA)'lD)"[B] is a (2rn x Z"zt) matrix made of. m2 number of lB¿lrlD)*lB¡)
matrices, each of which has dimensions of (zx?).

Plane Strain Formulations For Creep Analysis With Pou'er Law Ext. II:

The equations (4.L8) to (A..I.19) .pply identicaliy for Povser Lau' Extension II, with

I in eqns. (A.I.ile) repiaced by (l - t¿-t), rn'here f is the current time, and ú¿-1 is

the time at which the ith load step is applied.

Note: Formulations are not derived for Power Law Extension I, under plane strain

conditions.

(il). Flane Stress Analysis

Plane Stress General Formulations:

The two dimensional coordinate system is denoted by rt and æ2. The direction

normai fo æ1-æ2 plane is denoted by rr.

o : ( Ctl¡ o22, otZ )T (A.r r .1)

is neglected (A.I I .2)e : ( .rr t €22, .,fn )T , rvhere 1tz

[D):&

þ:(2o1t-u22)

_ (B-1)
. ,1ta

4"3

P: (2o22 - c¡l1)

.)

Xs: U,a,C1A-\)oB-sf-t

(A.r r .3)

(A.r r.4)

Let the element

to this case also.

(A.r r.5)

(A.II.6a)

(A.rr.6b)

- 2rtz, and €3s

It u o I
l" 1 o I

[o o s;4]
t, uz )T,r:(,

where u is the dispiacement at any point (ttr*r) in an element.

havern nodes. Then equations (4.I.5) to (4.I.7) apply identically

Plane Stress Formulations For Creep Analysis \4¡ith Povger Lavr':

o" : lo.t * o3z - ottozz * So?r)i

Define follorving:

t

"1 
llLla

Xr : ¡goB-1 ¿c-t



The strain rate matri>r is (with notations in eqns. A.II.6):

lËî,ì i ( Õ I
þ: èi¡: 

t;?; I:T'' t ,å, ]
l5]' is a svmmetric matrix of dimensions (3x3); the components

triangie of [^9]" are (with notations in eqns. A.II.6):

(A.rr.7)

of the upper

(A.r r .8)

(A.rr.e)

(A.rr.1o)

(A.rr.77)

(A.rr.72)

(A.rr.73)

an element of

lB¿lr[Ð]"lB ¡)

c - 
oèît

^rrr - ã-- : Xt (XzOÕ + 1)
oott

stz: ?tÎt : xr(xzov - 1lõozz ' 2/

c, - 
oèît 

-'JIz -^- : X3Qop
octz

_ ôè3"Srr: 3 :,\r (XrÜÜ + i)
dozz

c -oè3, -,rzy- ^ :X3Úop
ootz

sss : 21i' :8,Y1(3 x2apo12 | !)
ootz

lD]' is a (3x3) matrix, defined by equation (3.51). Therefore, for

rn nodes, lBlTlÐl"lB) is a (2m x Zrn) matrix made of m2 number of

matrices, each of which has dimensions of (2x2).

Plane Stress Formulations For Creep Anal]'sis With Pox'er Law Ext. II:

The equations (A.Ii.5) to (A..II.13) apply identically for Power Law Extension II,
with ú in eqns. (A,IL6b) replaced by (¿ - t¿_t),, rn'here I is the current time, and ú¿-1

is the time at rvhich the ith load step is applied.

Note: Formulations are not derived for Power Law Extension I, under plane stress

conditions.

(III). A,xísymmetric Analysis

Axisvmmetric General Formulations:

The cyiindrical coordina,te s¡'stem is denoted by (t,0rz). For convenience, coordi-

nate axes r, 0, z are denoted, respectively, by rt ¡ t2¡ &s. Due to axisymmetry,

quantities do not vary u'ith æ2 (ie. 0).

O : ( oI1 ¡ a22,t aSSt ots )T
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€:( - 
)c--

0i
I0t
I0l

(t-zv\ I

2(1-v\ J

(A.r r r .2)

(A.rrr.3)

(A.rrr.5)

€It., €Z2 r €AB:

E(7 - u)

r?.1n )' , \'-here 1ts
T1 vu
| ' (t -") (t -")lvlv
'- r 

-

I (1-") ' (r-")
lvvl
ltt-,) (t-")
Lo o o

u:(utrus)T

lDj: (1 +u)(i -2")

(A.r r r .4)

\À'here u is the displacement at any point (*t,*t) in an element. Let the element

have nz nodes, and let the vector of nodal displacements for the element be denoted

by a". Then,

u : [iÍ] r" : l¡rllrr, [r]t¿r, [I]Nr, ... [r]rú-] a"

where /ú¿ is the 2-D shape function associated ivith the ith node (see Zienkiewicz

7977), [/] is the (2x2) identit¡' matrix, flf] is a (2x2m) matrix, and a" is a vector

of Zrn components.

6:ftr] u, where lLl: (A.rrr.6)

e : lBl'" : llrrl , lBrl, [Br], ... [r-j] ." , lB¿): [¿] l1l¡r"
(A.rrr.7)

Thus [B] is a (4 x 2m,) rnatrix made of rz number of (4 x 2) matricer [B¿], defi.ned for

ihe ith node.

Axisymmetric Formulations For Creep Anaiysis \4lith Power Lau':

o":lo?t+o2zzio?,

Define foliowing:

ç : l2o¡ - ozz - o¡sl ;L *'

Xr : ACo!-l tc-l ; X2

- cttczz - oz2c1t - oszctt + 3o2rr)i (A.rrr.8)

B

Bæt
1

úa

0
I

õ¿s

vü

3t
uls*l
BI;-Jo&t

here

- oss] ; f) : l2ouu - ott - ozz)

(A.III.ea)
: 

f,acça -7)o'-z ¡c-t Ø.rrr.sb)



The strain rate matrix is (with notations in

þ:è,0¡: 
{ti } 

:

[.9]' is a symmetric matrix of dimensions

triangle of [5]' are (with notations in eqns.

: Xt (XzÕÕ --

: Xt (XzÞÜ -

: Xt (XzÕf-¿ -

: -fs (Þar¡

- X1(X2rI/ü +

: Xt (Xz{tf^¿ -

: Xsüar¡

: Xt (Xzf¿CI + 1)

: Xsf)or¡

- 3Xr (12 X2osør¡ * 1)

(A.rrr.70)

of the upper

(A.rrr.7t)

(A.rrr.72)

(A.rrr.13)

(A.rrr.t4)

(A.rrr.75)

(A.rrr.76)

(A.rrr.17)

(A.rrr.r8)

(A.rrr.7e)

(A.rrr.20)

eqns. A.III.9):

( Þ \
1.,' j q' 

tt"t I f-¿ (
Ioo*J

$xa); the components

A.rrr.e):

1)

1

-ì2l
1_t
2)

c.. -

Sn=

,5rs =

Sr+:

Szz =

Szz =

Sz+ =

Sss :

Ss¿ :

q^^ -

o€it
A"-
ðèît
0ozz

ôèî'.

ôoss

0èît
ôoß
ðè9,

ôozz

oeiz

ôoss

0è3,

ôon
ôèãt

0azs

ôè3t

ðort
ôtit
0ots

1)

1
-)
2',

[D]'is a $xa) matrix, defined bv equation (3.51). Therefore, for an element of

rn nodes, lBjl:lDl"iBl is a (2rn x 2rn) matrix made of rn2 number of lB¡)T[D)"lB ¡l
matrices, each of rvhich has dimensions of (zx?). In evaluating the stiffness integral,

[g]'lD)"[B] should be multiplied bv the appropriate term 2ræ1.

Axis]'mmetric Formulations For Creep Anah¡sis With Power Law Ext. II:

The equations (A.iIL8) to (,{.III.20) app]t'identicali¡. for Power Larn' Extension II,

with f in eqns. (A.III.9b) replaced bV (¿ - t¿-t), rn'here I is the current time, and

ú¿-1 is the time ai u'hich the ith load step is applied.
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Axisymmetric Formulations For Creep Anai)¡sis With Power Lau'Ext. I:

Formuiations are given for the case of 2 ioad steps oniy. Equations (A.IIi.8) to

(A.IiI.2O) describe the first load step. Lel o1" be the equivalent stress at the end of

the duration of the first load step, and let ce : 62e be the current equivalent stress.

Stress a" is given by eqn. (A.IiI.8). Define following:

q : i\o¡ - ozz - øss] ; E : l2o2z - ott - ø¡s, ;

xz : Irt - t)l"i"t, i oF (t - t,)l-',3 (t - t,) *:(i - r)o;' (A.rrr.zrc)

The strain rate matrix is (rvith notations in eqns. A.III.21):

'l D B -- r å_¡
À-r : ;AC lo-f" h * oF (t - tr)] " -' oF -'

ç:l_2o32- ctt-ozzl
(A.I I I .21a)

(A.III.21b)

(A.Irr.23)

(A.rrr.24)

(A.r r r .25)

(A.rrr.26)

(A.rrr.27)

(A.rrr.28)

(A.rrr.2e)

(A.rrr.3o)

(A.rrr.37)

(A.rrr.32)

- x1 

{,i, }
(A.rrr.22)

[,S]' is a symmetric matrix of dimensions (4x"1); the components of the upper

triangle of [S]' are (with notations in eqns. A.III.21):

c - 
ôè|t 

-.,.5rr : ,:_ : X, (XIOO + 2)

sn : ?tÎ' : x, (xzÕv - 1)
oozz

,srs: #:xr(xrof¿-i)
st+: ?tit : xixze6ørs

öots

szz : ?'î' : x, (xrüü + 2)
ôozz

,szs : *: xr(xrüf¿ - 1)

^ oè3, r¡ .
bt+ : --- : )it Xzü6ø13

öot z

,sss : #:x, (xzCIc¿ + 2)

ss+: ?'ãt:x1x2{r6oy3
oots
A;,C

S++: 
- 

: 6(XrX2 6ø13413 -¡ 1)dots \

þ:èî¡: 
{fr}
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(V). Plane Strain Axisymmetric (P.S.A.) Analysis

P.S.A. General Formulations:

The polar coordinate system is denoted by (r, á). For cont'enience, coordinate axes

r, 0 are denoted, respectively, by flr, fr2. Due to axis.vmmetry, quantities do not

vary with 12 (ie. d). The direction normal to nyæ2 plane is denoted b]'rs.

o : ( on, ozz )T and osz : u(on * ozz)

lDj:

€: ( e11, e22

E(7 - u)
(1 +uX1 -2")

u:(rr

rT
I

1v' (r -u)
1

\f\!-u)

Ø.rv.1)

(A.rv.2)

(A.rv.3)

(A.rv.4)

lvhere u : ?¿1 is the displacement at any point ø1 in an element. Let the eiement

have m nodes, and let the vector of nodal displacements for the element be denoted

by .". Then,

,r : [/ú]." : [/ú, , Nz,Iy's, ... t ,] ""
(A.rv.5)

where l/¿ is the 1-D shape function associated with the ith node (see Zienkiewicz

7977),l//] is a (1xrn) matrix, and a" is a vector of rz components.

6:ltrl u, (A.11/.6)

e:lB).": llgr] ,iBrl, LBr], ...lB,"ll ^", where lB¿j:lL]N; (A.Iv.7)L J 
Lt 

¡J' L aJ) t vJl t "'JJ

Thus [B] is a (Zxm) matrix made of rn number of (2x1) matrices [B¿], defined for

the ith node.

P.S.A. Formulations For Creep Analysis With Power Lau':

o" : la?t * o2zz - ctt czz * r(, - 1)(o?, ï o3, * 2attorr))i

Define follou'ing:

6: [(2 -r)on-(t+r)orr]; ü: l(2-")"r, -(1 + r)ott)

(,4.1I'-.8)

çt : l2(u2 - u *1)or, + (2r' - 2u - r)o22j

(A.IY.ea)

(A.rv.eb)

fB
whe¡e [¿] :lui'

L cl
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ç : tz(u2 - u * r)ozz + (2r, - zu - r)o¡1, (A.IIt.9c)

xr : ACa!-.tc-i ; xz :ry i ut :
lue

(2-") (7=u)
.ut2-2

(A.rv.ed)

The strain rate matrix is (rvith notations in eqns. A.i\/.9):

þ:èî¡:{H}:å",{$}
[5j'is an unsymmetric matrix of dimensions (2x2), the components of which are

(with notations in eqns. A.I\¡.9):

(A.rv.70)

(A.rv.rt)

(A.rv.t2)

(A.rv.13)

(A.rv.14)

srr : #:x, (xrÕo -¡ z1)

sn : ?'î' :tr, (xz er - u2)
oozz

szt:#:xr(xrúQ-v2)
õ ôè3, \r ,szz: ;: :,Y1(X2Üf * z1)

oozz

[D]'is a (2x2) matrix, defined by equation (3.51). Therefore, for an element of

nz nodes, lBlrlDl"lB] is a (nt x rn) matrix made of m2 number of lB¿lrlDl"lB¡l
matrices, each of r¡'hich has dimensions of (i x 1). In evaluating the stiffness integral,

[B)T'lD]"lB] shoutd be muliiplied by the appropriate term 2ræ1.

P.S.A. Formulations For Creep Analvsis \Vith Power Lai.t' Ext. II:

The equations (A.IV.8) to (A.I\¡.14) apply identically for Power Law Extension II,

u'ith f in eqns. (A.I\¡.gd) replaced bv (¿ - t¿-r), where f is the current time, and

ú¿-r is the time at which the ¿th load step is applied.

Axisymmetric Formulations For Creep Analvsis With Power Lau'Ext. I:

Formulations are given for the case of 2 load steps only, Equations (A.IV.8) to

(,{.n¡.14) describe the first load step. Let o1" be the equivalent stress at the end of

the duration of the first ioad step, and lei 6e : o2e be the current equivaient stress.

Stress ø. is given b¡'eqn. (A.I\¡.8). Define follorving:

rl-
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e:lze2 -u+ 1)orr + (2r, -2u -!)o22] tA.Iv.r1b)

7: iz(u2 -u *7)o22*(2r'-2u -l)o¡L lA.IV.Iíc)

trr : !¿,c l"i"t, + oF (¿ - r, )l 
t-' 

oF -' (A.It;.r1d)
2 Lt'

xz:Irt -t)i""f.t,i oF (t-t,)l-',F-'(, -r)-I(3 -r)o;' (A.rv.t-oe)

The strain rate matrix is (with notations in eqns. A.I\¡.17):

where

0

0

0

(t-2v)
2(t - u)

0

0

)t

0

0

0

0

(1. -2v)
2(1. - v)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(t -zv)
2(1 - v)

(A.rv.16)

(A.rv.77)

(A.rrl.18)

(A.rv.1e)

(A.rv.2o)

(A.v.1)

(A.1/.2)

(,4.I/.3)

þ: èi¡: {;i:} : ", { $ }

f^91" is an unslrmmetric matrix of dimensions (2x2), the components of which are

(with notations in eqns. A.I\¡.15):

c - 
0èî,

,,r r : X, (XrÕf^l -¡ z1)
dan
Atc

cr ucll
Ð12 : =- : Xt (XIQT - u2)

dozz

c - 
0è5,ïzt : Ufr : Xt (XzVQ - u2)

. 0è3,
Szz : #" : X, (Xrüf * z1)

(V). Three-Dimensional Analysis

3-D General Formulations:

The orthogonal coordinate s"vstem is denoted by rt,, æ2, and æs.

O : ( CtIt C22,¡ aBS¡ C72¡ oZJ, on )T

e : ( .ri ¡ €22t ezzt 'ltz, 'lzs ^ltt, )t , 7;¡ -- 2e¿¡

E(7 - u)

1vu' (i-,, f=qju
(1-") ' (t-r)

vv1
(1-õ (1-õ I

000
000
000

,r: (LL1 ,,tL2r,t!,s
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where u is the displacement at any point (*r,*r,u3) in an element. Let the element

have m nodes, and let the vector of nodal displacements for the element be denoted

by a". Then,

,r: l/ú1." : llrLlrl, [/]tv2, lrl¡/r, ...111,\-] a" Ø.v.5)

where /{; is the 3-D shape function associated with the ith node (see Zienkiewicz

1977),1/] is ihe (3x3) identity matrix, f,n/] is a (3x3rn) matrix. and a" is a vector

of Trn components.

6:ftr1u, qthere lLl -- (,{.v-.6)

e : [B].": f[r,] ,lBr), lBrl , ...in,.1)u" , where lB¿l: t¿l tIl Ni (A.V:7)

Thus [B] is a (6x3rzz') matrix made of rn number of (6x3) matrices fB¿], defi.ned for

the ith node.

3-D Formulations For Creep Analysis With Power Law:

o.: lo?t -o'rr* o\s - otrcz2 - r.22o3s - csrrtr *3a2rr*}alr+3ølr] ; ç,+.1'.e7

Defi.ne following:

0

0
I

8rs
0
B

õøz
0

Bæt

0
I

Bæz

0
B

Bæt
I

ûat
0

I
Bæt

0

0
d

ôq
0
B

Bzs

ç : l2on-ozz-øss] ; 'ú : l2ozz-ott-ozs) i

xr : ACo!-l tc-| (B - 1) - \'¡ :]L2- 
4"2 r rt3-

The strain rate matrix is (with notations in eqns.

ç¿ : f2ø33 -ott-ozz) ç1.V.5"7

.)

!,qc(a - r)aB-t ¡c-t @.v.gb)2t/c

:cc11
:_cc22
tc
Eo o

:,c
112

l2s

|x,

A.\¡.9)

(ø
lw
Jn
) 6ot,
I 6o,,
l- 6o'

I

I
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[.9]'is a symmetric matrix of dimensions (6x6); the components of the upper

triangle of [5]' are (with notations in eqns. A.\¡.9):

5rr :

5,, :

Srs :

Su:

,5rs :

Sro :

Szz :

Szz :

Szn:

Szs :

Sza :

car33 -

Ssn :

,Sss :

S¡o :

S++:

5+u :

5+e :

,9ss :

õèî,
ôot,
ôèî,
ôrzz
oe\t
ôr*
0èî,
ôon
ôèî,
0ozs

ôèî,
ôot,
ôè3,

ôozz

0èî,
0oss

õè9,

ôon
ðè3,

ôozs

0èî,
ôost
0è3t

0ost
õèât

ôop
ôè3t

ôozs

ôè3t

ôost
otî,
ðon
o^liz

A"*
oti,
ôost
ôi,3,

0ort

(A.v.77)

(A.v.72)

(A.v.73)

(A.v.74)

(A.v.15)

(A.v.16)

(A.v.17)

(,4.V-.18)

(A.v.7e)

(A.v.20)

(A.v.21)

(A.v.22)

(A.v.23)

(A.v.24)

(A.v.25)

(A.v.26)

(A.v.27)

(A.r/.28)

(A.v.2e)

: Xt(XzoO + 1)

'1

: X. (X'QV - :)¿\ - 2/
1: X. (XoÕC¿ -:)¡\ p 
2/

: XsÞorz

: Xsþozs

: XsÕøer

: Xt (XzVq, + 1)

-- x, (x,wn - 1l-2/

: Xeüørz

: Xsüoz¡

: Xsüøsr

: Xr (Xzf-lCI + t)

: Xs{lon

: Xsllozt

: Xs0øgr

: 3Xr (I2 X2oporz * 1)

: Xs ïonozs

: X3 6opos7

- 3-{r (72 X2ozzozz i 7)
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^ ôi'3,
S'so : ;3 : Xs 6o2sos1

oozt

snn : q18t 
- Bx1(12 xzostosr * 1)ubb - ôor, -

lÐ]" is a (6x6) matrix, defined b1' equation (3.51). Therefore, for

rn nodes, lBiTlDl"l.B] is a (3nz x3m) matrix made of.tn2 number of

matrices, each of v,'hich has dimensions of (3x3).

(,4.I,'.30)

(A.rr.3r)

an element of

l,Bilrl.Dl"lB jl

3-D Formulations For Creep Analysis With Power Law Ext. II:

The equations (4.V.8) to (.A.\¡.31) rpply identically for Porver Law Extension II,

with Í in eqns. (4.\/.9b) replaced bl'(f - t¿_t), u'here ú is the current time, and l¿-1

is the time at u'hich the ¿th load step is applied.

I,Tote: Formulations are not derived for Powe¡ La,n' Extension I, under 3-D condi-

tions,
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lLPPEF{ÐïX ts

Finite Element nmplementation Under

Fish's Unified Creep Model

(I). Flane Strain Á,nalysis

Piane Strain General Formulations

The trvo dimensional coordinate system is denoted by rt and æ2. The direction nor-

mal to rt-&z plane is denoted by rr. Equations (A'.I.1) to (A'.I.7) appiy identicaily

here.

Plane Strain Formula,tions For Creep Anall'sis With Fish's Model:

o.: lo?ti o3z - ottazz ïu(, - 1)(oT, * o'rr¡2onozz) *so?r]i (B'1.1)

Define foilorving:

p: 
[(2 - r)on - (1 + u)ozz]; ü: l(2- ")"r, - (1 + ,)otrl

e : l2@2 - u l_l)øir + (Zr, -Zu - I)a221

ç : lz(u2 - u t r)or, -t (zuz - Zu - 1)orr]

11
-Xr: it"t-1 exp{ó(f -tnf -1)} | Xz: 

ù{p-t+6q(t-i)}
The strain rate matrix is (with notations in eqns. 8.I.2):

l¿t,ì I o ì
þ:èî¡:1èr, l:xr{ ril \' cr 

l;:{, J 
- -rl 

I u",, /
[.9]'is an unsymmetric matrix of dimensions (3x3), the components of

(with notations in eqns. 8.I.2):

c -ôèï5rr: A;: Xt(XzÕCI+2-")

., ôËÎt,rr2-;-:Xr(Xz@f-1-")
oozz

c - 
0èît

^r1s- ^ 
jX1X2Q6op

ocn

(B.I.2a)

(B.r.2b)

(B.I.2c)

(B.r.2d)

(8.r.3)

rvhich are

(B.r.4)

(8.r.5)

(8.r.6)
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lÐ]' and lBlTlD)"lB] are as described in Appendix A under plane strain

(iI). Plane Stress Analysis

Plane Stress General Formulations:

(8.r.7)

(8./.8)

(B.r.e)

(8./.10)

(8.r.11)

(8.r.12)

element.

The two dimensional coordinate system is denoted by rr and 12. The direction

normal to æyæ2 plane is denoted by rr. Equations (A.II.1)-(A.II.4) and (4.I.5)-

(.A..I.7) apply identically here.

Plane Stress Formulations For Creep Anall'sis With Fish's Model:

o. : lc?t i o3, - ottozz i go?r]i (B.rr.1)

Define following:

ç : (Zon - ozz) ; 'P : (2o22 - ott ) (B.I Lza)

(B.rr.2b)

Szt

Szz

Szs

5er

Ssz

5ss

?'i' :x,(xrq''- r-r)
oon

?'3' :Ä,(xrüt= z-r)
oozz

2'3' : x1x2ú 6o12
i)on
ô-^^ri, : xtxze6on
öott
ã+ç^
#: X1X2l6op
dozz

2ti' - 6x1(6 x2opop I r)
don

'r 1,xr: it":-' exp{ó(f -lnl-i)i i Xz: ù{p-t+6q(t-1)}
The strain rate matrix is (u'ith notations in eqns. B.iI.2):

f¿r,ì (ø I @.rr.B)þ: èî¡ : 
\il:,i 

: 
"' i ,Y,, j

[^9]'is a symmetric matrix of dimensions (3x3); the components of the upper

triangle of [,5]' are (u'ith notations in eqns. B.II.2):

srr : ?'it :x, (xzoo + 2)
öott
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sr.,

Stt

Szz

Szt

,Ss e

Define following:

q:i2o¡-ozz-ossl ; ü

Xr : Co!-t exp{á(f -inf -

The strain rate matrix is (rvith

: ?tÎt : xr (xzc'ü - 1)
oazz

9Sr - x1x2Þ 6oe
ootz

2'8, :Ä, (xrvq, , 2)
oozz

2'3' : -t1x2rI 6ø12
aotz
ôi'î' 

- 6x.(6 x,opop | !)
0orz - w/rl\u1!2s

'-r. I $ I
'"' ì_ u:rr l

(B.rr.5)

(B.rr.6)

(B.r r .7)

(B.rr.8)

(B.rr.e)

element.

(B.rrr.3)

[Dì' and lB)TlDj"lB] are as described in Appendix A under plane stress

(nI). Á.xisymmetric Analysis

Axis]¡mmetric Generai Formulations :

The cylindrical coordinate system is denoted b¡' (r.0,2). For convenience, coordi-

nate axes r. 0, z are denoted, respectively, by tt t t2,, lcs. Due to axisymmetry,

quantities do not vary rvith æ2 (ie. á). Equations (Ä.IIi.l) to (A.III.7) apply iden-

ticaliy here.

Axis]'mmetric Formulations For Creep Analysis M¡ith Fish's Model:

o" : la?t * o'r, * o3, - ctlazz - ozzost - o1er tt + Salr)i (B.rrr.1)

: l2o2z - ot1- orr] ; Í-l: i2or, - ott - ozzf

1 . @'III'Za)
t)Ì ; xz : *Z{r- 1 + 6rt(t - t)) (B.IrI.2b)

notations in eqns. B.III.2):

l^9]" is a symmetric matrix of dimensions (4x4); the components of the upper

triangle of i,Sl' are (rvith notations in eqns. B.III.2):

þ:èî:{;ii 
}=

srr : 3'î' : Är (trzoÕ + 1)
oott
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Sn:

Sre :

,5r+ :

Szz :

Szu :

Sz+ :

,5ss :

Ss+ :

S++:

?'ît : x. (x,ov - 1l
öozz J\ - 2/

?¿ît : x, l-xoon - 1l
öo# 

r\ c 
2/

?'ît : x,.xzÕ 6ø13
oots

?'3' :x, (xzq'ü r- 1)
oozz

?'5' :x, rx,vn - 1l
dozs -\ - 2/

9ÉL - xtxzü 6ø13
oots

?'5' : x, (xrCIf-t-i- 1)
oosz
q$q - x,À10 6o13
oon

?i:it :gx1(12 xzatsørs -,-. 1)
öots

(B.rrr.5)

(B.rrr.6)

(B.rrr.7)

(B.rrr.8)

(A.r r r .e)

(B.r rr .r0)

(B.rrr.77)

(B.rrr.12)

(B.rrr.t3)

(B.rv.2b)

(B.IIi.2c)

[D]' and l.BlTlA*[B] are as described in Appendix A under axisymmetric element.

(V). Flane Strain Axisymmetric (P.S.A.) Analysis

P.S.A. General Formulations:

The polar coordinate system is denoted by (r, d). For convenience, coordinate axes

r, 0 are denoted, respectivel)', by r!¡ tz. Due to axisymmetry, quantities do not vary

rvith z2 (ie. d). The direction normal to æ1-æ2 plane is denoted by r¡. Equations

(A.i\¡.1) to (A.IV.7) .pply identically here.

P.S.A. Formulations For Creep Analysis With Fish's i\4odel:

o" : la?t * o3, - cttozz ï u(u - I)(o?, + o2zz ï Zottorr)]i

Defrne following:

(B.II/.1)

O : l(2 - ,)ou - (1 + ")ozrl ; ü : f(2 - r)ozz - (1 + ,)ortl (B.Irr.2a)

o-

t-
lz("' - u * L)on * (2u2 - 2u - 1)orrl

lZ("t -u-7!)o22*(2u2 -2u- 1)"rr]
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jli: Ir,r-' expiá(r-lnf -1)Ì i xz: +{p-tr6q(l-1)} (B.Ir/.zd,)

The strain rate matri>r is (with notations in eqns. B.i\¡.2):

þ: èi¡: {il } : ", {$ } @ il,r)

[.9]'is an unsymmetric matrix of dimensions (2x2), the components of which are

(with notations in eqns. B.I\¡.2):

,srr : 3'Ît : x, (xrÕf¿+ 2 - r)don

sn:#:xr(xr-õf - r-r)
szt:*:x'(x'q'f¿-7-')
ñ ôè3, r' ,bzt : ;: : À1 (-lzül + 2 - ")öozz

(B.rv.4)

(B.rv.5)

(B.rv.6)

(B.rv.7)

iD]' and lB)1-lÐ)"[B] are as described in Appendix A, under P.S.A. element.

(V). Three-Dimensional.Analysis

3-D General Formulations:

The orthogonaì. coordinate system is denoted by tt , 12,, aLflå ø3. Equations (4.V.1)

to (4.V.9) apply identically here.

3-D Formulations For Creep Anal]'sis With Fish's }4odel:

o": Lo?t ï o3r* a\s - utt6z2 - c2zass - ozsott llal, +Zol, iSolrl+ çA.V.t¡

Define following:

ç:i}on- ozz-oszf j E:l_2o22-ørr-øs¿] i g: [2ø3a-ott-ozz) (8.V.zo.)

Xr: Cot-' exp{ó(l-tnf-1)} t Xz:+{p-t+6rt|-1)} (B.v.zb)
40i'

The strain rate matrix is (rn'ith notations in eqns. 8.V.2):
'-cet1

c22

:,c
Ì72

lnz

|,37

: 1x,
2

e
ìI/

f-¿

6ot,
6ozz

6ost

þ:èi¡:
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i5]' is a symmetric matrix of dimensions

triangle of i.9j' are (with notations in eqns.

(6x6); the components of the upper

B.\r.2):

5rr :

c.^ -9I¿ 
-

c¿].3 -

,9r+ :

Srs :

,5ro :

Szz :

Szs :

Sz+:

Szs:

Szs :

Sss :

Se+ :

5s¡ :

c-136 
-

S++:

5¿s :

5+o :

(_- -a/ò5 
-

0èî,
0on
ãèî'
ôon
ôèît
ôosz

0èi,
ôorz
ôèîr
ôozz

õèî,
õost
ôè3,

0ozz

0è3,

ôon
oei.z

ô"-
0è32

ôozs

0è5,

ôost
ôè3t

ôozs

oè3'
0on
ôèEt

ôozs

ôèât

ðost
o'Yiz

0"-
0ii,
0ort
ôii,
ôost
õi5'
0ozs

(8.I,'3)

(8.v.4)

(B.Ii.5)

(8.v.6)

(8.v.7)

(B.v-.8)

(B.IÌ.e)

(B.v'.10)

(B.V.rL)

(B.v.t2)

(B.r/.13)

(8.v.14)

(8.r,r15)

(B.v.r6)

(8.1/.17)

(B.r/.18)

(B.r/.Le)

(8.1r.20)

(B.v.zr)

- xl (x2ÞÕ + i)

: X, (X"OV - 1lr\ - 2/

: X, l-f,o On - 1lJ\ e 
2/

: XtXz@ 6o12

: XtXzó (to2s

: XtXzÕ 6o31

- x1(x2vq/ + i)
1: X. (X,ü0 - :)¿\ - 2/

: XtXzú 6op

: XtXzV 6o23

: XtXzü 6o31

- x1 (x2f¿f-¿ -r i)

- Xr X2Q 6oy2

- X1 X2(I6o2s

- X1X2f) 6o31

- 3Xr (72 X2opcrz * 1)

:36XrX -2oy2o2s

: 36Xr X2 c¿o31

: 3Xr (72 X2oyozs ï 7')
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A:,C
^ 

UI23
'9;o : uft:36xrx2 6zsõzt (B'v'22)

,Snn : ?-li. :gx1(12 xzostøsr * 1) (B.v.zB)vbb - ôoz, -

lDl- and lBll'tLÐ)^lB1 are as described in Appendix A under 3-D element.
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,{PPENDIX C

Finite Element Implementation Of Domaschuk's Creep Model

Let K" denote the tangeni bulk creep function (eqn. 3.33) and G" the tangent shear

creep function (eqn. 3.34). Following quantities are defrned:

(I). Plane Strain Analysis

The trvo dimensional coordinate system is

normal to æ1-æ2 plane is denoted by tr.

do : ( drrr, dorr, dor, )r , with

de : ( d.e¡, d,e22, d1,r, )T ,

u-- (ur,

do : lÐ) de , rn'her. [t]

do:(dorr, dozr,

de: ( d.e¡, d,e22, dess, d,11s )T ,

u: ( zr,

d,o : [D] ¿e , r'here lÐl :

(c.1)

denoted by tr and æ2. The direction

þ:K^*4G": ü -K--2G'
r) r)

d.oy- V(de11 *dezz)

rn'here d1n :2d,e12

U, )'

dor, )T

d'Ytt :Zd'eg

l-o q, o I:lv o o l

Io o zG.)

[B] is deflned in eqn.

(c.r.1)

(c.r.2)

(c.r.3)

(c.r.4)

(A.i.7).

(c.rr.L)

(c.r r .2)

(c.rr.3)

(c.rr.4)

Equations (4.I.5)-(A..I.7) appiy identically here.

($). AxisS'¡¡¡1¡¡etric Analysis

The cylindrical coordinate system is denoted by (r,0,2). For convenience, coordi-

nate axes r, 0, z are denoted, respectivel"r', by tr, t2¡ r,B. Due to axisymmetry,

quantities do not vary with æ2 (ie. 0).

doss,

where

U, )'

r9
l{,
lv
Lo

\irü0
Õü 0
q/Õ0
002G"
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Equations (A.IIL5)-(A.III.7) apply identically here. lB] is defined in eqn. (A.III.7),

In evaluating the stiffness integral, lBl'lDjfB] in eqn. (3.61) should be multiplied

by the appropriate term 2nr1.

(V). Plane Strain Äxisymmetric (P.S..{.) .A.nalysis

The polar coordinate system is denoted by (r, d). For convenience, coordinate axes

r, 0 ane denoted, respectively, by tr,, t2. Due to axisymmetr¡', quantities do not

vary with æ2 (ie. á). The direction normal Lo æ1-æ2 plane is denoted by ru.

do : ( dorr, dor, )T and doss - ü(de11

de : ( d,e¡, d,e22 )T

u:(rr)

* d,e22) (c Jrr.l)

do : lD) de , v,'here lD] :

Equations (A.i\¡.5)-(A.IV.7) appiy identically here. fB]

In evaluating ihe stiffness integral, lBl'LD)[B] in eqn.

by the appropriate term 2rræ1.

(IV). Three-Ðimensional Analysis

The orthogonal coordinate system is denoted by rt ,, 12, and æ,3.

do : ( dorr, dozz, doss, dorz,, dozs, dor, )T (c Jv.I)

(cJr/.z)

(c.rv.3)

Õüü 0

ü{,V0
UrVÕ 0

0

0

0
Q.rv.4)do : iDj de . wher" iDl : IL"i I o o o 2G"

(c JII.2)

(cJrr.3)

3 Yl (.crrr. 
)ü Õl \

is defined in eqn. (A.I\¡.7).

(3.61) should be multiplied

de: ( d.e¡, d,e22, durr, dlrz, d1zs, djr, )T , vshere d'y;j:Zde¿j

u : ( üI; ,ttrz, uz )T

0

0

0

0000
0000

00
2G. o

0 2G"

Equations (4.V.5)-(4.V.7) apply identically here. [B] is

q D.)zùù

defined in eqn. (A.\¡.7),



,{PPENDXX Ð

Finite Ðlement Codes For Creep ,A.nalysis

(I). Code ITFECC - A

The computer code ITFECC-A employs a "macro-programming language", which

permits a sequence of finite element processes specified by the user. The problem

size and extent is defined by the input of an initial set of giobal controi parameters.

Thereafter, the mesh details (except for boundary conditions) are specified. The

macro program mode is activated next, by rvhich boundary condition details and

solution process are specified.

See Appendix E for a sample input data file and corresponding output. A brief

description of control parameters, macro commands, and element subroutines are

provided below; however, for detailed description of features of the code, preparation

of input data, and interpretation of output results, reference should be made

to the user manual for code ITFECC-A.

Globai Controi Parameters:

NUMNP : No. of nodes.

NUMEL : I\rïo. of elements.

NUMMAT : No. of diflerent material sets.

NDM : No. of dimensions for the problem,

ltDF : No. of degrees of freedom per node.

NEN

NSN

LGS

NLD

Maximum no. of nodes connected to an element.

No. of stresses involved in the analysis.

No. of Gauss points per element for maintaining stress history.

No. of load steps.

N-A.D : No. of additional degrees of freedom per element.

ITERC : Iteration indicator.l (see Notes on next page)

KAUTO : Automatic time step increase indicator.2 (see l{otes on next page)

NCYCL : Maximum no. of solution cJ'cles for the analysis.

THETA : Value of I (see eqn. 3.45).
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TTIN{E : Maximum val.ue of elapsed time upto n'hich soiution process rvouid be

continued.

NAFE : l,io. of adfreeze elements.

LAGS : No. of integration points (< LGS) for adfreeze elements.

Notes:
1 If ITERC < 0, iteration will be continued until convergence; if ITERC : 0, no

iterations will be performed; if ITERC : N, (N > 0), a maximum of N iterations

may be performed per time step.

2 If KAUTO + 0, automatic increases of time step could be made; otherwise, every

time step increase should be explicitly specified.

Macro Commands: A list of macro commands avaiiable in ITFECC-A is given be-

Iow: for details, see user manual for ITFECC-A.

Control Macro Commands

Command Desc¡iption

ITFC Starts the program (code ITFECC-A).

MACR Starts the macro-program mode.

END Terminates the analysis.

Macro-type Commands For Mesh Input

Command Description

COOR Read, generate and print nodal coordinate data.

ELEM Read, generate and print element connectivity data and

material set numbers.

END Signifies the end of mesh data input excluding the

boundar¡' condition data.

MATE Read and print element materiai data.

POLA Convert polar coordinates to cartesian.

SPHE Convert spherical coordinates to cartesian.

NOPR Suppress output of subsequent data.

PAGE Change carriage control for output.

PRiI{ Resume printing of subsequent data.
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Programming Macro Commands

Command Description

ATDT Controls automatic check/increase of time increment.

AUTO Signals the automatic increase of time increment.

BOUN Controls input of boundary condition codes.

CHNG Signals a change in boundary conditions.

CREP Signals the start of creep analysis,

(prior to CREP, the program conducts elastic analysis).

DATA Controls reading of specified data from specified disk/tape units

(for resuming a previously terminated analvsis).

DISK Specifies the disk/tape unit number for output of specified

displacement quantities with time.

DiSP Prints nodal displacement at specified steps.

DT May be used to specify initial time step.

END Signals the end of macro command sequence.

FORC Controls input of boundary condition forces and displacements.

FORM Forms the right hand side for global equilibrium equation system.

INDT Increases length of time increment u'henever this macro is

encountered, by a specified amount.

ITER Controls the start of an iteration loop.

ITNX Marks the end of an iteration loop, and automatically checks

for convergence.

LOOP Controls the start of a particular solution loop for a specified

number of time steps.

NEXT Marks the end of a solution loop started by a macro LOOP.

NOCR Terminates creep analysis and returns to elastic anal¡'sis.

NOMC Suppresses printing of macro commands during analysis.

NOPR Suppresses printing of boundary condition details.

NOPS Suppresses all activities invoked by macro PRST.

PLOT \4irites specified displacement quantities at specified intervals to

a specified disk/iape unit (in a form suitable for plotting).

PX,{AC Enables printing of all macro commands during analysis.
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Programrning Macro Commands conú.

Command Description

PRST Can be used to control output of results for stresses.

PUi\iC Controls n'riting specifi.ed results to specified disk/tape units.

RATE Controls the input of rate boundary conditions.

RDSK Selects nodes/elements for reaction evaluation.

REAC Controls the computation and printing of reactions.

REPT Compiles selected sums of reactions (in a form suitable for plotting).

RITE Prints specifred current arrays as output.

SDSK Selects stress quantities (for plotting) and relevant disk/tape units.

SOLV Solves the global equilibrium equation s¡'stem.

SRDK Selects elements for monitoring strain rates.

SRTP Compiles seiected strain rates (in a form suitable for plotting).

STPT Compiles selected stress quantities u'ith time (for ploiting).

STRE Evaluates stress increments,

STRS Prints stress values at specified steps in a time-incrementing ioop.

TANG Forms the symmetric tangent stiffness matrix.

TIME Updates elapsed time by the length of the current time step.

TOLD Controls tolerance limit for the convergence check.

UTAIV Forms the unsymmetric tangent stiffness ma,t¡ix.

Element Librarl'

Each type of element is given a designated name as ELMTnn , where nn is lhe

aÌlocated number for that element subroutine. Note that all elements under power

law are capable of handling multiple load steps under Power Lai,r' Extension II. The

available elemenl sub¡outines are:

Name Description

ELMTOl Plane strain axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under power law.

ELMTO2 1-D element under power law.

EL]\,{T03 1-D element under Fish's model.

ELN{T04 P1ane strain axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under Fish's model.

EL\{T05 AxisS'mmetric frozen soil/ice element under power law.

' ELMT06 Axisymmetric linear elastic element (for use in creep anal5rsis).
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Element Library corzf.

ELMT07 Axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under Fish's model.

ELMTO8 Plane strain ftozen soil/ice element under power ì.au'.

ELI\4T09 P1ane strain linear elastic element (for use in creep analysis).

ELMT1O Piane strain frozen soil/ice element under Fish's model.

ELMTiI Plane stress frozen soil/ice element under power lat'.

ELMT12 Plane stress iinear eiastic eiement (for use in creep analysis).

ELMT13 Piane stress frozen soii/ice element under Fish's model.

ELMT14 3-D frozen soil/ice element under power larv.

ELMT15 3-D linear elastic element (for use in creep analysis).

ELMT16 3-D frozen soil/ice element under Fish's model.

ELMT17 Adfreeze/bond strength (interface) eiement for 2-D analysis.

(n). Code ITFECC - ts

This code is verv similar to ITFECC-A in organization and structure. Most of the

macros employed in ITFECC-A are available here. The element library includes

two element subroutines, ie.:

Name Description

ELIVIT01 Plane strain axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under

Power Larn' Extension I.

ELMTO2 Axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under Por¡'er Lau' Extension I.

(III). Code ILFEIIIP

The computer code ILFENP employs a basic modular structure, an execution se-

quence, and a macro-programming language similar to code ITFECC-A, except for

the basic difference that ILFENP is rvritten using a load incremental algorithm.

A brief description of global control parameters, macro commands, and element

subroutines for code ILFENP is provided here; for details, referenee should be

made to the user manual for the code iLFENP.

Globai Control Parameters

These parameters are identical to those listed earlier for the code ITFECC-4, except

that the parameters TTIME, NAFE, LAGS are not used, and NLD is not relevant.
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Control Macro Commands

These are similar to those iisted earlier for the code ITFECC-A, except that the

macro command to start the program is ILFN.

Macro-tlrpe Commands For Mesh Input

These are identical to those listed earlier for the code ITFECC-A.

Programming Macro Commands

Foliowing macro commands are functionally ideniical to corresponding macro com-

mands listed earlier under code ITFECC-A:

BOUN, DATA, DISK, DISP, END, FORC, FORNI, ITER, ITNX, NEXT, NOMC,

NOPR, NOPS, PLOT, PMAC, PRST, PUNC, RITE, SDSI(, SOL\¡, STPT, STRE,

TANG, TOLD, UTAN.

Follou'ing additional/different macro commands are availabie:

Command Description

CON\¡ Performs a convergence check for non-linear elastic problems.

LOOP Divides the applied load into a specified no. of load steps

and starts a load incrementing solution loop.

STRS Prints stress values at specified steps in a load-incrementing loop.

TIN4E Increments the applied load bJ' a specified increment.

Element Library

Element designation is similar to that in ITFECC-A. The subroutine list is:

Name Description

ELMTO1 Plane strain axisymmetric frozen soil/ice element under

Domaschuk's model.

ELMTO2 Axisymmetric element under Domaschuk's model.

ELN{T03 Plane strain element under Domaschuk's model.

ELI\{T04 Plane stress element under Domaschuk's model.

ELMTO5 3-D element under Domaschuk's model.

The same element sub¡outines above can be used to represent linear elastic elements

by specifying time of solution : 0, and by using eiastic bulk and shear modulii

appropriately (see user manuai for code ILFENP).
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,A.PPEtriDTX Ð

Sample Input Data File:

ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam r¿ Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Oeno *22/06/91*
55 10 1 2 2 B 3 1 1

- I 1 85645 0. 5 20960 .0
cooR

1 1 0.0 150.0
11 500.0 150.0
12 1 0.0 112.5
22 500.0 112.5
23 1 0.0 75.0
33 500.0 75.0
34 1 0.0 37.5
44 s00.0 37.5
45 1 0.0 0.0
s5 500.0 0.0

ELEM
1112325312241422
61234s4725344636242

MATB
1 11

2.0D+05 0 .49 0.00 1 300 2.00 0.40
0.0 0.0 2.0 100.0

END
MACR
BOUN 1

FORC 1

TÀNG , FORM
SOLV
DI SP
NOPS
STRE
CREP
TOLD O. 1

NOMC
AUTO 0. 0 1 50. 0
LOOP 200
,¡\TDT 0.5
TI ME
I TER
TANG , FORM
SOLV
STRE
ITNX
DISP 2OO
srRs 200
NEXT
END
BOUN 1't3 2 -1 -1

21 11
35 2 -1 -1
43 11
1 11 -1

45 1

11 11 -1
55 1

FORC 1

33 200.0

STOP
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Output File from ITFECC-A:

0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91x

NUMBER OF NODÀL POINTS
NUMBER OF ETEMENTS =
NUMBER OF MATERIAL SBTS
DIMENSION OF COORDINÀTE SPÀCE=
DEGREE OF FREEDOMS ,/ NODE
NODES PER ELEMENT (MAXIMUM) =
NUMBER OF STRESSES INVOLVED
NO OF GAUSS PTS FOR STRESSBS =
NO OF LOÀD INCREMENTS
EXTRA D.O.F. TO ELBMENT
ITERATION CODE
ÀUTO TIME SELECTION CODE
MAX NO OF SOLUTION CYCLES
THETA (FOR STRESSES)
TOTÀL TIME FOR AUTO ANÀLYSIS =
NO OF ÀDFREEZE/BOND ELEMENTS =
NO Or GAUSS PTS FOR ADFR EIMS=

55
t0

1

2
2

B

3
1

1

0

-l
1

85645
0.50

20960.000
0
0

0ITFC't I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*neno *22/06/91*
NODÀL COORDINÀTES

NODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
.t1

12
13
14
15
i6
17
.tB

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
aa

2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
JI
3B
39
40
41
42

1 cooRD
0.

50.00
100.0
150.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350.0
400.0
450.0
500.0

0.
50.00
100.0
1s0.0
200.0
2s0.0
300.0
350.0
400.0
450.0
500.0

0.
s0.00
100.0
150.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350.0
400.0
450.0
s00.0

0.
s0.00
'100.0
150.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
3s0.0
400.0

2 cooRD
150.0
150.0
1s0.0
150.0
1 50.0
150.0
1s0.0
1s0.0
150.0
1s0.0
150.0
1 12.5
1'12 .5
12.5
12.5
12,5
12,5
12.5
12.5
1 2.5
12.5
12.5

75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
7s.00
7s.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
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43 450.0 37. s0
44 500.0 37.50

0ITFC * l-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91x
NODÀt COORDINATBS .

NODE -I COORD 2 COORD

45 0.
46 50.00
47 100.0
48 1 50.0
49 200.0
50 250.0

51 300.0
52 3s0.0
s3 400.0
54 450.0
55 500.0

7

B

9
10

* 1 BOUN
* 2 EORC
* 3 TÀNG FORM
* 4 SOtv
* 5 DISP
* 6 NOPS
* 7 STRE
* B CREP
* 9 TOLD
* 10 NOMC
* 11 ÀuTo
* 12 LOOP
* 13 ÀTDT
't 14 TIME
* 15 ITER
* 16 TÀNG FORM
* 17 SOLV* 18 STRE
* 19 ITNX
* 20 DISP
* 21 STRS

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
ELEMENTS

ETEMENT MÀTERIÀL lNODE 2NODE 3NODE 4NODE SNODE 6NODE TNODE SNODE
1

2

3

4
5
6

1232531224142
3 25 27 5 14 26 t6 4

5 27 29 7 16 28 18 6
7 29 31 9 18 30 20 B

9 31 33 11 20 32 22 10
23 4s 47 25 34 46 36 24
25 47 49 27 36 48 38 26
27 49 51 29 38 50 40 28
29 51 53 31 40 52 42 30
31 s3 ss 33 42 s4 44 32

0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
MATERIÀL PROPERTIES
MÀTERIÀL SET 1 FOR ELEMßNT TYPE1 1

PLANE STRESS CREEP/EIASTIC ELEMENT
YOUNGS MODUTAS = 0.20000E+06
PoISSONS RATIo = 0.49000
PARAMETER "4" = 0. 'l 30008-02
PARÀMETER "8" = 2.0000
PARAMETER "C" = 0.40000
BODY FORCES IN R,Z = 0.
ORDER OF NUMER INTGRN = 2.0000
THICKNESS oF DoMAIN = 1 00.00

0.

1MÀCRO-PRoGRAM MoDE
0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Oeno *22/06/91*

1 .0000
1 .0000

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0. 10000
0.

200.00
0. s0000

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

200.00
200.00

0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *

0. *
0. *
0. rr

0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *
0. *

0. I 00008-0 1 50.000 *
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* 22 NEXT* 23 END
OITFC * I-6* Creep in

**MÀCRO INSTRUCTION
OITFC * I-6* Creep in

NODÀL B.C.

0.
0.

Beam w Plane Stress-
1 EXECUTBD** BOUN

Beam w Plane Stress-

*
beam*Demo *22/06/91*

v1 = 1.000 v) =
beam*Demo *22/06/91*

0.
0.

S.S.

s.s.

0.
1 DISPL

,v2=

0.

NODE
1

11
12
'13
.t5

17
19
21
22
23
33
34
35
37
39
41
43
44
45
55

1 B.C. 2 B.C.
-1

0
-1
-1
-,|
-1
-1

1

0

-1
0

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

1

0
1

0
**MÀCRO INSTRUCTION 2 EXECUTED** FORC V1 =0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w plane Stress- S.S. beam*Demo

NODAL FORCE/DISPL
NODE lFORCE 2FORCE

33 0. 200.0
**MÀCRO INSTRUCTION 3 EXECUTED** TÀNG

**MÀCRO INSTRUCTION 4 EXECUTED** SOLV
**MÀCRO INSÎRUCTION 5 EXECUTED** DTSP

OITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w plane Stress-

0
-1

0

-1
0

-1
0

-1
-1
*,|
-1

1

-1
0
1

Vl =

v1 = 0.

1 .000
*22/06/91*

0.

( ro¡n r wcR. ¡¡o
2 DISPL

,Y2=

,v2=
tY2=

1)

0.

0,
0.v1 = 0.

S.S. beam*Deno x22/06/91*
NODÀL DISPLACEMENTS
NODE 1 COORD

1 0.0000
2 s0.0000
3 100.0000
4 1 50.0000
5 200.0000
6 250.0000
7 300.0000
I 350.0000
9 400.0000.10 450.0000

1 1 500.0000
12
13

0.0000
50.0000't4 100.0000

1 5 1 s0.0000
16 200.0000

-0.33648-03 0.0000E+00
-0 .333 1 E-03 0 .23 1 9E-03
-0.32318-03 0.45928-03
-0.30648-03 0.67788-03
-0.28318-03 0.B82BE-03
-0. 253 1 E-03 0. 1 0708-02
-0.21 638-03 0. 12358-02
-0 . 1 7338-03 0. 137 4E-02
-0. 1 22BE-03 0. 1 4B0E-02
-0.65748-04 0. 1 sssE-02
0.00008+00 0. 1 57BE-02

-0. 1 6s9E-03 0.0000u+00
0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00

-0. 1 5928-03 0.46298-03
0.0000E+00 0.00008+00

-0. 1 3928-03 0.89038-03
0.00008+00 0.00008+00

-0. 1 0598-03 0. 12468-02
0.00008+00 0.00008+00

-0.58828-04 0.1496[.-02
0.00008+00 0.0000a+00
0.00008+00 0.16028-02

-0.66528-19 û.00008+00
-0.88948- 1 9 0.23438-03
0.20338-1 9 0.4642E-03
0.47438-19 0.68518-03

TIME
2 cooRD

1 s0.0000
1s0.0000
1s0.0000
1 50.0000
150.0000
150.0000
1s0.0000
150.0000
'150.0000
150.0000
1 50.0000

17 250.0000

23 0.0000

1B 300.0000
19 3s0.0000
20 400.0000
21 450.0000
22 500.0000

12.5000
1 2.5000
12.5000
12.5000
12.5000
12.5000
12.5000
12.5000
12. s000
12.5000
12.5000
75.0000
75.0000
75.0000
75.0000

24 50.0000
25 100.0000
26 I 50.0000
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27 200.0000
28 250.0000
29 300.0000
30 350.0000
31 400.0000
32 450.0000
33 500.0000

7s.0000 0.20338-1 B 0. B92BE-03
75.0000 0.59978-1 B 0. 1 0B3E-02
7s.0000 0.46088-18 0.12s1E-02
75.0000 0.6200D-lB 0.13918-02
7s.0000 0.18978-18 0.15028-02
75.0000 -0.'l 7368-18 0.15748-02
75.0000 0.00008+00 0. 1 61 5E-02
37.5000 0. 1 6598-03 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.0000s+00
37. 5000 0. 1 5928-03 0.46298-03
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
37. s000 0. 1 3928-03 0.89038-03
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
37. 5000 0. 1 0598-03 0 .12468-02
37.5000 0.0000e+00 0.0000u+00
37.5000 0.5BB2E-04 0. 1 4968-02
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.00008+00 0. 1 6028-02
0.0000 0.33648-03 0.00008+00
0.0000 0.33318-03 0.23198-03
0 .0000 0 . 323 1 B-03 0.45928-03
0.0000 0.30648-03 0.67788-03
0.0000 0.28318-03 0.BB2BE-03
0.0000 0.2s318-03 0.10708-02

36 100.0000
37 150.0000
38 200.0000
39 2s0.0000
40 300.0000
41 350.0000
42 400.0000
43 450.0000
44 s00.0000

34
35

45
46

0.0000
50.0000

0.0000
50.0000

47 100.0000
48 150.0000
49 200.0000
50 250.0000

0IÎFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
NODÀL DISPLÀCEMENTS TIME O. (T,O¡O T¡¡CN. NO = 1)
NODE lCOORD 2COORD lDISPL 2DISPL

51 300.0000 0.0000 0.21638-03 0.123s8-02
52 350. 0000 0 .0000 0. 1 7338-03 0 . 1 3748-02
53 400.0000 0.0000 0. 1 22BE-03 0. 1 4808-02
54 450.0000 0.0000 0.65748-04 0. 1 5558-02
55 500.0000 0.0000 0.00008+00 0. 1 57BE-02

**MACRO INSTRUCTION 6 EXECUTED'k* NOPS V1 = 0. , V2 =
**MACRO INSTRUCTION 7 EXECUTED** STRE V1 = 0. , V2 =

OITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
INITIAL ÀVERAGED ELASTIC STRBSSES (TIMB = O)

ELBMENT TYPE I-COORD 2-COORD 1 1-STRESS

0.
0.

1

a

3
4
5
6
7

s0.0000 1 1 2.5000 0. 1 3338-0 I
150.0000 I 12.s000 0.40018-01
250.0000 1 1 2. s000 0.66578-0 1

350.0000 112.5000 0.93s18-01
450.0000 112.5000 0.1181
50.0000 37.5000 -0.13338-01

1 50 .0000 37. 5000 -0.400 1 B-0 1

250.0000 37.s000 -0.66578-01
350.0000 37.5000 -0. 935 1 E-0 1

450.0000 37.5000 -0.1 181

2 2 -STRESS
-0. 1 0278-04
-0.40518-04
-0. 1 7568-03
-0. 90 1 7E-03
-0.26178-02
0. 1 0278-04
0.405 1 E-04
0.17568-03
0. 90 1 7E-03
0.26178-02

1 2-STRESS
0.13338-01
0.13338-01
0. 1 3338-0 1

0. I 333E-0 1

0. 1 3338-0 1

0.13338-01
0. 1 3338-01
0.13338-01
0. 1 333E-0 1

0.13338-01
**MACRO INSTRUCTION 8 EXECUTED** CREP
**MACRO INSTRUCTION 9 EXECUTED** TOLD
**MACRO INSTRUCTION 1O EXECUTED** NOMC** M12 LOOP = = = NEXT t422 (¡¡O. Or RBPETITION = 200 )

0ITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam
, NODAL DISPTÀCEMENTS

w Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
(LoAD INcR. No = 1)

B

9
10

NODE
1

2
3
4

9
10
11
12

V] =
Vl=
V1 =

0. , v2 =0.1000 , v2 =
0. , v2 =

0.
0.
0.

TrME 4.0625000
1 cooRD
0.0000

s0.0000
1 00.0000
1s0.0000
200.0000
250.0000
300.0000
350.0000
400.0000
450.0000
500.0000

0.0000

2 cooRD
150.0000
I50.0000
150.0000
150.0000
1 50.0000
1 50.0000
1 50.0000.ls0.0000
150.0000
150.0000
1s0.0000
1 12.5000

1 DISPL
-0.21328-01

2 DISPL
0.0000u+00
0. 1 4528-0 1

0. 28938-0 1

0.43208-01
0.56978-0 1

0.70188-01
0.82168-01
0.92978-0 1

0.1012u+00
0. 1 082e+00
0. 1 08BE+00
0.00008+00

-0 .2'17 4E-0
-0 .2 1 06E-0
-0.21018-0

5
6
7
B

-0. 1 9738-0 1

-0. 1 B78E-0 1

-0. 1 64BE-0 I

-0.14308-01
-0. 1 0508-0 1

-0.63348-02
0.00008+00

-0 .98978-02
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13
14
15
16
17
1B
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

50.0000
100.0000
150.0000
200.0000
250.0000
300.0000
3s0.0000
400.0000
450.0000
500.0000

0.0000
s0.0000

100.0000

1 2.5000 0.0000u+00 0.0000c+00
1 2. s000 -0.97908-02 0.29038-0 1

1 2.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
12.5000 -0.91598-02 0.s7308-01
1 2.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
1 2.5000 -0.75598-02 0. B2B4E-0 t
2.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
2.5000 -0.450 1 E-02 0. 1 0278+00
2.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
2.5000 0.00008+00 0.11198+00

75.0000 -0. 23 1 9E- 1 7 0. 00008+00
75.0000 -0.106s8-17 0.14558-01
75.0000 -0.4 1 058- 1 7 0. 29078-0 I
75. 0000 '-0 .2960F*17 0.434 1 E-0 1

75.0000 -0.54728-17 0.57428-01
75.0000 0.42638-17 0.70738-01
75.0000 -0.95558- t I 0.83 1 58-0 1

75.0000 0.37868-1 7 0.93928-01
75.0000 0.14988-17 0.10338+00
7s.0000 0.138lE-17 0.1091c+0075.0000 0. 0000e+00 0. 1 1 438+00
37.5000 0.9897E-02 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.0000n+00
37.5000 0.97908-02 0.29038-01
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.91598-02 0.57308-01
37.5000 0.0000n+00 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.7s598-02 0.B2B4E-01
37.5000 0 .0000n+00 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.450 1 E-02 0. 1 0278+00
37.5000 0.00008+00 0.00008+00
37.5000 0.0000s+00 0.11198+00
0.0000 0.2132r,-0 1 0.00008+00
0.0000 0. 2 1 748-0 1 0. 1 4528-0 1

0.0000 0. 2 1 068-0 1 0. 28938-0 1

0.0000 0.21018-01 0.43208-01
0.0000 0. 1 9738-0 1 0.56978-0 1

0. 0000 0. 1 BTBE-o 1 0.70 1 BB-0 1

47 100.0000
48 150.0000
49 200.0000
50 250.0000

oITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w

NODÀL DISPLACEMENTS
NODE 1 COORD

51 300.0000
52 350.0000
53 400.0000
54 450.0000
5s 500.0000

OITFC * I-6* Creep in Beam w

ÀVERAGED ELBMENT ('rOtEr,)
ELEMENT TYPE I-COORD

26 150.0000
27 200.0000
28 250.0000
29 300.0000
30 3s0.0000
31 400.0000
32 450.0000
33 500.0000

36 100.0000
37 150. 0000
38 200.0000
39 250.0000
40 300.0000
41 350.0000
42 400.0000
43 4s0.0000
44 500.0000

34
35

45
46

0.0000
50.0000

0.0000
50.0000

1

2
3
4
5
6

B

9
10

50.0000
1s0.0000
2s0.0000
350.0000
450.0000
50.0000

1 50.0000
250.0000
3s0.0000
450.0000

Plane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno *22/06/91*
TrME 4 .0625000 (LoAD INcR. No = t)
2 COORD 1 DISPL 2 DISPL
0.0000 0.16488-01 0.82168-0t
0.0000 0. 1 430E-0 1 0. 92978-01
0.0000 0.10508-01 0.10128+00
0.0000 0.63348-02 0. 1 0B2e+00
0.0000 0.00008+00 0. 1 0BBE+00

PIane Stress- S.S. beam*Deno t,22/06/91*
STRESSES AT TIMB = 4.0625000

2-cooRD 11-SIRBSS 22-STRESS 12-STRESS
12.5000 0.17428-0 1 -0.29988-04 0.13338-01
12.5000 0.51838-01 -0.85148-04 0.13338-01
1 2. 5000 0 .85288-0 r -0. 22948-03 0 . 1 333E-0 1

12.5000 0.t185 -0.11048-02 0.13338-01
1 2.5000 0. 1 483 -0.29098-02 0.1 3338-01
37 . 5000 -0 . I 7428-0 I 0. 29988-04 0. I 333E-0 1

37.5000 -0.51838-01 0.85148-04 0.13338-01
37. 5000 -0. B52BE-0 1 0. 22948-03 0. 1 3338-0 l
37.5000 -0. 1 r Bs 0. 1 1 04E-02 0. 1 3338-0 1

37.5000 -0.1483 0.29098-02 0.13338-01
- NEXT t412-M22******* END OF MÀCRO EXECUTION *******

END OF JOB

END OF LOOP
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APPEF{DXX

F E Analysis Of Laterally Loaded Piles

(I). Code FEFII,E - I
The computer code FEPILE-I is functionally equivalent to the code ITFECC-A

described earlier in Appendix D. A brief description of control parameters, macro

commands, and element subroutines are provided belorv; however, for detailed de-

scription of features of the code, preparation of input data, and interpretation

of output results, referenee should be made to the user manual for code

FEPILE-I.

Global Control Parameters:

These parameters are identical to those listed eariier in Appendix D for the code

ITFECC-A, except that the parameters NAFE, LAGS are not used, and that NSN

stands for number of soil rea,ctions rvhich is equal to 1,

Controi Macro Commands

These are similar to those listed earlier in Appendix D for the code ITFECC-A,

except that the macro command to start the program is PILE.

Macro-type Commands For Mesh Input

These are identicai to those listed earlier in Appendix D for the code ITFECC-A.

Programming Macro Commands

Follou'ing macro commands are functionally identical to corresponding macro com-

mands listed earlier commands listed earlier in Appendix D under code ITFECC-A:

ATDT, AUTO, BOUN, CI{NG, CREP, DATA, DISK, DISP, DT, END, FORC,

FORM, ITER, IT¡{X, LOOP, NEXT, NOCR, NOMC, NOPR, NOPS, PLOT,

P]\4AC, PRST, PUNC, RATE, RITE, SDSK, SOL\/, TANG, TINTE, TOLD, UTAN.

Follorving additional/different macro commands are available:
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Command Description

STPT Compiles soil/ice reactions rvith time in a way suitable for piotting.

STRE Evaluates increments of ice/soil reaction at Gauss points.

STRS Prints eiement end forces and ice/soil reactions at specified steps

in a time-incrementing loop.

Eiement Library

Element designation is similar to that in ITFECC-A. The subroutine list is:

I,[ame Description

ELMT0i Pile element on a spring-dashpot medium.

ELMTO2 Linear eiastic pile element for creep anaiysis.

(II). The Alternative Aigorithm A.nd Code FBPII,E-II
Equation (5.16) can be u'ritten as;

¡7 ¡7

xh :Ð I {¡a1r n4nl + [¡r]"¿-t¡úli¿ d,qn +T, I k-[n]"¡¡{)t d.sq..,¡
TJo íJo

r\-F",À:0, (f.1)'1
where g.,å is the vector of nodal creep deformations at time Í¡, and all other nota-

tions are as defined in Chapter 5 (note: g¡ is the vector of total nodal deformations

and [,nf] is given by eqn. 5.13c). For a 2-node element at time /¡;

9n: (u7¡ dr; 1t)2, oz)T ,

9.,À : (."r, 0, *"r, 0)T

(F.2)

(r.3)

The additional creep displacement at a given node for the (fr + 1)th time step Af ¡

is given by,

6u",¡+t : tit.,¡¡6' ,\t¡ (.F.4)

and

lb.¡+e:(1 -î)rit.,u*0ú:.,k+1 , 0<0<i (.F.5)

The iateral soil/ice reaction at this node is given b¡',

Rx : lt-{.x - u",h} : k- [/ü]{q,b - g",,h}
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and creep displacement rate is given bv eqn. (5.21). Thus eqn. (F.4) yields,

6?xc,h+r - Af¿ C1¡c,{lt - 0)lk-þn¡ - @*c,k)]o * tl_k*(*r*, - -".0*r)]u} (r.T)

BJ' using the Newton-Raphson procedure as described in Chapter 5, the following

two equations can be finall¡' obtained to solve for the cumulative iterative correc-

tion of the giobal vector of total deformations áqf-, and the cumu.Lative iterative

correction of the global vector of creep deformations áqia , , (where superscript n

denotes the nth iterative c¡rcle):

6qT,x+,

and

- Af r Crf '{0 - o)lk-(q¡ - o",*)Jo + o¡k-(qi+, - (F.8)q3,o*, )]u)

f "{fuf "r[B] 
+ lN)' k-lNl]dLóqË+, : - l"{lllr Erlll + [/v]' k-lN)]dt q,u

* l"{iNl'k*lNl}dL(q",¡ * óql,o+,) - F¡+r : 0 (r.e)

The convergence criterion is identical to eqn. (3.53). After covergence, the total
deformation vector and creep dispiacement vector are updated, and solution process

proceeds to the next time step. Whenever required, eqn. (F.6) is used to compute

lateral ice/soil reactions at a node point. By combining eqns. (F.6) and (5.29), the

element end forces for each eiement are caiculated.

Code FEPILE-II was developed by incorporating the above algorithm. Details

(macro commands etc.) needed for using this code are provided in the user manual

for code FEPILE-II.
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APPENDIX G

Expressions For .A.dfreeze Element

The 6-node adfreeze (interface) element is as sho¡¡'n in Fig. 6.1, The local curvilinear

coordinate s¡'stem is denoted by (r,n), with coordinate s parallel to the interface.

The global coordinate system is denoted by (r,g). [À(")] in eqn. (6.5) is:

[¡r(")] : ( N¿, N¡, Art") : ( L!9 -+, qP -+, (1-s,) ) (c.i)

Lei the relative displacements at mid-pointsi, j, k be expressed in local coordinate

system as w .and in global coordinate system as IM.

In vieu' of Fig. 6.2,

{*} =

w : ( d"i., dn¿, d"j,dnj, d"krdnt )r

'lM : ( dr¿, d.y;, dr¡rd,s¡, dr*,dnn )r

Ät, 0 //¡
01{¡0
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cos t9¿ sin rf¿ 0 0 0 0

-sinr9¿ cosr9¿ 0 0 0 0

0 0 cosd¡ sindS 0 0

0 0 -sinrf¡ cosr9¡ 0 0

0 0 0 0 cos rl¡ sin r1¡

0 0 0 0 -sind¡ cosrl¡

(G.2)

(G.3)

{\M} (G.4)

u'here r1¿ is the orientation angle (Figure 6.2) at the / th mid-point. Let the nodal

displacement vector be denoted by a". Let (uo,t'o) denote the nodaL displacements

at the pth local node in the global æ and y directions, respectively.

a" : ( 'U1,, 1)1., '1tr2, 1)Z¡ 'ttrS¡ 'I)g¡ ?tr+¡ 't)4¡ 't15¡ DS., UA,, UA )T (G.5)

{w}:

-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 0 0 0 010000
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 -1 0 0 000100
0 0 0 0 -1 0 000010
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 i

{"" } (c.6)

The relative displacement vector in local coordinates at an arbitrary point on the

mid-plane is denoted by d (see eqn. 6.8). Thus,

,f, ]
If¿ 0

0 ¡i,{d} : {*} (G.7)



Combining eqns. (G.4), (G.6), and (G.7), the eqn, (6.9) for the 6-node interface

element can be obtained. as:

{d} : ( -l.M)',, -lh[jr, -|M)', lM]t, lN[]r, lA[]', ) (c.8)

rvhere

t ìir1 _ [n, cos r]¿ 1/¿ sinTt¿ 
|

¡:tr Jl - 
L -¡t, sin ,rl¿ N¡ cos,rg¿ 

|

(G.e)

u'here Nt,, rJt are defined for the lth mid-point.

Matrix [^9]' in eqn. (6.23) is dimensionally (2x2), but only one of its components

is non-zero, ie.,

icrr¿- |ntr"!-ttn ol
LSJ" : 

L'- 
""ð ,l (G.10)

where ali notations are as defined in Chapter 6 (eqn. 6.4). Matrix [Õ]' in eqn.

(6.26) has the form:

t^--lx o l , \'- c,
LCj": L0 C"), where ,:ffi (c.11)

where all notations are defined in Chapter 6.
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